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SUMMARY 
This work presents an experimental investigation of the 
fluid flow and heat transfer mechanisms associated with the 
performance of an equilaterally pitched horizontal tube bundle 
in a gas fluidized bed. The effects of fluidization velocity 
and particle size/type on the flow patterns of the particles 
is examined. Also studied is the influence of the flow pattern 
on local heat transfer coefficient around the tube. A spirally 
wound Nichrome ribbon and flush mounted thermocouples under the 
ribbon on the test surface are utilized for the heat transfer 
studies. Another test cylinder with an embedded straingage 
type pressure transducer is used to measure local pressure 
fluctuations which are analyzed via Fast Fourier Transform 
techniques. 
It has been observed that at flow rates in the range 
of incipient fluidization, the onset of fluidization occurs 
at the tube sides, with a corresponding increase in local 
heat transfer coefficient in that region. As the fluidization 
velocity increases the activity near the defluidized cap at 
the top of the cylinder becomes more intense, with a consequent 
large increase in the local heat transfer coefficient in this 
region when compared to that in other regions. 
The average heat transfer coefficient based on the 
local values around the circumference has been observed to 
XIX 
increase with fluidization velocity for the range of particle 
sizes and types used in the investigation. Such an increase 
becomes more pronounced with increasing pitch-to-diameter 
ratios, levelling off at a value of the ratio of about 1.7. 
An empirical correlation patterned after earlier works on the 
subject, together with an additional correction factor for the 




1.1 The Problem of Dense-Phase Fluidization 
When gravitational force on a compact group of particles 
is countered by a fluid stream momentum to bring the particles 
in a floating state, the resulting flow field with solids in 
suspension is said to be in dense-phase fluidization. Such 
systems exhibit enhanced heat transfer rates and uniform 
fluidized bed temperature via particle mixing as well as due 
to favorable gas to solid contact that yields large surface 
area to volume ratios. Convenience in handling solid particles 
in transport with increased flow rates is an additional 
advantage of fluidized systems, all of which make fluidized 
bed reactors particularly attractive in chemical and petroleum 
process industries, as well as making fluidized bed technology 
generally adaptable in such varied applications as coal 
gasification/desulfurization and metal processing/extraction. 
Basic mechanisms of the fluidization phenomenon, 
notwithstanding the extent of its application, are less than 
adequately understood; rather, engineering design of fluidized 
bed systems is based on prior experience and on a trial-
error approach. This is not too surprising, considering 
the analytical complexities of turbulent gas-solid interactions, 
2 
the influence of physical properties on chemical rate pro-
cesses and the cumbersome geometrical configuration factors 
associated with such units. Furthermore, a fluidized bed may 
operate in a uniform fluidization mode, or in a mode involving 
vigorous bubbling and mixing of solids, or even in a dilute 
phase conveyance mode. It is, therefore, not beneficial to 
examine fluidized systems only in the conventional unit 
operation mode. Rather, each flow field configuration must 
be investigated together with its peculiar characteristics 
in order to yield useful models that permit limited appli-
cability. 
The problem of dense-phase fluidized bed heat transfer 
primarily concerns an examination of the fluid dynamic and 
thermal characteristics of the flow field in the close 
vicinity of the heat exchange surfaces in a gas fluidized 
bed. This regime is characterized by the largest temperature 
gradients in the immediate neighborhood of the surface and 
the bulk particles. It is also possible to predict the sur-
face to bed heat transfer from a knowledge of the residence 
time of a cloud of particles near the surface. It may be 
noted that the residence time is a direct consequence of the 
fluid dynamics of the bed, which is influenced by the overall 
bed geometry, the mean particle size and size distribution, 
and the flow field near the distributor plate of the bed. 
The influence of an immersed array of tubes on the gross 
fluidization patterns, such as particle movement near the 
z 
transfer surface and the residence time of particles in some-
what defluidized zones, further complicates the problem of 
heat transfer rate prediction via analytical means. It is 
seen that for higher heat exchange rates fresh particles from 
the central regions of the bed should be brought in contact 
with the heat transfer surface as rapidly as possible, and, 
conversely, a totally defluidized region near the exchange 
surface should correspond to reduced heat transfer rates. 
A detailed model of the dynamic interaction between the 
carrier gas flow, the heat exchange surface, and the parti-
culates in the bed must be established before the problem of 
dense-phase fluidized bed heat transfer may be resolved. 
1.2. Motivation for the Present Research 
Controlled combustion reaction in a coal gasification 
process utilizes a liquid cooled tube bundle buried in a 
pulverized coal fluidized combustor. Early failures of such 
devices were traced to locally defluidized zones of burning 
particles, resulting in burnouts and hot spots. These could 
be avoided by periodic replacement of the hot particles by 
cooler ones from within the bed via appropriate choices of 
tube arrangement, fluidization velocity, particle size and 
distribution, and pitch to diameter ratio of the tube bundle. 
One proposed scheme of desulfurization of flue gases in coal 
burning power plants utilizes a fluidized bed of alkalized 
alumina to scrub the gases from the power plant to the stack. 
4 
A compact economizer in the form of a tube bundle immersed 
within the fluidized bed will not only force the bed to favor 
uniform fluidization at higher flow velocities with only a 
small percentage increase in pressure drop, but it will also 
form an attractive waste heat recovery system. Such tube 
bundles may also be utilized in petrochemical industrial 
applications to dissipate heat from the surface to the gas 
promoting dense-phase fluidization. Analysis and design of 
such fluidized bed heat transfer schemes requires a basic 
understanding of the mechanisms associated with the process. 
In one of the earlier investigations of the fluid 
dynamic and thermal field in the vicinity of a horizontal 
tube with a gas fluidized bed, Glass and Harrison (1964)* 
obtained detailed flow patterns around the tube using photo-
graphic techniques in a two dimensional test section with 
sand and air. Their sequence of flow pictures showed an 
apparently defluidized region on the top of the tube, with 
irregular chains of rising bubbles causing significant 
particle activity near the tube sides. The resulting varia-
tion of the local Nusselt number around the circumference 
at incipient fluidization, as reported in the works of 
Gel'perin, et al. (1966), Keairns (1968), Noack (1970), and 
Baskakov, et al. (1973) , showed that the heat transfer 
coefficient on the sides of the tube exceeded that at either 
the forward or the rear stagnation points by as much as 
*See Bibliography at the end of the thesis. 
5 
seventy five percent. A detailed explanation of the 
mechanisms leading to such variation still remains to be 
established. 
Staggered arrays of horizontal tubes with proper 
spacings for favorable flow patterns is likely to improve 
the heat transfer characteristics of the tube bundle. Neither 
the flow patterns of particles around the tubes in their 
vicinity, nor their influence on the bed-to-tube heat transfer 
rate, is available for such a tube bundle in a gas fluidized 
medium. In this connection, the work by Glass, et al. (196 4) 
was confined to a two dimensional field. 
Local gas pressure fluctuations in fluidized beds, 
observed by Fiacco (1964), Sutherland (1964), Kang, et al. 
(1967), Hilby (1967), Winter (1968), and Lirag (1971), have 
been generally attributed to the passage of particles and 
bubbles. A substantive correction of the local pressure 
fluctuations near the tube with the corresponding particle 
flow pattern which affects the heat transfer phenomena is 
not available in open literature. 
The motivation for the present work arises out of a 
need to understand the interplay between the flow field 
variations and the resulting heat transfer augumentation in 
gas fluidized beds containing horizontal tube bundles. Heat 
exchangers of such a configuration have recently received 
wide attention in industry. 
6 
1.3. Statement of the Research Problem 
and the Plan of Attack 
It is proposed to establish the potential of using 
local pressure fluctuations as a means of interpreting 
particle flow patterns near a horizontal tube within a tube 
bundle in gas fluidized beds. It is further proposed to 
determine the influence of such parameters as the tube 
arrangement and spacing, fluidizing velocity, bed particles 
size, and bed material on the variation of local Nusselt 
number around such a tube. 
An experimental approach is taken. An apparatus 
consisting of a bank of horizontal tubes placed in a rectan-
gular cross-section fluidized bed column, with 1 inch outer 
diameter tubes placed in staggered equilateral triangles or 
pitch, is fabricated for this purpose. Two of these tubes 
are used as test cylinders; one of these, a Teflon cylinder 
electrically heated by Nichrome V ribbon wound helically 
around the middle 2/3 of its length, with thermocouples placed 
underneath the central helix, is utilized for the heat trans-
fer studies. The other tube, made out of steel, is used to 
measure local surface pressure fluctuations by incorporating 
strain gage pressure transducers within it. 
The first series of experiments is confined to pressure 
fluctuation measurements. A Fast Fourier Analyzer is utilized 
to statistically analyze the measured fluctuations. The 
second group of experiments examines the influence parameters 
7 
with reference to the local Nusselt number variation using 
the circumferential temperature profile and accounting for 




II.1 Mechanisms of Heat Transfer Between Submerged 
Surfaces and Fluidized Bed 
The augmented heat transfer in fluidized beds is a 
combined result of the thermal interaction between the 
particles, the fluidizing medium, and the submerged surfaces. 
This has led to three categories of investigations on heat 
transfer in fluidized beds during the past two decades. 
These refer to the heat exchange within the bed (particle to 
particle and fluid to particle), the interaction between the 
bed and its containing walls and the transfer between the bed 
and the submerged surfaces. The heat transfer aspects of the 
current investigation concern the exchange of heat between 
the fluid and a submerged surface in the presence of a dense 
phase fluidized bed, establishing the scope of this literature 
survey. Of a variety of mechanisms proposed by researchers 
for the rate of heat transfer between the bed and submerged 
surfaces, the three basic ones are turbulent convection, 
packet renewal transport, and unsteady conduction via 
individual particles. 
Dow and Jakob (1951) , Levenspiel and Walton (1954) , 
and Wasan and Ahluwalia (1969) viewed solid particles as 
turbulence promoters which reduce the surface film resistance 
•-: 
to heat transfer. In adapting the boundary layer theory for 
flow of the fluidizing medium over vertical surfaces, Levenspiel 
and Walton (1954) conceptualized the fluidized bed to consist 
of uniform spherical particles arranged in horizontal layers, 
with the bed voidage determining the assumed constant 
distance between the layers and with the central part of the 
bed being isothermal. With the expansion of the bed, the 
distance between the layers was assumed to increase, although 
particles in each layer remained close to one another as 
well as to the wall. Assuming that a boundary layer formed 
anew over the distance between any two successive particles in 
contact with the surface, the authors proposed correlations 
between the void fraction, e, of the bed, the Nusselt number 
based on interlayer distance, D , and the medium conductivity, 
k , and the Reynolds number based on mass flow rate per unit 
area, G, the layer spacing, D , and the medium viscosity, 
y. The proposed equations, for laminar and turbulent flow, 
respectively, are: 
havgDr 0.417 ,, ,1/2 
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Such a model presumes uniform fluidization. However, these 
equations do not agree with experimental observations by 
Van Heerden, et al. (19 53), nor with those by Ziegler and 
Brazelton (1964). The latter authors attribute this lack of 
agreement to the neglect of heat absorption by the particles 
in the preceding equations. A further drawback to the model 
of a heat transfer mechanism which is based on turbulent 
convection is its disregard for the decreasing local tempera-
ture gradient with time near the surface owing to the 
continued contact of the particles. 
The packet renewal transport mechanism is based on the 
hypothesis that packets of particulate material remove heat 
from the surface via transient conduction and that the packets 
are periodically renewed from the region near the wall into 
the bulk of the fluidized bed. This approach is forwarded 
in the works of Mickley and Fairbank (1955) , Baskakov (1964) , 
Patel (1967), and Yoshida, et al. (1969), who consider the 
effective thermal conductivity of the packets and their 
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renewal frequency as the main factors determining the heat 
transfer rate. The effective thermal conductivity in such 
an approach is taken as that corresponding to a fixed bed 
and the void fraction as that for a bed with minimum fluidizing 
velocity. In terms of a stirring factor, S , to allow for 
h 
the replacement frequency of the particles at the heat 
exchange surface, together with the effective thermal con-
ductivity, k , the effective density, pa, and the specific 
heat, C , such an approach leads to an average heat transfer 
coefficient, such as 
h = /k p C S7 (3) 
avg e e s L 
Equation (3) does not include any influence due to particle 
size. This is contrary to experimental observations. 
Furthermore, the theory also provides no upper bound on the 
heat transfer rate as the renewal frequency increases. 
Baskakov (1964) and Patel (1967) introduced a contact 
resistance between the surface and the bed to adjust for such 
a discrepancy. Although Yoshida, et al. (1969) envisioned 
a layer of particulates between the surface and the bed to 
account for the resistance to heat transfer, it must be 
noted that such a layer is nonhomogeneous and that the thermal 
responses of the gas and the particles are quite different, 
a fact which precludes the use of an effective thermal 
conductivity without further modifications. In fact, Harakas 
and Beatty (1963) reported that experimentally measured heat 
I.: 
transfer coefficients for moving packed beds, characterized 
by short particle residence times, were less than those 
predicted via the use of a single effective thermal conducti-
vity for the bed. 
Theories that attribute the heat transfer process 
primarily to unsteady conduction from the surface to a single 
or chain of particles have been proposed by Botterill, et al. 
(1962), Ziegler and Brazelton (1964), Couderc, et al. (1967), 
Brusenback (1963), and Gabor (1970). Such theories imply 
negligible internal thermal resistance of particle material 
as well as symmetrical heating due to particle rotation near 
the surface. Furthermore, it is assumed that between 
successive contacts with the wall, the particles assume the 
temperature of the bed core. In terms of the specific heat, 
C , and the density p , of the solids, the void fraction, e, s s 
the gaseous medium thermal conductivity, k , the mean 
distance of particulates from the wall, 6 , and the normal 
velocity component of particles in the first row, w , the 
preceding theory yields an expression for the average heat 
transfer coefficient as 
havg = Cs wn ps ( 1- £ ) 
1.2 k 
l-exp( 3 ^y^) 
5 C p w (l-e)"L/J 
w s s n 
(4) 
It may be noted that an increase in the fluidizing velocity 
increases the solid circulation (and hence w ) as well as the 
n 
void fraction, the former tending to increase the heat 
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transfer coefficient and the later decreasing it. Furthermore, 
whereas in aggregative beds, due to the nonisotropicity, the 
vertical mixing of particles controls their renewal rate at 
the heat transfer surface, the theory leading to equation (4) 
utilizes the normal component of particle velocity as a 
measure of renewal rate. For rapid renewal rates, where 
internal temperature gradients within the particles are 
significant, equation (4) was modified by Botterill, et al. 
(1962) and Gabor (1970) who solved the unsteady conduction 
problem for varying thermophysical properties of the solid 
and the gaseous media to obtain isotherms for various contact 
times. 
In order to apply any one of the three theories, it is 
essential to ascertain the particle movement near the surface 
by establishing whether the bed is under the conditions of 
channeling, or slugging, or uniform fluidization. Channeling 
refers to the tortuous flow through the bed via few open 
channels without disturbing the remaining solid particles. 
When slugging occurs, the particles agglomerate and get lifted 
by fluid bubbles with enough increase in size to fill most of 
the flow cross section containing the tube bundle. At the 
upper surface, the particulates fall off the bubbles and the 
slugs decompose eventually, resulting in intense mixing in 
the bed arising from random pulsating motion of the particles. 
The fluid velocity distribution during such a state of the 
bed is very uneven. Uniform fluidization corresponds to a 
I 
uniform rise of fluid through the bed and a somewhat even 
distribution of randomly circulating particles in the stream. 
A single fluidized bed may simulataneously exhibit one or 
more of the three basic flow states in varying degrees at 
various locations within it, rendering the task of assessing 
the exact particle motion almost untractable. On the basis 
of the numerous heat transfer research papers covering 
fluidized beds with embedded surfaces, it may be observed 
that increased particle activity coupled with an appropriate 
renewal rate of fresh particles from within the bed leads to 
augmented heat transfer. A detailed understanding of the 
mechanisms leading to heat transfer augmentation therefore 
requires a critical study of the particle flow patterns in 
the neighborhood of horizontal tubes in a fluidized bed. 
II.2. Flow Visualization and Pressure Fluctuations 
~~Near Surfaces in Fluidized Beds 
An air fluidized sand bed (mean diameter 100 ym) and 
a water fluidized glass ballotoni bed (mean diameter 500 pm) 
were examined via cine photography by Glass and Harrison 
(1964) to obtain the particle and fluid flow patterns near a 
horizontal tube. In a two dimensional bed (30 cm x 1 cm x 
60 cm high), over a test cylinder (3 cm diameter x 1 cm long) 
placed symmetrically at one quarter of the way up the sand 
bed from the distributor, at air flow rates two to three times 
that needed for incipient fluidization, they observed three 
distinct flow regimes: an apparently defluidized region on 
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top of the horizontal cylinder, a thin film of air below 
the cylinder, and irregular chains of rising air bubbles on 
the sides of the tube. In an experiment to determine the 
amount of defluidized material resting on the top of the tube 
surface by weighing the cylinder while it was immersed in the 
air-fluidized bed, Glass (1967) noted that the apparent 
weight of the cylinder was less than that in the bed, while 
the Archimedean upthrust, i.e., the buoyant force, was less 
than that calculated from the volume of the tube and the 
bulk density of the bed. This difference in the upthrust, 
when used as a measure of the weight of the conical defluidiz 
region, indicated a steady decrease in the weight for up to 
three times the minimum fluidization velocity. This loss of 
weight, in turn, implies an increase in the apex angle of 
the conical defluidized zone. The volume of the defluidized 
region increased with the cylinder diameter. Also, angular 
particles when compared to more spherically shaped particles, 
showed an increase in their stacking ability, resisting the 
influence of nearby fluid motion. 
Morgan (1967) photographed the surface of a 20.3 cm 
square cross section air-fluidized sand bed with a 2.54 cm 
o.d. horizontal tube placed 20 cm above a porous plate dis-
tributor for specific bed heights at air flow rates ranging 
from four to twenty times the minimum fluidization rate. 
He observed the tube as continuing to have a marked influence 
on the bed behavior as the flow rate increased. The bubbling 
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of the bed was chiefly noted at the surface directly above 
the tube sides, the surface remaining unbroken by erupting 
bubbles between the two bubbling regions, although there 
remained some particle movement. A capacitance bridge 
technique to measure the time-averaged void fraction near a 
tube in an air fluidized bed, as used by Fakhimi (1969) , also 
indicated fluidization initiating at the tube sides. Works 
by Glass (1967), Morgan (1967), and Fakhimi (1969) could only 
provide a qualitative picture of the unsteady flow patterns 
of gas and particles near a curved immersed surface in a 
fluidized bed. Pressure fluctuation measurements in the bed, 
it was argued, must be analyzed for a more quantitative 
description. 
Shuster and Kisliak (1952) observed, in slugging beds, 
wide pressure fluctuations, with decreasing magnitude and 
increasing frequency, as the field approached a uniform 
fluidization state. They defined the quality index of the 
bed as the ratio of the average deviation of the pressure 
drop to the frequency of the pressure fluctuations. This 
index approaches a maximum from a value of zero for a 
uniformly fluidized bed as the bed approaches slugging. 
Similar observations were made by Fiacco and Sutherland 
(1964) . Kang, et al. (1967) compared the pressure fluctuations 
in packed beds held with screens to those without packing. 
The decrease in magnitude of pressure fluctuations for 
packed beds was accounted for by the additional uniformity 
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of fluidization due to screen packing. Hilby (1967) hinted 
at the possibility of a correlation between pressure fluctua-
tions in the bed on one hand and the particle motion as well 
as the passage of bubbles through the bed on the other. 
Lirag and Littman (1971) also linked passage of bubbles 
through the bed with pressure variations. 
II.3. Heat Transfer to Tubes in Fluidized Beds 
Vertical tubes in fluidized beds have been studied 
by a host of investigators, including Baerg, et al. (1950), 
Gamson (1951), Vreedenberg (1952, 1958, 1960), Toomey and 
Johnston (1955) , Wender and Cooper (1958) , and Ozkaynak and 
Chen (1975). The heat transfer and flow field around 
horizontal tubes in fluidized beds have been studied by 
Vreedenberg (1958), Gel'perin, et al. (1958, 1962), Zenz, 
et al. (1960) , Glass and Harrison (1964) , Botterill, et al. 
(1968), Petrie, et al (1967), Keairns (1968), Noack (1970), 
Lese and Kermode (1971), Genetti, et al. (1971), Andeen, et 
al. (1974), and Chen (1976). Major findings by these 
investigators may be summarized as follows: Horizontal 
tubes attract gas pockets at the bottom and stagnant caps of 
particles at the top. Gas channeling occurs between a verti-
cal wall and a horizontal tube close to it. Bubbles generate 
from the tube sides, even in two dimensional beds. The local 
heat transfer coefficient around horizontal tubes is greatest 
on the sides, slightly less on the bottom and quite small at 
the top. When tubes are separated by at least 43 particle 
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diameters, any kind of barrier below the tube does not 
affect the heat transfer rates, although at least one 
investigation, namely that by Gel'perin, et al. (1962), 
found the barrier to adversely affect heat transfer rate. 
They found that when the barrier was another heat transfer 
tube, the exchange with the upper tube was adversely affected 
due to the particles having been partially heated by the 
lower tube. The heat transfer coefficient is minimum for 
tubes oriented at 45 degrees with the fluid stream. It may 
be pointed out that obstruction to a thorough fluidization 
due to extended surfaces rules them out as possible augmenters 
of heat transfer in fluidized beds. Moreover, even a ten 
fold increase in the heat transfer coefficient, attributed 
to a fluidized bed in the vicinity of a heated surface, 
renders rather low fin effectiveness. In fact, large varia-
tions in local heat transfer coefficients further complicate 
attempts to quantify the merits of finned surfaces in the 
presence of a fluidized bed. A literature review on finned 
surfaces in fluidized beds is, therefore, not pursued any 
further in this work. 
II.4. Heat Transfer Correlations in Fluidized Beds 
The multiplicity of parameters affecting the heat 
transfer phenomena in fluidized beds makes it unrealistic 
to attempt a generalized correlation scheme. Results by 
numerous investigators, therefore, must be examined with 
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reference to the limited scopes of the parameters they 
investigated. 
Toomey and Johnston (1953) measured heat transfer 
from a vertical tube at the center of an air fluidized bed 
of variable-size glass beads as well as that from the bed to 
a water cooled outer wall. They proposed a correlation 
between Nusselt number based on particle diameter and gas 
h D 
medium conductivity, — . •? P, and Reynolds number based on 
g 
particle diameter, mass velocity for minimum fluidization 
D G r 









where G is the actual mass flow rate of air. Gamson (1951) 
correlated Mickley and Trilling's (1949) data for an air 
fluidized glass bead bed with a vertical heater at the 
center of the bed in terms of Colburn's j factors for heat 
transfer, such as 
N 
A Nu,p - -_ ,6G ,-0.8,.. .-0.3 ,,. j = ^ r 7 T = 2.53 { ) (1-e) . (6) 
h ND (N- )
1 / 3 a p 
Re,p Pr 
where a is the effective heat transfer area per unit volume 
of the bed. By varying the location of the vertical tube, 
Vreedenberg (1953) found that the maximum heat transfer 
coefficient occurred at — = 0.4. Based on an examination of 
earlier data, Wender and Cooper (1958) proposed the relation 
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^ E = 0.01B44 C r ( N R e / p ) 0 - 3 ( ! s ) ° -
S
( ^ ( ^ )
0 - 4 3 (7) 
g g g 
c P 
where ( g 9) is not dimensionless but has the units of 
2 g sec/cm , and C represents the dimensionless correction factor 
for non axial tube location as given by Vreedenberg (1952). 
Here, the constant 0.01844 has compensating dimensions to 
render the right hand side of the above equation. Heat 
transfer from a tube within a tube bundle in a dense phase as 
well as in a dilute phase air fluidized bed was studied by 
Genetti and Knudsen (196 8). For the dense phase fluidization 
they proposed the relation 
c / i N 0 , 4 8 
N„ = ^ ^ x. (8) 
N u , p 
1 , 1 / G i n f ^ 4 / 3 
NRe 
Of as \(0s)1-1 %. 
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For a single tube at variable inclinations, as well as vari-
able mass fluid rates and particle sizes, Genetti, et al. 
















where 9 is measured in degrees from the horizontal and D 
P 
is in inches. 
A correlation for a horizontal heated tube in a fine 
particle bed was proposed by Vreedenberg (1958) as 
,0 .44 




Re,t e p (11) 
where the subscript t refers to the tube. For larger and 
heavier particles he proposed the relation 
NAT , = 420 Nu, t (N_ ) [ N „ . / N * \ 
P r ' ^ R e , t 7 A r , p l 
0 . 3 
(12) 
Average heat transfer coefficient for a horizontal 
tube bundle in a fluidized bed with a minimum tube separation 
of 43 particle diameters, and with mass velocities ranging 
lb 
from 60 to 300 j , as reported by Petrie, et al. (1968), 
hr-ft 
is given by 
K 
Nu 
- 14/-JU1 / 3 /N v V 3 ( ° t \ 2 * (13) 
However, the experimental scatter from this relation was as 
high as +43 percent. 
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For bare and serrated finned tubes in a horizontal 
bundle, with variable fin height, L, tube spacing, P, particle 
diameter, D , and fluidizing air velocity, Bartel and Genetti 
i* 
(1973) noted that heat transfer increased with increasing fin 
height before leveling off. They also noticed that tube 
spacing was an influence parameter only for short finned tubes 
They proposed the relation 
10(l-e) 0.5 1 -
N 
1 5 1 0.027 + 4.3L 
P1'12 i 3.2L0'6 
Nu,p 
1 + 
0.00102 + 0.047L 0.8 
71 < < 1 4 > 
(NRe,P
} 
(0.33+0.4L 9.33 (D ) 
P 
(1.23-0.57L 0.23 
where L, D and P are expressed in inches. 
Using horizontal tubes in shallow fluidized beds, 
Andeen and Glicksman (1976) contended that Vreedenberg's 
(1958) data correlated well only for low void fractions, but 
progressively worsened as the gas velocities were increased. 
This may be attributed to the fact that Vreedenberg's work 
was performed at low velocities. Andeen and Glicksman (19 76) 
modified Vreedenberg's correlations to include the influence 
of void fraction, (with an RMS deviation of 13.8 percent), as 





Ainshtein and Gel'perin's (1966) attempt to corre-
late the data for 0.2 mm diameter glass spheres in terms of 
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Nusselt number as a function of particle Reynolds number for 
room temperature air fluidized beds, together with Chen's 
(1976) further replotting of Ainshtein and Gel'perin's work 
as well as that of his own new data, indicated an uncertainty 
bound in the preceding correlations up to one hundred percent 
for either the vertical or the horizontal tubes. To quote 
Botterill (1975): 
Although workers were mostly only able to examine a 
limited range of experimental variables, they often 
presented their conclusions in the form of generalized 
correlations that may tend to obscure this. Although 
the power to which certain groups in the correlations 
occur give some indication of the importance of 
factors within the experimental range, it is rarely 
clear to what extent the results have been influenced 
by the scale of the equipment... through the effect 
that this had on the fluidization behavior. 
It is imperative that further experimentation and 
analysis of fluidized bed heat transfer from and to tubes 
and tube bundles be conducted with at least as much emphasis 
on formulating physical mechanisms of exchange of momentum 




III.l. Design of Apparatus and Data 
Collection Procedure 
The objective of the present investigation is to 
enhance the detailed understanding of the flow field in the 
immediate vicinity of horizontal tube bundles surrounded by 
a dense phase gas fluidized bed and the influence of flow 
field on the local heat transfer rates. The results of such 
an investigation are essential to the design of efficient 
and cost effective fluidized bed heat exchange equipment. 
The test facility has a narrow rectangular test 
section housing the heat exchanger tube bundle. One of the 
tubes is instrumented to record pressure fluctuations, while 
another one is equipped to determine local heat transfer 
coefficients. Supporting instrumentation can be divided into 
that needed for flow visualization, data recording, and data 
analysis. The two cylinders can be located anywhere within 
the tube bundle in the test section, the remaining tubes in 
the bundle being dummy cylinders. The test section is 
designed to permit variations of the tube pitch, the material 
of the fluidized bedt, the particle size and the fluidization 
velocity. The design and fabrication of the apparatus, as 
well as an outline of the data collection procedure, are 
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explained under the following categories: 
The Fluidizing Column 
The Flow System 
Pressure Fluctuation Measurement 
Heat Transfer Measurement 
Supporting Instrumentation 
Data Collection Procedure 
III.1.1. The Fluidizing Column 
The fluidizing column is made of 0.5-inch thick clear 
plexiglass sheets. The inside cross section is 11 inches x 
6 inches and its height is 4 6 inches. Figure 1 shows two 
views and a cross section of the column. The plexiglass 
faces making the broad sides of the column are in several 
sections permitting location of tube bundles at any preselected 
height from the distributor plate. The two 12-inch high 
plexiglass pieces used to hold the tubes are identical except 
that 1 inch diameter holes have been drilled through one of 
these pieces, whereas in the other there are only 0.25 inch 
deep notches. Such a design permits introduction of tubes 
from the side. Three sets of such tube bundle holders 
accommodate three different pitch to diameter ratios. 
In order to insure desirable uniform flow across the 
entire test section, a distributor plate and a flow 
straightening section upstream of it have been provided at 
the base of the column as shown in Figure 2. The distributor 
plate is a 0.25-inch thick porous sintered bronze plate with 
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Figure 2. Exploded View of Fluidizing Column Assembly. 
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a mean pore size of 40 yra. The flow straightening section 
is a rectangular box with inside dimensions of 6-inch x 
11-inch x 24-inch and open at the top. It is made out of 
0.125-inch thick black iron sheets. Air enters through a two 
inch diameter hole at the lower part of this box. Bundles 
of screen mesh and a layer of honeycomb material have been 
placed in the upper part of flow straightening section in 
order to achieve a uniform flow through the entire face of 
the sintered plate. Air velocity surveys made with a vane 
type anemometer confirmed the existence of uniform inlet 
conditions to the fluidizing column. The fluidizing column, 
the distributor plate and the flow straightening section are 
held together with an angle iron frame (see Figure 2) and 
rubber gaskets (not shown). 
111.1.2. The Flow System 
Figure 3 shows the general layout of the air flow 
system. The air compressor is capable of supplying up to 
400 cfm at 85 psi, allowing experimentation at very high 
values of face or superficial air velocity. The controlled 
air flow rate is admitted by using an air pressure regulator 
and it is measured by using a laminar flow element. Line 
pressure fluctuations at the upstream of the test section are 
dampened out by using a surge tank. A simple U-tube manometer 
measures the pressure drop in the bed while an inclined 
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III.1.3. Pressure Fluctuation Measurements 
A careful review of literature containing the efforts 
by several investigators (Fiacco (1964), Sutherland (1964), 
Kang, et al. (1967) , Hilby (1967) , and Lirag and Littman 
(1971)) to study the pressure fluctuations in fluidized beds 
show that the fluctuations are below 20 Hz at amplitudes less 
than 30 percent of the total bed pressure drop. This pressure 
drop is approximately equal to the weight of the particulate 
material per unit area of the distributor plate. In the pre-
sent investigation the total bed pressure drop is about 0.7 
psi. It is expected that the amplitude of the pressure 
fluctuations would be below 0.2 psi at a frequency below 20 
Hz. Thus, a strain gage type pressure transducer with a 
flat frequency response up to 500 Hz, and capable of mea-
suring -f 2.5 psi should be quite suitable. Because of the 
danger of impacting particles on the sensing element flush 
mounting of the transducer is not desirable. Therefore, the 
pressure transducer has been mounted inside the test cylinder. 
Figure 4 shows the installation of the sensor inside the 
steel test cylinder. The pressure transmitting system consists 
of pressure tap and a pressure transmitting cavity. The 
pressure tap is 0.0135 inch in diameter and 0.20 inch long, 
and the cavity is 0.6 inch in diameter and 0.25 inch deep. 
The calculations shown in Appendix B show that the natural 
frequency of the trapped air column is approximately 9000 Hz, 





Figure 4. Installation Detail of Pressure Transdu cer 




of the dynamic pressure occurs. The pressure tap has been 
made small to prevent the particles of the bed from getting 
into the pressure transmitting cavity. 
The cylinder used for pressure fluctuation measure-
ments has been made out of steel stock. Steel has been 
selected because of its strength and abrasive resistance. 
One end of the cylinder has been milled into a rectangular 
shape in order to rotate the cylinder inside the test section. 
A protractor is mounted on this rectangular end to measure 
the position of the pressure tap relative to the cylinder 
forward stagnation point located at the bottom of the 
cylinder. Figure 5 is a photograph of the exploded view of 
the test cylinder for pressure fluctuation measurements. 
III.1.4. Heat Transfer Measurement 
The test cylinder for heat transfer measurements is 
a hollow teflon cylinder electrically heated by a .010-inch 
thick and .125-inch wide Nichrom V resistance ribbon wound 
helically around the middle four inches of the outisde 
cylindrical surface (see Figure 6). Copper constantan thermo-
couples have been placed underneath the central turn of this 
ribbon in order to measure the temperature variation around 
the circumference of the cylinder. The measured temperature 
profile is used to evaluate the local heat transfer coefficient 
after making allowance for the circumferential conduction 
along the ribbon. The integrated value of this local heat 
transfer coefficient provides the average value. 
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Teflon has been selected as the material for the test 
cylinder because of its ability to withstand temperatures 
up to 350°F and its good machinability properties. Michrome 
V has been used as the heating element because of its high 
electrical resistance and very small temperature coefficient 
of electrical resistivity. The cross section of the Nichrome 
ribbon, 0.125-inch x 0.010-inch thick, provides enough 
thermal inertia to damp out most of the rapid fluctuations in 
temperature caused by the flow fluctuations in the vicinity 
of the ribbon surface located inside of the fluidized bed. 
Ribbons thicker than .010-inch and wider than 0.125-inch 
have not been considered to keep the effect of circumferential 
conduction through the ribbon on the local heat transfer 
coefficient below ten percent. Evaluation of circumferential 
conduction requires an accurate knowledge of the second 
derivative of the temperature profile. It is difficult to 
make temperature measurements accurate enough to provide 
reliable values for this second derivative. 
Figure 6 also shows the locations of the thermocouple 
junction and terminal posts for power lead wires. The test 
cylinder is constructed from 1-inch diameter teflon stock. 
A 0.375 inch hole throughout its length provides sufficient 
space for thermocouple wires and power leads. A helical 
thread (0.010 inch deep, 0.12 5 inch wide and 7 threads per 
inch) is cut on the exterior surface of the teflon cylinder. 






Figure 6. Construction Details of Heat Transfer Test Cylinder 
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which is separated by 0.0156 inch ridges. The heated section 
covers a 4-inch span which occupies the central portion of 
the fluidized bed. Nichrome ribbon is placed in the groove 
by first holding the cylinder in a lathe chuck, and slowly 
rotating the chuck by hand. Care has been taken to apply 
uniform tension to entire length of the ribbon. The ends of 
the ribbon are secured in place using two 8 x 32 screws com-
pletely embedded in the cylinder wall. The screw posts also 
serve as power supply leads. The central two helices of the 
twenty eight turns are used for the determination of the local 
and the average heat transfer coefficient from the heated 
cylinder. The test cylinder has seven thermocouples placed 
at intervals of 30 degrees from each other covering one half 
of the circumference. Another thermocouple is placed at 
symmetrical location with respect to thermocouple number four 
(see Figure 6). Preliminary test runs showed that temperature 
data obtained using these eight thermocouples is sufficient 
to establish a good approximation to actual circumferential 
temperature profile. Other pertinent data needed for evalua-
tion of local heat transfer coefficients are the voltage drop 
across the heating ribbon and the current flowing through it. 
Each of the eight copper constantan thermocouples made 
out of 30 gage wire has been drawn through a 0.0625-inch 
diameter hole and placed at the angular locations along the 
centered two helices shown in Figure 6. The ninth thermo-
couple is located in the core of the cylinder. These thermo-
Figure 7. Finished Heat Transfer Test Cylinder 
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couple wires coming out of the core are carefully tagged for 
future identification. 
Electrical continuity between each thermocouple and the 
ribbon checked by using an ohmmeter insured good pressure con-
tacts of thermocouples to the ribbon. The test cylinder has been 
examined for any short circuits or nonuniformities under a 
magnifying glass. Outside ribbon surface and the top of the 
ridges between them are in flush with each other, assuring 
smooth four inch span on the surface of the test cylinder. 
Figure 7 is a photograph of the finished cylinder prior to 
its installation in the test section. Since the central two 
turns are instrumented for temperature measurements thirteen 
turns on either sides of the test section act as guard heaters 
assuring no axial conduction from the central portion of the 
test cylinder. 
III.1.5. Supporting Instrumentation 
The test cylinders developed for measuring local 
pressure fluctuations and heat transfer have been adequately 
instrumented. A concise description of the set up is given 
here. A preamplifier with its own power source is used to 
supply the excitation voltage. A strain gage type transducer, 
with its sensitive resistance elements arranged electrically 
in the form of a wheatstone bridge, is connected to the carrier 
preamplifier. Excitation and signal circuits are carried in 
a single cable with individually shielded lead wires. A 
2400 Hz-5 volts signal supplied by the preamplifier is used as 
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excitation signal for the strain gage pressure transducer, 
and the preamplifier reference circuit. The reference circuit 
of the preamplifier provides the voltage necessary to correct 
the transducer unbalance. It also furnishes an adjustable 
zero suppression voltage and it is used in the calibration of 
the preamplifier as well as setting the zero output position 
of the indicator. 
Before recording the signal it is monitored on a dual 
beam oscilloscope. Stripchart records of the signals are 
obtained using a direct writing strip chart recorder. The 
signal is also recorded on tape with a F-M recorder. Figure 
8 is a photographic view of the set up used for recording 
the pressure fluctuations. A schematic diagram of the equip-
ment used is shown in Figure 9 and experimental procedure 
for recording of pressure fluctuations is presented in a 
later section of this report. 
The recorded pressure fluction signal is analyzed for 
its basic statistical properties (i.e., root mean square 
value, power spectrum, autocorrelation function, and prob-
ability density function) with a Fast Fourier analyzer system. 
An x-y plotter is used to obtain these graphs. Figure 10 
shows a general view of the arrangement used for pressure 
fluctuations analysis. Figure 11 shows in schematic form the 
equipment used in Fourier analysis of the recorded signals. 
Figure 12 is a view of the experimental set up for 
heat transfer studies and Figure 13 shows the associated 
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Figure 9. Schematic Diagram of Pressure Fluctuation Recording Circuit 
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Figure 10. General View of the Instrumentation Used for 
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Figure 11. Block Diagram of the Processing Scheme Used for 
Pressure Fluctuation Analysis. 
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Figure 12. General View of the Experimental Arrangement 
for Heat Transfer Measurements. 
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gure 13. Schematic Diagram for Heat Transfer Measurements 
Circuit. 
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equipment in schematic form. During the heat transfer 
measurements power to the Nichrome ribbon is supplied from 
a 12 volt constant power supply. Thermocouple readings are 
taken manually with a digital thermometer. They are used 
in the calculation of the local heat transfer coefficients. 
III.1.6. Data Collection Procedure 
Pertinent data for any set of experimental variables 
are gathered in two phases because of the complex nature of 
the experimentation. During phase I, pressure fluctuations 
are recorded. At the conclusion of the experiments of 
phase I heat transfer measurements are made during phase II. 
During both of these phases every effort has been made to 
assure the same fluidized conditions. 
A series of test runs is initiated by placing a known 
quantity of fluidizing material in the column. The material 
is then fluidized for several minutes with air. The bed is 
then allowed to settle down by slowly reducing the air flow, 
and the resulting settled bed height is measured and recorded. 
Next, an initial air flow rate sufficient to cause incipient 
fluidization of the bed is established. Each successive test 
run is then made by slowly increasing the air flow rate, in 
steps, until the desired highest flow rate for the particular 
series of runs is reached. Data collection procedure for both 
phases of test runs is discussed under the following categories. 
Procedure for Recording of Pressure Fluctuations. The 
signal from the strain gage transducer is balanced and ampli-
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fied. The adjustable zero suppression voltage is used to 
suppress the mean (or a steady component close to mean) of 
the fluctuating signal. The signal is monitored on a dual 
beam oscilloscope simultaneously, before and after recording 
on tape. A representative strip chart records of the signal 
are also obtained. The output signal level of the F-M 
recorder used in this investigation is + 1 volt peak to peak. 
Hence, it is possible to have one to one correspondence 
between the input and the output signals from the tape 
recorder, provided that the input signal does not exceed + 1 
volt, peak to peak. In case the output signal from the 
preamplifier exceeds + 1 volt, peak to peak, in any test run, 
the input signal to the recorder is attenuated by reducing 
the amplifier gain. This is accomplished by using the 
attenuator switch on the preamplifier panel which is a 
stepped gain control and attenuates the input signal by a 
predetermined factor. 
Heat Transfer Data Collection Procedure. The evalua-
tion of local heat transfer coefficient requires a prior 
knowledge of the temperature distribution around the circum-
ference of the tubes. The temperature profile is utilized to 
estimate local circumferential conduction losses which aids 
in the determination of true local transfer coefficients. 
These are then integrated around the circumference in order 
to obtain the average heat transfer coefficient as a function 
of operating variables such as tube spacings, fluidizing 
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velocity and bed material. 
Test runs during phase II of the experiments are 
conducted to measure the temperature distribution around the 
circumference of the horizontal tubes placed in fluidized 
beds of different materials, and under different conditions. 
After the test cylinder has been placed at the desired loca-
tion in the tube bundle, the fluidizing material to be 
tested is poured in the fluidizing column and air flow rate 
is set at some initial value. Voltage and current through 
the ribbon is adjusted to the desired value. Two to three 
hours time has been allowed for the system to come to a 
steady state. It is important to mention here that because 
of the passage of bubbles in the fluidized beds the heat 
transfer coefficient at any location in the fluidized bed is 
expected to fluctuate with time. These fluctuations in heat 
transfer coefficient result in fluctuating temperatures at 
all locations on the cylinder in the fluidized bed. Though 
the heat capacity of the Nichrome ribbon is enough to damp 
out most of the rapid fluctuations of the temperature, still 
the temperature of the ribbon has been found to drift slowly. 
In most cases the drift at any particular thermocouple 
location did not exceed by more than + 2°F from a mean 
temperature excess (over ambient) of 175°F. In some cases 
the drift reached a value of + 3°F. In such instances the 
duration of the experiment has been extended long enough to 
minimize these temperature fluctuations. 
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The ribbon is assumed to be operating under steady 
state conditions if the arithmetic mean of the high and low 
value of fluctuating temperature at a location did not change 
more than 0.1°F in about three minutes. Once such a steady 
state criterion is reached, the arithmetic mean of high and 
low value of fluctuating temperature at each of the nine 
locations (eight around the circumference and one in the 
core), voltage drop across the ribbon, and flow of current 
through the ribbon are recorded. In most of these experi-
ments the top of the fluidized bed has been found to be 
fluctuating. In such cases the arithmetic mean of the low 
and high value of the fluctuating height is taken to be the 
height of the fluidized bed. 
III. 2. Analysis of Experimental Data 
The heat transfer coefficient in a fluidized bed is 
governed by the movement of particles in the vicinity of 
the heat exchange surface. Thus it is important to establish 
the extent of particles movement in order to explain the 
mechanism associated with the variation of the experimentally 
determined local heat transfer coefficient. The movement of 
particles and/or bubble passage is intimately related to the 
magnitude and frequency of pressure fluctuations in the 
vicinity of the heat transfer surface. For instance, 
defluidization corresponds to a level of pressure fluctuations 
lower by an order of magnitude below that of a highly 
-
fluidized zone. Slugging and/or passage of bubbles on the 
other hand corresponds to intense and somewhat regular 
(narrow band) fluctuations. Small random fluctuations at 
relatively high frequencies suggest uniform fluidization. 
Since passage of bubbles in the vicinity of the surface is 
a major source of particle movement near the surface, a 
moderately bubbling bed exhibits higher local and average heat 
transfer coefficients when compared to those obtainable in 
a uniformly fluidized bed. 
Pressure fluctuations in the present study have been 
characterized by their statistical properties. The records 
of the characteristics of pressure fluctuations have been 
used as a basis to assess the particle movement in the 
vicinity of the heat transfer surface. Measured values of 
temperature and power input have been utilized to calculate 
the local heat transfer coefficient around the circumference 
of the tubes placed in the fluidized bed. Average heat 
transfer coefficients for the tubes have been obtained by 
integrating the local heat transfer coefficients. The pro-
cedure used to analyze the pressure fluctuations records, 
and the heat transfer data is discussed under the following 
categories: 
Analysis of Pressure Fluctuations 
Evaluation of Local and Average Heat 
Transfer Coefficients 
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III. 2.1. Analysis of Pressure Fluctuations 
The pressure signals have been analyzed via digital 
methods to obtain such statistical properties as mean square 
values, probability density functions, power spectra, and 
autocorrelation functions. The mean (or steady) component 
of the fluctuating pressure signal is annuled at the time of 
the recording but to make it absolutely certain that mean 
component is zero, the recorded signal is passed through a 
high pass filter. This filter nullified any fluctuations 
below 0.2 Hz. The next step is to digitize the analog 
signal. A Hewlett Packard analog to digital converter has 
been used for this purpose, "Aliasing,1* which comes about 
from the fact that, when an analog signal is sampled, the 
spectrum replicates around multiples of the sample frequency, 
is avoided by using a low-pass filter. This filter blocks 
off fluctuations above a certain set frequency F (criteria 
^ 2 max 
for the selection of F are discussed in a later part of 
max 
this discussion). For this filtered signal, the Nyquist 
frequency (or folding frequency) is F . Shannon's sampling 
max 
theorem requires that, for such signals, the sampling time 
interval must be at least equal to y= . The analog signals 
max , 
in these tests have been sampled at intervals of — . 
zr 
max 
After the digitization process, the Fast Fourier Transform 
algorithm is used to calculate the coefficients of all 
the harmonics of the Fourier series representing the signal. 
Using these coefficients, the power spectra of 55 sampled 
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records have been averaged in order to obtain a final power 
spectra. Initially, power spectra for all the recorded signals 
were obtained by choosing a very high value for F (500 Hz), 
max 
and it was found that power spectra in all cases become 
negligible after about 12 Hz. Hence, an F of 12.8 has been 3 max 
selected, and all the signal records have been re-analyzed 
on this basis. This is done for the sake of consistency. A 
spectral band width of .2 Hz has been used in all the cases. 
This band width is chosen as a compromise between the resolu-
tion and the length of a signal record required for accurate 
analysis. "Leakage" (which comes about from the fact that if 
the signal is non-periodic in the sample window, i.e., if 
the signal frequency falls between two (2) discreet spectral 
lines, then the signal's power "leaks" out to the adjacent 
lines) has been reduced by using a "Hanning" sample window 
in this analysis. Mean square values for the signals have 
been obtained by integrating the power spectral density 
function and then correcting it for the Hanning factor. 
Power spectra have been normalized by dividing them by the 
mean square value. Normalized power spectra have been plotted 
with an x-y plotter. Since the power spectral density func-
tion and the autocorrelation function furnish similar infor-
mation in the time domain and frequency domain respectively, 
autocorrelation functions have been obtained for a few cases 
only. This provides a check on the two methods. Probability 
density functions have been obtained by first obtaining the 
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histograms for the signals and then normalizing the histograms 
to unit area. For the recorded pressure signals, the power 
spectra, autocorrelation function, mean square values, and 
probability density function have been obtained in this manner 
and are discussed in Chapter IV. 
III.2.2 Evaluation of Local and Average Heat Transfer 
Coefficients 
The local heat transfer coefficient is evaluated by 
using the experimental data and the heat balance model applied 
to a differential arc length of the Nichrome V ribbon. The 
method of analysis is as follows: 
Consider the differential length of Nichrome V ribbon 
shown in Figure 14. Steady state conditions yield the 
following heat balance 
Heat generated by Heat conducted _ Heat conducted 
current i in left face out of right face 
+ Heat transferred to 
the fluidized bed 
or in symbolic form 
3.412 i2 R' dx + (kM — TW) = ~kw TW (— + %- (fe dx) 
N dx N dx dx dx 
(16) 
+ h. Wdx (t-t, ) , t b 
where kVT is the thermal conductivity of the Nichrome V 
N 
ribbon. k*T is assumed to be constant. The theraml conduc-
tivity of Nichrome V is equal to 6.473 BTU/hr °F ft. 
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conv 
:cond, in cond, out 
(-< dx * 
Figure 14. Heat Balance for a Differential Length 
of the Nichrome V Ribbon. 
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Expressing the arc length of the ribbon around the teflon 
cylinder in terms of 8, the angle subtended and solving for 
h, gives 
.2 
, 10200 5—y 
, 327.56 R* iT dx ,._. 
h t = (t-tb)
 + (t-tb) *
 C 1 7 ) 
The expression for h in Equation 17 contains two terms, the 
first term representing the contribution due to the heat 
generation in the ribbon, and the second term accounting for 
the effect of circumferential conduction along the ribbon. 
Tests have been conducted with a single cylinder with 
air flowing normal to it without any fluidizing medium. The 
primary objective of these tests are to estimate the extent 
of augmentation in heat transfer due to fluidization as 
influenced by the various parameters considered in this 
investigation. The combined local heat transfer coefficient 
(h ), as determined by using Equation 17 has been corrected 
for radiative heat transport. In other words, 
a c (T4-T*) 
h r = %_T) , (18) 
a 
where e,. is the emissivity of the Nichrome V ribbon and T 
N •* a 
is the absolute temperature of the air when the fluidizing 
material is not present. Finally, the convective heat 
transfer coefficient is obtained from the gross value in a 
fluidized medium, h , from the equation 
• - , 
h0 = ht-hr . (19) 
For those tests conducted in the presence of fluidization the 
local heat transfer coefficients as obtained from Equation 17 
has not been corrected since the heat transfer surface is in 
intimate contact with the fluidizing medium which is exchanging 
heat through conduction from the surface as well as convec-
tion from the gas in its immediate vicinity. Moreover, the 
magnitude of convective heat transfer coefficient is many 
times greater than that for the case of an air enclosure 
while the magnitude of radiative heat transfer coefficient 
remains essentially unchanged. 
In addition, it is assumed that no heat is lost by 
conduction through the teflon cylinder in the axial or radial 
direction. The facts that Nichrome V ribbon has been wound 
on a relatively poor heat conducting material {i.e., Teflon), 
and that the temperature inside the core of the hollow 
cylinder has been found to be less than 1% different from 
the average surface temperature of the ribbon have led to the 
assumption that the radial and circumferential conduction in 
teflon can be neglected. 
The use of Equation 17 to calculate the local heat 
transfer coefficients require a prior knowledge of variation 
of unit resistance with temperature, R', and the second 
d 2 t 
derivative of temperature of the ribbon, — j , at each point 
dx^ 
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around the circumference of the cylinder. R1 is calculated 
from equation 
R" = R' [1 + a (t-t )] . (20 
o o o 
where t is any reference temperature at which R' and tempera-
ture coefficient of resistivity a is known. A Kelvin bridge 
and a D-C null detector have been used to measure the resis-
tance of Nichrome ribbon at 74.1°F and also its temperature 
coefficient of resistivity. The resistance of 8 ft. length 
of ribbon is found to be 3.4736 ohms thus providing a value 
of 0.4342 ohms per foot for the resistance at the reference 
temperature of 74.1°F. The temperature coefficient of 
-4 resistivity at 74.1°F has been calculated to be 1.100 x 10 
per °F. The temperature at any location of the ribbon around 
the circumference of the cylinder has been obtained by inter-
polating the seven measured temperatures. A piecewise cubic 
spline interpolation technique has been adapted for this 
purpose. Cubic spline interpolation technique is preferred 
over the other available interpolation methods because it 
results in temperature functions which are twice continuously 
differentiable. The resulting temperature functions from 
spline interpolation have been differentiated twice to deter-
d2t mine values for — y at all locations around the circumference 
de^ 
of the cylinder. The computer program written for spline 
interpolation required prior knowledge of slopes of tempera-
ture distribution at two end points (i.e., at 0° and 180° 
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from the forward stagnation point) before interpolation could 
begin. In this investigation the temperature distribution 
around the test cylinder is assumed symmetric which provided 
the required condition of zero slope at the forward and back-
ward stagnation points. This assumption in part is 
substantiated since the temperature at the 90° and 2 70° 
location varied within 1°F at all times. 
The temperature distribution obtained by such a cubic 
spline interpolation is continuous permitting evaluation of 
local heat transfer coefficient at intervals other than 30 
degree intervals. The local heat transfer coefficients 
evaluated at 5 degree intervals over the entire circumference 
have been averaged to obtain the average heat transfer 
coefficients, i.e., 
2^ 
h xm = ~- / h de (21) 
avg 2TT Q 6 
The integration is performed numerically using the trapezoidal 
rule. Using these local and average values of heat transfer 
coefficient, the corresponding Nusselt numbers have been 
evaluated using the following equations, i.e., 
hfiDt 




= avg t 
Vi,avg k ^^} 
a 
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where k is the thermal conductivity of air evaluated at the a 
film temperature, and D is the outside diameter of the test 
cylinder. 
III.3. Range of Experimental Conditions 
The experimental program in this investigation has 
been done in two phases. In the first phase, tests have been 
conducted to record pressure fluctuations around the circum-
ference of the test cylinder. The second phase, under 
similar flow conditions, consisted of test runs for making 
heat transfer measurements. The fluidization material con-
sisted of, Ottawa sand, silica sand, and glass beads. These 
materials have been selected to cover a wide range of particle 
diameters. They also cover a spectrum of particle shapes, 
ranging from the almost spherical shape of glass beads to 
the angular shape of silica sand particles. The physical 
properties of the various particles are listed in Table 1 
On the basis of preliminary observations it was 
decided to exclude any further experiments for the case of 
a tube arrangement with a pitch to diameter ratio of 1.1, in 
large particle bed, since this resulted in a tendency to 
form bridges between adjacent tubes. Such bridging causes 
fluidization behavior of the bed which is deterimental to 
satisfactory operation of such heat exchangers. 
A tube bundle with a pitch to diameter ratio of 1.3, 
has been used to conduct the test runs during phase I of the 
Table 1. Physical Properties of the Solid Particles*. 
Material 
Approxi- Mean Particle Packed Packed Minimum 
mate Size Density Bed Density Bed Void Fluidization 

























*The procedures for estimating the physical properties of particles are described in 
Appendix B. 
. - - • 
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program. This compromise avoids bridging between adjacent 
tubes and the spacing is not wide as to avoid the influence 
of neighboring tubes of the tube bundle. In these experi-
ments, the tube bundle has five rows, with the test cylinder 
located in the central location of the bundle. A range of 
superficial air velocities has been selected from a minimum 
value at which the pressure fluctuations at the narrowest 
spacings of the tubes are barely noticeable up to a maximum 
velocity at which the pressure fluctuations at all locations 
appeared to be uniformly intense. 
At the lower range of the superficial velocity of the 
air, the pressure signal at different locations around the 
tube circumference vary significantly. Hence these signals 
have been recorded at a large number of circumferential 
locations. But as the superficial air velocity is increased, 
the signal around the periphery of the cylinder progressively 
become uniform. Hence, the number of locations at which the 
signals are recorded has been reduced. The recording time 
for the signal at each location is five minutes. This time 
interval is based on the experience gained during the 
preliminary test runs. In those tests, signals were recorded 
for up to twenty minutes at each location. On comparison 
of the power spectra corresponding to the signal recorded 
for twenty minutes with that recorded for five minutes, it 
was decided that the latter was of acceptable duration. Test 
condition for phase I of the experiments are summarized in 
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Table 2. 
In phase II of this study, tests have been conducted 
to measure local heat transfer coefficients around the 
circumference of tubes of horizontal tube bundle placed in 
fluidized beds. Several initial runs were made with single 
cylinder and no fluidized bed to systematize the test proce-
dure. These runs also helped in checking the accuracy of 
measurements. Three different tube bundles with pitch to 
diameter ratios of 1.1, 1.3, and 1.5 have been chosen for 
these tests. The pitch to diameter ratios of the three tube 
bundles cover the range from a minimum tube spacing below 
which good fluidization cannot be obtained, because of the 
bridging of solid particles and channeling of fluidizing air, 
to a maximum spacing above which each tube in the tube bundle 
acts as an independent tube and thus makes the heat transfer 
from individual tubes unaffected by the presence of other 
tubes. Almost all of the tests have been conducted with 
tube bundles having five rows. In these tests, the instru-
mented cylinder is located in the middle of the tube bundle. 
In a few tests tube bundles having three rows have been used, 
in which case the instrumented cylinder provides a basis 
to describe the effect of position of the tube in a tube 
bundle on the heat transfer. The superficial air velocities 
tested for each material, range from velocities at which the 
bed stayed packed, to highest velocities at which measured 
average heat transfer coefficient start to drop off or 
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Table 2. Summary of Test Conditions (Phase I). 
Superficial Number of 
Run Air Velocity . Location for 
No. Material ft-sec mf Recording Signals 
1 Ottawa Sand .72 .97 7 
2 Ottawa Sand .89 1.2 7 
3 Ottawa Sand 1 .14 1.54 3 
4 Ottawa Sand 1 .56 2.11 : 
5 Glass Beads .21 1.3 7 
6 Glass Beads .29 1.3 ! 
7 Glass Beads .35 2.19 5 
a Glass Beads .50 3.13 J 
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None - Singl< 2 Cyl inder 6 0.205 - 3.866 
Glass Beads - Singlf s Cylinder _ 0.190 - 1.032 
Ottawa Sand - Singl< B Cyl inder 6 0.481 - 1.958 
Silica Sand - Singl* B Cyl inder 6 0.942 - 3.259 
Glass Beads 1.5 ; 6 0.135 - 1.629 
Ottawa Sand 1.5 3 ; 0.506 - 1.844 
Ottawa Sand 1.5 : 6 0.536 - 2.097 
Silica Sand 1.5 6 0.747 - 3.407 
Glass Beads 1.3 .:. 0.150 - 1.153 
Ottawa Sand 1.5 5 ' 0.511 - 2.283 
Silica Sand 1.3 5 ; 1.057 - 3.823 
Glass Beads 1.1 5 4 0.151 .. 0.303 
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essentially become constant. Table 3 summarizes the test 




RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
VI.1. Introduction 
The rate of heat transfer from tube bundles to the 
gas streams in the presence of a fluidized bed is strongly 
influenced by the particle movement. Such a movement of 
particles is intimately associated with the formation, 
growth and separation of bubbles, as well as on their passage 
through the fluidized bed. The entire bubble history gets 
somewhat altered by the presence of a tube bundle of a 
constant or a varying pitch to diameter ratio. The central 
problem of energy transport mechanisms in such systems 
focuses on an examination of the fluidization phenomena in 
the immediate vicinity of the tube surface not only at the 
bottom portion leading into the region of maximum local gas 
velocities but also in the wake regions where there are 
tendencies for formation of a defluidized cap. 
Visual observations in this investigation are generally 
restricted to the region of contact of tubes with the transpa-
rent vertical end walls of the flow test section. In order 
to ascertain an extension of these observations across the 
width of the bed in the direction of the tube axis, additional 
schemes chosen from such techniques as particle tagging, 
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capacitance probes and radioactive tracer techniques can be 
adopted. However, in similarity to the case of flowing 
fluids over submerged bodies, the local heat transfer rates 
in the presence of fluidized particles are also dominated by 
the activity within a film in the immediate vicinity of the 
surface. In the present investigation an embedded sensitive 
pressure transducer has been used to record the pressure 
fluctuations at 30 degree intervals around the tube periphery. 
As the general fluidization activity increases, the 
bubble passage imposes dominant pressure pulses in the 
vicinity of tube surface. These have been recorded by 
utilizing an imbedded pressure transducer with a pressure 
tap and analyzed via Fast Fourier Transform techniques. An 
associated teflon cylinder, equipped with spirally wound 
nichrome ribbon heating element and embedded thermocouples 
placed at 30 degree intervals has been used to determine 
the local heat transfer coefficients in the dense phase 
fluidized bed. As the general fluidization activity increases, 
the influence of bubble passage in the vicinity of the heat 
transfer surface on the heat transfer coefficient has been 
recorded. The experimental variables are; bed material, 
particle size, fluidization velocity, tube spacings and the 
location of heat transfer cylinder in the tube bundle. The 
results of visual observations in a plane of intersection of 
the tube with the vertical end wall, the pressure fluctuations 
in a vertical plane in the central region of the test section 
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and the calculated local and average heat transfer coefficients 
from the heated cylinder have been discussed in this chapter. 
VI.2. Visual Observations 
The bed was fluidized both with and without tube 
bundles a number of times for visual observations of particle 
flow patterns. It was observed that for all materials of the 
bed the particle flow patterns changed significantly with 
the presence of tube bundle and also to a greater extent 
with the changes in air velocity. For column having no 
internal tubes and at minimum fluidization velocity no 
visible particle circulation patterns were observed. The 
movement of particles observed at low fluidizing velocity 
was a random pulsing motion in a generally vertical direction. 
Transition from smooth fluidization to bubbling was observed 
to take place at approximately twice the minimum fluidization 
velocity. For flow rates more than twice the minimum fluidi-
zation velocity, particles seemed to acquire a general over-
all circulation pattern, rising towards the free surface in 
the central portion of the bed and then moving downwards 
towards the bottom distributor plate along the walls as 
shown schematically in Figure 15. 
Particle activity in the bed containing a single tube 
or tube bundles was a function of the fluidizing velocity 
of the air, the tube spacing, and the shape and size of the 























(Arrows show the general patterns of 
particles movement away from the bubbles) 
Figure 15. Particles Flow Patterns in the Bed 
Without Any Tube Bundle. 
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activity of particles was noticed at the 90 degree location 
of the tube. When the particles were fluidized at flow rates 
about one and a half times that required for minimum fluidi-
zation, three distinct flow patterns were observed near the 
tube. They are illustrated in Figure 16(a). Visual observa-
tions indicated that at the bottom of the tube there was a 
thin film of air of nonuniform thickness. On the top of the 
tube there was a visible defluidized region. At either side 
of the tube, air from the thin air film adjoining the bottom 
of the tube escaped in a sequential chain of bubbles, rather 
in an alternate manner. Details of such bubble motions were 
not obtained in this work. Nonetheless, this observation 
is consistent with the observation of Glass and Harrison 
(1964) in their experiments with a two-dimensional bed. At 
increased flow rates the size and frequency of the bubbles 
originating from either sides of the tube were observed to 
increase. As the flow rates were further increased to about 
U/U - equal to 1.8 (for Ottawa sand) a condition was reached 
where the defluidized region over the top of the tube was 
frequently broken up due to the particle circulation pattern 
caused by the rising chain of bubbles from either side of 
the tube. Figure 16(b) illustrates such a flow pattern. A 
similar flow pattern has been observed for the tube bundles. 
The condition at which the defluidized region at the top of 
the single tube can be disrupted will have a special signifi-




Thin Film of Ai r 
(a. 
Particles Ascending .••^^J^v 






Tube Thin Air Film 
(arrows show direction of particle movement) 
Figure 16. Fluidized Bed Containing a Single Cylinder Operating. 
(a) VJith Fluidization Velocity * 1.0 0 -
J mf. 
(b) With Fluidization Velocity * 1.8 U f 
•-.J 
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horizontal tubes. Under these circumstances it is expected 
that the intensity of the activity of particles on the top 
of the tubes will increase in comparison with the single 
tube. As discussed later the local heat transfer coefficient 
at the top of the cylinder was found to be about one half 
its value when compared to the bottom at velocities barely 
under the minimum fluidization velocity. 
At fluidization velocities close to minimum fluidiza-
tion, the bed containing a tube bundle behaved in a manner 
similar to the bed having a single tube. The initial 
particle activity was noticed at the region of minimum tube 
spacing in the horizontal plane. The activity in this region 
increased with increasing flow rate. The particles between 
the lower row of tubes and the distributor plate were inactive 
until the bed was uniformly fluidized. But the activity of 
the bubbles in the vicinity of the narrow spacing of the 
tubes was noticed at flow rates even smaller than that 
required for minimum fluidization. However, there being no 
visual evidence of the bubbles reaching the top surface of 
the bed, it is only a conjuncture to state that these bubbles 
leaked into interstitial particle space. The activity of 
particles at the top row of tubes was visibly less than that 
at the lower rows of tubes. For tube bundles with smaller 
P/D ratios (i.e., P/D, equal to 1.1), particle bridging 
between adjacent tubes was noticed. This is illustrated in 






Particle Bridges Causing 
Void Spaces Between 
Adjacent Tubes. 
Figure 17. Representation of Particle Bridging 
and Tube-Wall Effects. 
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flow and produced intermittant flow in the bed at all P/D 
ratios. In similarity to the observation for the case of 
a single tube, at higher flow velocities the defluidized 
caps on the top of the tubes were disrupted and broken up 
by rising chains of bubbles originating from both sides of 
the tubes. Depending upon P/D ratio of the tube bundle 
this disruption of the caps was observed to take place at 
flow rates 1.3 to 1.5 times the minimum fluidization velocity 
which is considerably lower than the 1.8 value reported for 
the single cylinder. Based on visual observations the 
plausible reason for this reduction in the minimum fluidiza-
tion velocity is that the bubbles originating from the sides 
of adjacent tubes have a tendency to coalesce to form bigger 
bubbles which are than broken up because of the zig-zag 
passage through the staggered arrangement of tubes. Figures 
18 and 19 are stop action photographs of the bed during 
operation. The bed material in both cases was Ottawa sand 
(514 ym) and the tube bundle in the bed consisted of 5 rows 
of tubes in a staggered arrangement with P/D ratio of 1.5. 
The bed shown in Figure 13 was operating at room temperature 
and at an air velocity corresponding to a U/U of 1.4. It 
shows the type of bubbles that are forming and going through 
the tube bundle. Thin film of gas is apparent under all the 
tubes and at this instant seem to be a bit more pronounced 
under the third tube from the right at the top row. Bubbles 
originating from the sides of the tubes are visible in the 
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Figure 18. Fluidized Bed Operating at 1.04 ft/sec 




Figure 19 Fluidized Bed Operating at 2.1 ft/sec 
(Ottawa sand (514 ym), P/Dt = 1.5, U/U. = 2.86) mf 
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second row in the space between first and second tube from 
left. Figure 19 shows the same bed operating at air velocity 
corresponding to U/U,f of 2.86. The bed in this case is 
bubbling freely and single isolated bubbles are not visible 
in the photograph. What is apparent from the shadowy patches 
between the tube spacing is that, in general, particle 
activity around the tubes has increased significantly. 
The visual observations described above have been made 
through the transparent walls and near the junction of the 
vertical face with the tube bundle. Hence, they provide 
definitie information regarding the particle movement patterns 
only near the containment walls. It is not entirely clear 
whether similar particle movement patterns apply to the 
interior of the bed, suggesting the need for pressure fluctua-
tion measurements as were conducted in this investigation. 
IV.3. Results of Pressure Fluctuation Measurements 
In order for the bubbles to exist inside the fluidized 
bed its pressure should be sufficient to generate additional 
upward force to support its roof where the particles are 
relatively dense when compared to other regions near the 
vicinity of the bubble. It is natural to expect that the 
surrounding particles will force the bubbles to the top and 
their relative movement will cause fluctuations in pressure. 
These fluctuations in pressure are further superimposed by 
relatively smaller magnitude fluctuations caused by particle 
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movement, they (particles) being in a fluidized state. Hence, 
the pressure fluctuations in fluidized bed are indicative of 
particle movement both caused by the bubbles and also due 
to particles being in fluidized state. 
A detailed experimental investigation of the local 
pressure fluctuations around the tube circumference has been 
undertaken to assess the particle movement in the vicinity 
of the tube in the interior of the fluidized bed. Besides 
recording these pressure fluctuations due to bubbles which 
hit the probe directly, the pressure probe can also pick up 
signals caused by the particle oscillations. In addition it 
can sense the bubble passage in the immediate vicinity of 
the test cylinder. If the distance of the bubble from the 
probe location increases then the signals will be damped 
to a larger extent. Figure 20 shows a representative pres-
sure signal record at different locations around the tube 
circumference. At the time of recording the test section 
contained Ottawa sand the bed was operating at a fluidizing 
velocity slightly less than the minimum fluidizing velocity 
for Ottawa sand (i.e., U/U f = .95). It is apparent from 
the record that at the 90 degree position,i.e., at the sides 
of the tubes, the activity of the particles is initiated. 
No significant fluctuations are observed at the ISO degree 
location which suggests nonexistence of particle oscillations 
at the top of the tube thus substantiative, the idea of a 
defluidized cap existence on the top of the horizontal tubes. 
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Figure 20. Representation Pressure at Different Locations. 




Also apparent from the record at the 120 degree location is 
the fact that activity originated at the 90 degree location 
prefer to propagate downstream of the flow. 
Figure 21 displays another set of representative 
signals recorded in the same bed at a fluidization velocity 
1.2 times that required for minimum fluidization of the bed. 
Pressure fluctuations at all locations can be noticed in 
this case. It appears that a 20% increase in velocity from 
the minimum fluidization velocity is sufficient to mobilize 
the particles in the defluidized cap at the top of the 
cylinder. It should be expected that the increase in velocity 
necssary to affect the cap in such a way is a strong function 
of tube spacing and arrangement. The smaller the P/D ratio 
of the tube, the smaller will be the flow rate required to 
disrupt the defluidized region. In order to identify the 
presence of any periodic component, the records shown in 
Figure 21 have been analyzed for their variance, probability 
density, and the autocorrelation function, for three locations 
of the probe (i.e., 6 equal to 0 degree, 90 degree, and 180 
degree). The shape of the power spectrums shown in Figure 
22 demonstrates the characteristics of a spectra typically 
obtained from random signal. The corresponding autocorrelation 
function shown in Figure 2 3 also exhibits the same character. 
The probability density function shows a normal distribution 
for the fluctuations. Since the magnitude (the rms value) 
of the fluctuations is small (generally less than 0.005 psid), 
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Figure 21. Representative Pressure Signal at Different Locations. 
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these fluctuations may be due to random particle movement 
caused by initiation and breaking up of small bubbles. It 
appears that the small amount of bubbling that occurs is 
highly irregular. The presence of the tubes promotes the 
initiation of bubbles at low fluidization velocities but 
these bubbles leak away into general interstitial space 
between the tubes as they rise through the bed. This 
phenomena causes some particle mixing but this mixing is 
restricted to the local region of the bed containing the 
tube bundle. For the data shown in Figure 21-24, no escaping 
of the bubbles was noticed on the surface of the bed. For 
this case viewing from the end faces of the test section no 
visible activity of particles was noticed above or below the 
tube bundle. Power spectra and probability density functions 
for all three locations around the tube circumference are 
very similar in shape and magnitude, suggesting a similar 
quality of fluidization around the tube circumference. 
Figure 25 is similar to Figure 22, and shows the 
power spectra at the same three locations with the same bed 
operating at a fluidization velocity corresponding to U/U f 
equal to 1.54. At all these locations the power spectra in 
this case show the presence of a sharp peak, suggesting that 
the frequency of bubble passage has become more regular at 
higher fluidizing velocities. Figure 26 shows the autocor-
relation functions for 9 = 90 degree and it exhibits the 
characteristics trend typical of both random and periodic 
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signals. The autocorrelation function is maximum at zero 
time lag and this function becomes sinusoidal with a fairly 
constant period as the time lag is increased. This observation 
is consistent with the results shown in the power spectra in 
Figure 25. The magnitude of the fluctuations increased by an 
order of magnitude (see Table 9 for rms values), which suggests 
that smaller bubbles coalescence near the surface of the tubes 
(at 0 s 60 degree) resulting in bigger bubbles which in turn 
periodically escape from the bed by breaking the bed surface. 
The particle mixing in this case is intense and, in contrast 
to the previous case is not restricted to the local region 
of the bed containing the tube bundle. A rather large 
increase in heat transfer coefficient is expected with such 
a level of activity in the bed, since the tube surface is 
subjected to periodic replacement of particles from the bulk 
regions of the bed due to particle entrainment associated 
with the passage of bubbles. 
Similar general behavior has been noticed for smaller 
size particles (i.e., glass beads (230 urn)). The only 
difference in this case, when compared to Ottawa sand (514 
um) is that the frequency of fluctuations has increased 
significantly. Figure 2 7 shows the power spectra for the same 
tube bundle placed in bed of glass beads (230 um) operating 
at a fluidization velocity corresponding to, U/U f equal to 
1.81. The spectra have the characteristics of the one which 











Figure 27. Normalized Power Spectral Density Function. 




Figure 27 are concentrated at higher frequencies compared 
to those in Figure 22. This increased frequency of fluctua-
tions favors good heat transfer characteristics which is 
typical of rapid movement of particles. Similar to the 
case of larger particles, the pressure fluctuations in the 
case of smaller particles also become regular in nature at 
high flow rates. 
The strip-chart record samples, the power spectra, the 
autocorrelation functions, and the probability density 
functions for all the test runs are included in Appendix D 
for completeness and further clarification of the remarks 
made above. 
The particle activity in the proximity of a heat 
transfer surface in fluidized bed has a significant bearing 
on the heat transfer rates. Review of literature contained 
in Chapter II present pertinent detailed discussion of the 
views of several investigators. In order to achieve desirable 
heat transfer characteristics the transfer surface needs to 
be brought into rapid contact with fresh particles from 
regions of the bed away from the surface. In the light of 
this comment the defluidized cap is detrimental to the desired 
favorable heat transfer characteristics. Hence, several 
qualitative conclusions regarding the local heat transfer 
coefficient from horizontal tubes of a staggered tube bundle 
in a gas fluidized bed can be drawn from the visual observa-
tions and pressure fluctuations study described in the above 
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paragraphs. In general, based on the above comments related 
to pressure fluctuation analysis describing the particle 
movement and bubble formation and their escape, it can be 
expected that the local heat transfer coefficient around a 
single horizontal tube placed in a fluidized bed operating 
at fluidization velocities close to incipient fluidization 
will be highest near the sides, small at the bottom, and 
negligible at the top of the tube. This pattern of local 
heat transfer coefficient is expected to change significantly 
with increasing fluidization velocity. 
Since it was observed that the defluidized region 
at the top of a single tube can be broken up at fluidization 
velocities approximately 1.75-1.85 times the minimum 
fluidization velocity, the local heat transfer coefficient 
at the top of the tube is expected to increase rapidly with 
increasing fluidization velocity. Similar behavior is expected 
for the tubes in tube bundles. Recall that the disruption 
and break-up of the defluidized region at the top of these 
tubes occurred at significantly lower fluidization velocities 
than in the case of a single tube. Hence, it can be concluded 
that heat transfer coefficients on the top of the tubes will 
increase more rapidly with increases in fluidization velo-
cities than that for the case of single tube. It is also 
concluded that, in general, with increased fluidization 
velocity the increase in the average heat transfer coefficient 
for staggered horizontal tubes placed in gas fluidized beds 
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is primarily due to the increased local heat transfer 
coefficient at the top and at the bottom of the tubes with 
only a slight increase in the local heat transfer coefficient 
at the sides of the tube. 
IV.4 Results of Heat Transfer Measurements 
Experimental tests for heat transfer measurements have 
been organized with increasing degree of complexity. A series 
of test runs involving the measurement of local and average 
heat transfer coefficient from a single cylinder placed in 
fluidizing column without any fluidizing material has been 
carried out at the conclusion of pressure fluctuation experi-
ments of phase I. The purpose of these tests is to establish 
a standard for comparison with the measurements involving 
the fluidized bed. The average heat transfer coefficients 
based on these tests have been used in later analysis to 
evaluate the extent of augmentation of heat transfer coeffi-
cient due to fluidization. The rest of the heat transfer 
measurements were taken with either single tube or a horizon-
tal tube bundle placed in fluidized beds of different materials. 
The experimental variables are: bed material and particle 
size, fluidization velocity, and tube spacing. A series of 
measurements to evaluate the effect of test cylinder loca-
tion in the tube bundle, and the number of rows in a tube 
bundle, have also been carried out. 
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IV.4.1. Local ana Average Heat Transfer Coefficients (No 
Fluidization) 
The test cylinder for these measurements was located 
at a distance of 6.6 inches above the distributor plate. 
The range of Reynolds numbers covered is from 100 to 2000. 
The variation of average Nusselt number with Reynolds number 
is shown in Figure 28. Comparison of the present work is 
made with Hilpert's (1933) work on average heat transfer 
coefficients for a single cylinder in cross flow. The 
results of the present work are approximately 30% higher 
than those obtained by Hilpert. This deviation of present 
work results from that of Hilpert whose experiments were 
carried out at very low turbulence air streams may be attri-
buted to the free shear vortices of the air jets issuing 
from sintered porous distributor plate which is essential 
to the operation of the fluidized bed and having a mean pore 
size of 45 um. These vortices may be characterized as large 
scale low intensity turbulence which did not have enough time 
to attenuate during its short passage towards the cylinder. 
It is natural to expect the boundary layer phenomena and the 
associated wake to be influenced by this type of air stream 
causing the improvement in heat transfer coefficients of 
approximately 30 percent as shown in Figure 23. This figure 
also shows the least squared curve of the experimental data 
which corresponds to 
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Figure 28. Comparison of Heat Transfer Coefficients (No Fluidization) 
With that of Hilpert's (1933). 
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Figure 29 shows the variation of the local Nusselt 
numbers, with the angular position around the cylinder cir-
cumference, for various Reynolds numbers. In the present 
work, the measurements with single cylinder for the case of 
no fluidization have been confined to low Reynolds numbers 
only, because of the range of flow velocities encountered in 
the dense phase gas fluidized beds is generally very small 
and correspond to low Reynolds numbers only. 
IV.4.2. Loca1 Heat Transfer Coefficients (Fluidization) 
Visual observations and analysis of pressure fluctua-
tions in the vicinity of tube surface reveal that the flow 
pattern of the fluidizing medium is considerably different 
than that for the case of a cylinder in cross flow without 
any fluidizing medium. The local heat transfer coefficient 
variation around tube circumference should reflect such a 
difference in the flow field. Comparison of experimental 
results have been made witn a single tube as well as with 
tube bundles placed in fluidized bed of different materials 
operating at various flow rates. 
The results obtained from the heat transfer experiments 
for a single cylinder are presented in Figures 30, 32, and 33. 
Figure 31 is taken from Noack (1970) for comparative purposes. 
In Figures 30 through 33 local heat transfer coefficients 
have been plotted as a function of angular position with 
reduced velocity (i.e., U/U f) as a parameter. It may be 
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at any location fluctuates due to the passage of bubbles 
through the bed. This is particularly true at relatively 
high fluidizing velocities. Figures 30, 32, and 33 show 
results of the measurements as obtained. It may be further 
noted that measurements obtained at same velocities at 
different locations have been simply joined by straight lines 
on a calcomp plotter. Figure 31 shows the data of Noack 
(1970) using glass beads (600 ym) which are slightly 
different in shape and size than any of the materials used 
in the present work. A direct, one to one comparison, there-
fore may not be possible. The Ottawa sand used in the present 
work closely resembles in shape and size to the glass beads 
used by Noack in his work. Thus Figures 30 and 31 can be 
compared qualitatively. It is apparent that the two figures 
depicting angular variation of the local heat transfer 
coefficient, show a similarity in shapes. The magnitude of 
heat transfer coefficient for similar cases are of the same 
order in the two figures. 
The results of Figures 30, 32, and 3 3 show that, at 
velocities close to minimum fluidization velocity, the heat 
transfer coefficient is maximum at the sides of the tube and 
minimum at the top of the tube. The pressure fluctuations 
study describing the particle activity suggests this type of 
variations in the local heat transfer coefficients. The 
maximum heat transfer coefficient at incipient fluidization 
velocities occurred at 120 degree location in the case of 
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larger particles (i.e., Ottawa sand and silica sand), whereas 
it occurred at 90 degree location in the case of smaller 
particles (i.e., glass beads). This may be directly attri-
buted to the better stacking ability of the smaller particles. 
Figure 34 is a representative plot of the local heat 
transfer coefficients as a function of the ratio of the super-
ficial air velocity to the minimum fluidization velocity, 
i.e., hn vs U/U £, for the case of Ottawa sand and single ' 6 mf r 
cylinder. Table 4 is based on the data contained in Figure 
34. The entries in the table refer to relative improvement 
in the local heat transfer coefficient when compared to the 
experimentally measured value of the heat transfer coefficient, 
h obtained from the same cylinder in the absence of a avg,o 2 
fluidized bed. The choice, of this latter value for normali-
zation allows a direct measure of the heat transfer augmenta-
tion in a fluidized bed heat exchanger over the one without 
a fluidized bed. The value of superficial velocity, U, and 
the corresponding base value of h along with U/U £ r avg,o ^ ' mf 
appear as column headings. Table 4 also contains similar 
experimental results obtained for silica sand (715 ym) and 
glass beads (230 urn). 
It can be seen from Figure 34 that for Ottawa sand 
and superficial air velocities less than 1.5 times the 
minimum fluidization velocity, the local heat transfer 
coefficients are highest at 90 degree location (i.e., at the 































Figure 34. Variation of Local Heat Transfer Coefficient with Increase 
in Superficial to Minimuin Fluidization Velocity Ratio. 
(Single Cylinder, Ottawa Sand (514 \im) ) 
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cylinder). Based on the earlier discussions relating to 
visual observations and pressure fluctuations as well as 
that reported in the literature survey, such a maximum and 
a minimum in the value of the local heat transfer coefficient 
can be attributed to the initial local fluidization at the 
sides and diffusion dominated heat transfer at the defluidized 
cap on the top of the cylinder. According to Figure 34, with 
an increase in superficial air velocity beyond 1.7 times the 
minimum fluidization velocity, the local heat transfer 
coefficients at the top of the cylinder increases rather 
rapidly and assumes largest values when compared to corres-
ponding values at other locations. This rapid change can be 
attributed to rapid replacement of the bed material contained 
in the defluidized cap, promoting heat capacity transport 
into the main body of the bed. In Figure 34, beyond this 
value of U/U ,-, the local heat transfer coefficients at all 
' mr 
locations demonstrate tendency to level off at respective 
maximum values. 
The designer of heat exchangers, who considers tube 
bundles in a fluidized bed as a preferred arrangement, would 
like to select such values of U/U ,. that provide the hiqhest 
mf r ^ 
local heat transfer coefficient assuring a high average value. 
According to Figure 34, he would select the lowest possible 
value for U/U ^ which in the case of Ottawa sand is 1.7. 
mi 
Moreover he is not faced with detrimental effects due to the 
defluidized cap. Since the circumferential variations of the 
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local heat transfer coefficients, when compared to the average 
value, is minimum, the corresponding circumferential temperature 
gradient for the nonconducting surfaces is also minimum. 
Table 4 also contains results of relative improvement 
in local heat transfer coefficients for silica sand and glass 
beads. Their trend is similar to Ottawa sand shown in Figure 
34. The minimum fluidization velocity for silica sand 
(715 pm) is almost twice that for Ottawa sand (514 ym) and the 
minimum leveling off value for the local heat transfer coef-
ficient occurs at U/U <- = 1.7 for this case. However, this 
mf 
maximum relative improvement is about 16 times for spherical 
Ottawa sand but it is only about 12 times for angular silica 
sand. Similarly, the minimum fluidization velocity for glass 
beads (230 ym) is about one fifth of the value for Ottawa sand, 
and the minimum levelinq off value occurs at about U/U - = 4.0. 
mf 
The maximum relative improvement for small spherical glass 
beads is about 28 when compared to the value of 16 for large 
spherical Ottawa sand. 
The local heat transfer coefficient as a function of 
angular positions obtained from heat transfer tests with tube 
bundles using three different types of particles are presented 
Figures 3 5 through 41 and Tables 5 and 6. The results of 
Figure 3 7 were obtained by placing the heat transfer cylinder 
in the middle of the bottom row. The results of Figures 35, 
36, 38, 39, 40, and 41 were obtained with the test cylinder 
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similar to Table 4 for ease of comparison. Figures 35 through 
37 are for Ottawa sand, Figures 38 and 39 are for silica sand, 
and Figures 40 and 41 are for glass beads. The caption of 
these figures contain P/D, ratio, number of rows in the bundle, 
and minimum fluidization velocity. Preliminary tests con-
ducted at P/D = 1.1 exhibited bridging of particles, pre-
venting good fluidization. This bridging effect results in 
voids near 9 0 degree location, with consequent local hot 
spots. Hence, the data for P/D. =1,1 were not considered as 
t 
a part of this investigation. 
The general shape of the local heat transfer coefficient 
curves for heated tubes in tube bundles are similar to the 
shapes of the single cylinder local heat transfer coefficient 
curves shown in Figures 31, 32, and 33. In beds containing 
larger particles (i.e., Ottawa sand and silica sand) and 
at velocities slightly below incipient fluidization velo-
cities, the local heat transfer coefficient are maximum at 
about 90 degree location as can be seen in Figure 36. This 
slight improvement in local heat transfer coefficient can 
be attributed to local fluidization that occurs between 
minimum tube spacings before the general fluidization of 
the bed, represented by U f in this study. Figures 35 
through 39 show a steady increase in local heat transfer 
coefficients at all angular locations, with the maximum value 
shifting towards the downstream location. It should be 
noted that the zone of the defluidized cap is minimized due 
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to the proximity of the tubes and zigzag flow pattern of 
the air stream, and it is subjected to rapid changes at 
higher fluidization velocities. 
A comparative study of Tables 5 and 6 for P/D = 1.5 
and 1.3 shows a pattern of improvement similar to the single 
tube results discussed earlier with the aid of Figure 34 and 
Table 4. Even for the case of tube bundles there is rapid 
improvement in the local heat transfer coefficient at the 
180 degree location over a narrow range of fluidization 
velocities, besides the general increases at all locations 
with increasing air flow rates. The leveling off values of 
the local maximum heat transfer coefficients occur at U/U f 
1.5 for tube bundles when compared to the value of 1.7 for 
the single cylinder for the case of Ottawa and silica sand. 
The magnitude of improvement ratio for P/D = 1.5 is about 
the same, i.e., 16 times for spherical Ottawa sand and 12 
times for angular silica sand. In the case of glass beads 
for P/D = 1.5, the U/U _ is about 3.0 instead of 4.0 and 
the magnitude of the maximum improvement is about 23.0 
instead of 28.0 for the case of single cylinder. When the 
P/D ratio is reduced to 1.3, the magnitude of the maximum 
improvement reduced to about 14.0 for Ottawa sand and 10.5 
for silica sand but increased to about 25,0 for glass beads. 
A detailed comparison of Figure 30 for the single 
cylinder and Figuer 35 for the tube bundle further reveals 
the effect of the P/D ratio of tube bundle on the local 
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heat transfer coefficients. It is observed that at less than 
1.5 times the minimum fluidization velocity, the shape of the 
local heat transfer coefficient curves are essentially similar 
in these two cases. At higher flow velocities whereas the 
local heat transfer coefficient curves for single cylinder 
show little difference in magnitude around the cylinder 
circumference, the shape of the local heat transfer coefficient 
curves for tubes in tube bundles is such that there exists 
a considerable difference in the magnitude for the local 
heat transfer coefficients around the tube circumference. 
The magnitude of local heat transfer coefficient is consider-
ably higher at the top of the tubes in tube bundle than that 
at 60 degree location as depicted in Figure 35. This phenomena 
is to be expected at higher velocities because of the presence 
of adjacent tubes, and the tubes of the next rows which help 
in creating mobility of particles in the cap region. On the 
other hand the proximity of adjacent tubes tend to destroy 
the particles flow near the sides of the tubes (i.e., in the 
neighborhood of 60 degree to 90 degree location). The net 
effect is that the overall heat transfer coefficients for 
tubes in tube bundle is less than that for a single tube. A 
comparison of Figure 35 and Figure 36 further reveals that 
the local heat transfer coefficients for tube bundle with P/D 
equal to 1.3 are generally lower at all locations when com-
pared to those for tube bundle with P/D equal to 1.5. In 
the design of heat exchangers this decrement in heat transfer 
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per tube is more than compensated since the number of tubes 
per unit volume can be increased. 
The effect of the location of the test cylinder in the 
tube bundle is seen by comparing Figure 35 with Figure 37. 
Figure 35 shows the local heat transfer coefficients for the 
test cylinder placed centrally in a five row tube bundle, 
and Figure 37 shows the local heat transfer coefficients for 
the test cylinder placed in the middle of the bottom row of 
a three row tube bundle. At velocities close to incipient 
fluidization velocities,, the magnitude of the local heat 
transfer coefficients for the cylinder placed in the middle 
of the tube bundle is greater than those for the cylinder 
placed in the bottom row. This is also evident from the 
visual observations described earlier. It is observed that 
the particles between the lower rows of tubes and the dis-
tributor plate stay relatively inactive until uniform fluidi-
zation on the bed surface is observed. Hence, the heat trans-
fer coefficients for a cylinder placed in the bottom row are 
lower than those for the cylinder placed in the middle of the 
tube bundle which is experiencing the effects of local 
fluidization. At higher velocities (i.e., greater than 1.3 
times the minimum fluidization velocity) the trend is reversed, 
i.e., the magnitudes of the local heat transfer coefficients 
for the heated cylinder placed in the bottom row are higher 
than those for the cylinder placed in middle of the tube 
bundle. Here, the reasoning is that even though the particle 
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activity is more intense, in the region of the tube bundle, 
the void fraction is also considerably higher in this region 
when compared to that in the region below the tube bundle. 
The particle activity and the void fraction affect the mag-
nitude of heat transfer coefficient in opposing ways. The 
intense activity of particles promotes better heat transfer 
whereas the high void fraction is detrimental to good heat 
transfer. The net effect is that at higher flow rates the 
heat transfer coefficients are higher for the cylinder placed 
in the bottom row than those for the cylinder placed in the 
middle row of the tube bundle. 
IV.4.3. Average Heat Transfer Coefficients (Fluidization) 
Average heat transfer coefficients have been obtained 
by integrating the local heat transfer coefficients over the 
entire circumference of the cylinder, i.e., 
2TT 
h a v g = TF ' h 0 d 9 - <25> 
0 
The parameters considered are: pitch to diameter ratio of 
the tube bundle, particle size, type of material, location 
of the test cylinder in the tube bundle, and superficial air 
velocity. 
Figure 42 and Table 7 show the variation of average 
heat transfer coefficient for a single cylinder as a function 
of fluidization velocity with the particle size and type as 
parameters. The results obtained for the case of no material 
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Single Cylinders: 
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Table 7. Average Heat Transfer Coefficient and Comparison of 
Relative Improvement with Single Cylinder (Ho Material). 
Ottawa Sand (514 w m) S i l i c a Sand (715y m) C I A I I Bcadi ( 2 3 0 u n) 
U/Wmf 1.0 1.25 1.5 1.75 2 . 0 2 .5 1,0 1,25 1.5 1.75 2 .0 2.5 1.0 2 . 0 3 . 0 4 . 0 5 .0 
U (ft / icc) .74 .93 1.1 1.3 1.48 1.85 1.34 1.68 2.0 2.35 2.68 3.35 0.16 0.32 0.48 0.64 0.80 
Vvg ( B / h r * f t " P ) 14.1 26.5 42.8 50.2 52.4 55.0 15.6 23.9 '37,4 40.9 41.7 41.3 2.4 28.1 54.9 63.0 66.9 
havg /havg,o 6.13 10.6 15.8 17.3 16.9 16.18 5.32 7.35 10.7 11.1 10.2 9.0 1.6 16.1 27.5 28.6 27.9 
h avg ( B / h r " f t ' P> 23.0 40.1 49.0 49.4 50.0 49.9 21,45 28.14 38.3 42.8 44.1 42.4 2.4 28.1 49.0 56.1 60.2 
havg/havg,o 10.0 16.0 18.1 17.0 16.1 14.7 7.32 8.66 10.9 10.6 10.8 9.2 1.6 16.1 24.5 25.5 25.1 
2 a 
havg ( B / h " F ) 17.6 26.9 37.1 41.8 44.0 45.2 19.5 27,3 37.4 40.0 40.2 39.8 2.4 28.1 52.1 56.1 55.0 
h4Vg"Vvg,o 7.7 10.8 13.7 14.4 14.2 13.3 6.66 8.4 10.7 10.4 9.8 8.7 1.6 16.1 26.1 25.0 22,9 
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are included for comparison. The average heat transfer 
coefficient is very low at first, and increases slowly for 
velocities below minimum fluidization velocity. After the 
minimum fluidization velocity is reached, the heat transfer 
coefficient increases rapidly over a comparatively narrow 
velocity range for U > U -• A review of Table 7 shows that 
for, the case of single cylinder when compared to the case 
with no fluidization the magnitude of these improvements 
are about 11, 16, and 28 times, respectively for silica sand, 
Ottawa sand and glass beads. The variation in heat transfer 
coefficient with increase in velocity is the result of rapid 
particle movement and the associated bed voidage. The 
increase in particle movement causes the heat transfer 
coefficient to increase, but the increase in bed voidage 
is somewhat detrimental to good heat transfer. Initially, 
when the voidage is small, and the particle movement is 
insufficient, a small increase in particle movement has a 
strong effect, i.e., the average heat transfer coefficient 
increases rapidly. At higher fluidization velocities the 
particle movement becomes too rapid for the temperature of 
the particle to increase appreciably during the short 
residence time it is in contact with the heat transfer sur-
face. A further increase in superficial fluid velocity 
beyond this point has practically no effect, whereas the 
negative effect of bed voidage comes to prominence. This 
voidage increases with increase in velocity, which explains 
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the flat plateau and subsequent decrease in the average heat 
transfer rates. The velocity at which the transition to 
fluidization takes place is obvious from the curves, and is 
in agreement with the minimum fluidization velocities 
calculated using Leva's (1959) correlation. Figure 42 also 
shows that about an order of magnitude increase in heat trans-
fer rates can be easily attained by using any of the materials 
used in the present investigation. These curves show that 
smaller particles give better heat transfer coefficients 
than the larger particles considered, in this investigation. 
Maximum heat transfer coefficient obtained with glass beads 
is about 70 percent higher than that obtained with silica 
sand. Similarly, the increase in the maximum value of 
average heat transfer coefficient for Ottawa sand is about 
30 percent over that for silica sand. 
Figure 43 and Table 7 show the results obtained with 
the tube bundle of pitch to diameter ratio of 1.5. Figures 
44 and 45 are for the pitch to diameter ratios of 1.3 and 1.1 
respectively. The shape of the curves is similar to the ones 
obtained with a single cylinder. A comparison of Figure 42 
with Figure 43 shows the effect of the presence of other 
tubes of the bundle on the heat transfer rate from the test 
cylinder to the bed. The highest values of the average heat 
transfer coefficient obtained with the tube bundle and glass 
beads is about 20 percent lower than that obtained with a 
single cylinder. The highest values of the average heat 
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coefficients are about the same for the silica sand and Ottawa 
sand. Based on the results of local heat transfer coefficients 
with tube bundles, it can be concluded that the presence of 
adjacent tubes in a tube bundle increases the heat transfer 
coefficient on the top of the tubes but at the same time their 
presence inhibits the activity of the particles in the 
horizontal spacing between the tubes. The net effect is to 
decrease the average heat transfer coefficient. This reduc-
tion is evident from a comparison of Figure 42 with Figure 43. 
A comparison of Figures 42 and 45 shows that a rather large 
decrease in heat transfer coefficient takes place for very 
closely spaced tube bundles utilizing alass beads. 
The effect of locating the test cylinder in the bottom 
row is seen in Figure 43 by a comparison of the dotted curve 
with the solid line for Ottawa sand. The solid line curve is 
for the cylinder placed in the middle row of the tube bundle. 
The average heat transfer coefficient at low velocities in 
the region of transition for a cylinder in the bottom row 
is less than that for the cylinder in the middle row. The 
reasons discussed earlier in the section on local heat trans-
fer coefficients also apply for the trend in the average heat 
transfer coefficients shown in Figure 43. 
Several tests have been repeated to check the repro-
ducibility of the average heat transfer coefficients. These 
tests have been conducted with different power levels applied 
to Nichrome V ribbon. A comparison has been made between the 
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values for the average heat transfer coefficients from the 
original and duplicate tests. The difference between results 
are less than three percent in all cases. 
IV.4.4. Proposed Mechanism of Heat Transport 
A critical review of the observations and experimental 
results related to the visual observations, the local pressure 
fluctuations and the variation of heat transfer coefficients 
around the cylinder suggest the following mechanisms for 
heat transfer. 
At the sides of the cylinder, near minimum fluidization 
velocities, the particle activity causes increases in the 
local heat transfer coefficient. Such increases are the 
result of grazing particles with a region of relatively high 
local porosity. The movement of particles and associated 
local flow may be viewed as a thinning of the boundary layer 
or tripping of the existing boundary layer or transient con-
duction due to the residence time of these particles causing 
improvements in the local heat transfer coefficient. It 
should be noted that, in the case of a cylinder surrounded by 
a bed of particles there is no separation point which exists 
for the case of cylinder in cross flow without any fluidized 
bed. As the flow velocities are increased, this region of 
relatively high local heat transfer coefficient near the sides 
of the cylinder spreads from its initial 90 degree position, 
towards the bottom and the top of the cylinder showing more or 
less steady improvement in the local heat transfer coefficient. 
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The tube bundles, when compared to the single cylinder, 
experience a venturi effect at the 90 degree position because 
of the minimum area the adjoining tube presents, causing 
increase in the local air velocity. Such an increase in the 
local air velocity increases particle activity around 90 
degree location at velocities even slightly less than the 
minimum fluidization velocity. The increased particle 
activity in turn causes initial improvement in the local heat 
transfer coefficient at the 90 degree location. 
At the low fluidization velocities where initial 
activity of the particles in the 90 degree position is 
observed, the tendency for the air to move away from the 
solid surface to the central regions of the bed causes the 
existence of a defluidized cap at the top of the cylinder. 
The size of this cap is somewhat smaller for the tube bundle 
with an equilateral pitch than for the case of the single 
cylinder because of the zig-zag nature of the general air flow 
passage. In both cases, the local heat transfer coefficient 
near the top of the cylinder (180 degree position) is consider-
ably less than in the other regions since the heat dissipa-
tion is governed by a diffusion mechanism instead of the 
desired convective mechansim with considerable particle 
activity. 
Visual observation has demonstrated the presence of 
a thin air film relatively void of solid particles at the 
bottom of the cylinder over its entire length. The existence 
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of such film was clearly visible at or above U/U f z 1.5. 
Such a cavity can be sustained if the bed, in the presence of 
a single cylinder or tube bundles, exhibits a tendency to draw 
air from the adjoining regions of the bed towards the bottom 
curved surface of the cylinder. These cavities at the bottom 
of each cylinder are the source for the bubbles which tend to 
graze around the cylinder. The inflow of cool air into the 
cavity, its local interaction with the hot cylindrical surface, 
and the outflow from the cavity are the reasons for the improve-
ment in heat transfer near the zero degree position. Figure 34, 
for the case of single cylinder, shows a nearly ten fold increase 
in the local heat transfer coefficient at this zero degree posi-
tion over a narrow increment in the flow velocity through the 
bed. The reason for this rapid improvement is due to the pul-
sating nature of this cavity resulting from bubble formation 
at the tip of the air film and their subsequent breakaway which 
occurs at increasing frequencies. Such a flow pattern not 
only affects the inflow of air into the cavity but also the 
bubble flow pattern around the entire cylinder, which in turn 
affects to a smaller extent the defluidized cap. 
In the case of tube bubbles, the size of the cavity 
and the volume of the air passing through it is somewhat 
diminished because of the proximity of the tubes and the 
zig-zag passage for the air instead of the straight 
channelling that occurs in the case of single cylinder. Hence, 
the improvement in the local heat transfer coefficient over 
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the range of the fluidization velocities is lower than in the 
case of single cylinder. But the tube bundle, like the 
single cylinder, also experiences a rapid rise in the local 
heat transfer coefficient over a narrow range of increases 
in the fluidization velocities. This sudden increases in the 
magnitude of the improvement diminishes, and the location of 
fluidization velocity at which this occurs decreases with 
P/D ratio. 
The visual observations and the pressure fluctuation 
data at the top of the cylinder for lower range of U/U f has 
demonstrated the persistence of the defluidized cap with a 
consequent low value for the local heat transfer coefficient. 
As the bubble size and its frequency at the sides of the 
cylinder increases, the bubbles tend to entrain the material 
contained in the defluidized cap which is, in turn, replaced 
by a fresh batch of the particles. Finally, as the fluidi-
zation velocity increases the rapid bubbling activity com-
pletely replaces the material in the defluidized cap with 
increasing frequency. 
The heat transfer characteristics at the top of the 
cylinder are influenced greatly by the movement of the 
particles. In general, the particles are better conductors 
than stagnant air and they have a very large heat capacity 
when compared to air. The particles resting on the hot sur-
face absorb heat by conduction similar to the cell of a 
regenerator matrix used for example in Stirling engine. At 
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low fluidization velocity, the residence time of the particle 
is too long because of the lack of particle movement and these 
particles reach the temperature of the surface. Thus the 
heat is transferred by pure conduction. In a regenerator this 
ratio of the actual time of exposure to the time required for 
saturation is termed as exhaustion coefficient. Here, a 
too long a residence time is an indication that the maximum 
heat has been stored (or depleted) and residence time longer 
than that required for the exhaustion coefficient to reach a 
value say 0.9 will not contribute to the overall heat trans-
fer characteristics. The rate of heat absorption from the 
surface, and consequent storage in these particles, is rapid 
at first but is greatly diminished as the surface tempera-
ture gradient becomes unfavorable due to the storage of 
heat. As the residence time decreases because of the 
increased fluidization velocity and the consequent replace-
ment of the heat-saturated particles by a fresh charge of 
cold particles the local heat transfer coefficient increases. 
Before the displaced hot particle finds its way back to the 
vicinity of the heated cylinder, it will have dissipated all 
its heat to the flowing air in the interstitial space between 
the cylinders. Figure 34, drawn for a single cylinder in the 
presence of Ottawa sand particles, shows the lowest value of 
heat transfer coefficient at the top of the cylinder and 
at the minimum fluidization velocity. The heat transfer 
coefficient increases to a maximum value at about U/U ^ ~ 1.8. 
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This velocity ratio represents the optimum time for replace-
ment of the material in the defluidized cap. Beyond this 
point the improvement is very slight, indicating a frequency 
of replacement of the particles is too fast to take full 
advantage of the largest temperature gradient between the 
surface and the particles of the bed. Here principle mechanism 
of heat transfer is assumed to be heat absorption and storage 
by the particles and their subsequent removal. If particles 
are removed too quickly the full storage potential of 
particles is not utilized. This concept is similar to a 
regenerator cell having a low utilization coefficient. 
In the case of tube bundles, the proximity of the tubes 
reduces the size of the defluidized cap. Except for the 
bridging experienced with glass beads at a P/D, = 1.1, the 
lower P/D, is a preferable arrangement. The zig-zag passage 
of air tends to reduce the size of the bubbles, increase their 
frequency, and also the passage of the bubbles close to the 
defluidized cap influences the rapidity with which the 
material in the defluidized cap can be replaced. The experi-
mental data on the maximum local heat transfer at the top of 
the cylinder for the tube bundles with Ottawa sand shows a 
leveling off at U/U f = 1.5 instead of 1.8 for the single 
cylinder. 
Fluidized beds used in a thermal system are a high 
pressure drop device. Yet they are used in the chemical and 
petroleum industries because of the uniform temperature 
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characteristics and high surface to volume ratio they present 
to the processing streams. Introduction of a tube bundle 
into the bed to promote heat exchange adds insignificantly 
to the total bed pressure drop. In fluidized beds which 
exhibit large bubbling and channelling activity, introduction 
of such a tube bundle favors formation and passage of small 
bubbles and/or uniform fluidization, which is the desirable 
effect. The current investigations using visual observations 
and pressure fluctuation techniques have confirmed this trend 
towards the desirable behavior of the bed. 
In recent engineering applications such as coal gassi-
fication and the desulfurization of flue gases, the fluidized 
bed also plays a prominent role. The temperature of the bed 
in a coal gassification plant needs to be controlled at the 
desired temperature for optimum output of the plant; this is 
accomplished by immersing tube bundles to remove the heat at 
a controlled rate. This source of heat can be utilized to 
generate power and sustain the electrical needs of the plant 
and the nearby community. Unfortunately, the burning coal 
particles in the defluidized cap creates hot spots and failure 
of the equipment. The pressure drop for the passage of flue 
gases in a power plant utilizing a fluidized bed for desulfuri-
zation is objectionable. However, if the economizer used in 
the power plant for heating feed water can be located in this 
section it can take advantage of the superior heat transfer 
characteristics, thus reducing its physical size. Moreover, 
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the trend towards uniform fluidization enhances the effective-
ness of desulfurization. It is obvious that if the same 
thermal system is used for more tnan one function such as 
in this case of fluidized bed economizer, then the combined 
effectiveness will reduce the draw backs of separate units 
for each function. Furthermore, it will promote the cost 
effectiveness of arrangement and operation of the entire 
plant. 
The designers of heat transfer equipment would like 
to realize an essentially uniform heat transfer coefficient 
around the circumference of a tube and also the highest 
possible value of this coefficient with minimum expenditure 
of power. Recognizing the fact that the defluidized cap is 
detrimental to this desired goal, Figure 34 suggests that the 
value of U/U ^ for a particular P/D ratio and particle size 
should be such that there is rapid replacement of material 
in the defluidized cap region, thus permitting the attainment 
of maximum local heat transfer coefficient. Increased air 
flow beyond this point will only increase the fan power with-
out increasing the heat transfer rates. As explained earlier, 
the disruption of the defluidized cap is caused by vigorous 
bubble circulation on the sides and the pulsating air cavity 
at the bottom. Figure 34 indicates that at the minimum 
fluidization velocity corresponding to disruption of the 
defluidized cap at optimum frequency, the local heat transfer 
coefficients at other parts of the circumference are also 
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past their rapid rise, thus favoring a more or less uniform 
local heat transfer coefficient all around the circumference. 
For the case of tube bundles, the data is similar to Figure 
34 except the magnitude of this favorable velocity is less 
than that for the single cylinder, thus reducing frictional 
power requirements. The lowest permissible P/D ratio should 
be somewhat larger than the value which exhibits bridging 
between tubes. Under the condition of bridging there will be 
drastic reduction in local heat transfer coefficient, a 
situation analogous to the change between nucleate and film 
boiling, though its effects on the average value is not so 
catastrophic. A selection of optimum tube spacing and 
fluidization velocity for a given particle size and type 
accommodates largest amount of tube surface per unit volume 
of the bed permitting not only the amount of the heat 
transfer surface to be maximum but also the velocity of 
fluidization to be set at a minimum. A good designer would 
exhibit a margin of safety to assure that the minimum velocity 
of air under variable conditions of load will not fall below 
the -shaped plateau suggested in this investigation. 
IV.4.5. Correlation of Experimental Data 
The data obtained from the experiments conducted in 
the present investigation are very limited. Therefore, a 
generalized correlation of the present data has not been 
attempted. In the absence of extensive data, generalized 
heat transfer correlations of previous investigators are used 
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to compare the results of this investigation. The most 
frequently quoted correlations are: Vreedenberg (1958), 
Petrie (1967), Lese (1972), and Andeen, et al., (1976). 
Vreedenberg's (1958) original correlation, or a modification 
of it, has been used for the comparison of the present heat 
transfer data obtained with horizontal tubes. Andeen (1976) 
found that Vreedenberg's (1958) original empirical relation 
correlates low void data very well. But, as no account for 
the void fraction has been made in Vreedenberg's (1958) 
original correlation, it does not satisfactorily represent 
the heat transfer data obtained for high velocities of fluidi-
zation (i.e., high voidage). Andeen, et al., (1976) modified 
Vreedenberg's correlation to account for high voidage. The 
modified correlation is found to represent Andeen, et al., 
data as well as the data obtained by other investigators 
(i.e., Petrie, et al., (1967), Vreedenberg (1958), Wender 
and Cooper (1958), and Ainshtein (1959) very well. This 
modified correlation of Andeen, et al., is 
N N U ' O . 3 = 900 (1"£) "W^Ar.p'' 3 2 6 (26) 
(Npr) 
The experimental conditions for this correlation are very 
similar to the conditions of the experiments in the present 
study. The major difference is that Andeen's (1976) experi-
ments were conducted in shallow fluidized beds, with only the 
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average heat transfer coefficients being reported. 
The overall average heat transfer coefficients obtained 
with a single cylinder for all the three materials used in the 
present investigation have been correlated using the 
Vreedenberg's modified correlation as proposed by Andeen (1976) 
The constants of the correlation proposed by Andeen (1976) 
have been further modified to fit the data obtained in the 
present investigation. A least-square fit technique has been 
used to calculate the new constants. The correlation obtained 
is 
N 
- ^ - 3 = 8 9 8 . 2 ( l - ^ [ N R e j t / N A r / p r
3 2 8 7 (27) 
(Npr) 
This correlation is further modified to account for the effect 
of the P/D ratio of the tube bundles. The final correlation 
obtained is 
N 
0 . 3 = 8 9 3 " 2 <!-*> [ N R e , t / N A r , p ' " 3 2 8 7 CR ( 2 8 ) 
(N p r 1 
where CD is the correction factor to correct for the effect 
K. 
of the P/D ratio of the tube bundles. 
The form of equation selected for the correction 
factor C is such that its value is unity for P/D, tending to 
ro and approaches zero as the P/D, assumes the minimum value 
of unit. When using large particles, bridging effects 
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at P/D = 1.1 prevented any further experimentation. Hence, 
for the case of glass beads only the data for P/D = 1.1, 
1.3, and 1.5 as well as single cylinder (assumed P/D = 6) 
have been used to develop the correction factor CD. Again a 
least-square technique has been used to obtain the expression 
for CD, which is 
C R = [1 - 0.40 (P/Dt)"
2*5] (29) 
The properties of air used to obtain the correlation have 
been evaluated at a film temperature which is defined as 
T + T 
3 cyl bed 
f i lm 2 
Here T , is the average temperature of the cylinder surface, 
and has been evaluated by integrating the measured local 
temperatures. 
In order to demonstrate the degree of proposed correla-
tion for C represented by Equation 29, and graphically shown 
in Figure 46, all the experimental data (single cylinder and 
all the tube bundles data for all the three materials tested) 
have been plotted in Figure 47. For Figure 47, the coordinates 
chosen are 
N,T N^ 
Wu,t , Re,t 
—=5 - and - — 
N"J (l-e)C_ Ar,p 
Pr R 
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where the respective values of the parameters are determined 
by using the experimentally determined values, the properties 
of the gas/solid media and the arrangement for the particular 
test. The dashed line shown in Figure 47 represents the 
solution to Equation 28. The maximum deviation of the pro-
posed correlation from any of the data points is 4 9%. The 
scatter in experimental data is in part due to the fact that 
most of the data has been obtained in fluidized beds operating 
in bubbling regime. Under bubbling conditions the surface 
of the fluidized bed fluctuates violently and it has been 
difficult to make accurate measurements of the expanded bed 
height. The void fraction (i.e., e) of the fluidized bed 
have been calculated, by using a mass balance of particles 
for the settled bed and for the bed under operating conditions 
(see Appendix B). This method provides an average void 
fraction of the fluidized bed. But in real case the local 
void fraction in the bed under operating conditions, vary 
with the location in the bed and it exhibits random distribu-
tion. More extensive data and a better way of estimating the 
operating bed void fraction in the vicinity of the heat trans-




CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
V.l. An Afterword on This Research Investigation 
It is essential to study the particle and gas flow 
patterns in the vicinity of heat transfer surfaces in order 
to understand the governing exchange mechanisms. Visual 
observations from the transparent end faces of a narrow bed 
in the presence of tube bundles provides an excellent insight 
into the gross behavior of the bed. Fluidized beds used in 
industry, generally, possess low aspect ratios and have 
metallic containers. This, in addition to the opacity of 
the bed material, render flow visualization techniques useless 
for tracking the internal behavior of the beds. 
The pressure fluctuations recorded by an embedded 
transducer, and the associated Fourier analysis demonstrated 
in this study, prove to be useful tools in describing the 
mechanisms in the interior of the bed. Interpretation of 
these results provides information about the bubble formation 
and growth, bubble passage, the defluidized cap at the top 
of horizontal tubes, and the interaction of the bubble passage 
with the defluidized regions. In addition the interpretation 
of results also provide information about the possible 
existence of uniform fluidization regions. Such a thorough 
understanding of the flow phenomena forms a basis for 
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explaining the heat transfer results obtained in this experi-
mental investigation. 
In this experimental study horizontal tube bundles of 
1-inch diameter tubes, with pitch to diameter ratios of 1.5, 
1.3, and 1.1 in a fluidized bed made of either spherically 
shaped Ottawa sand (514 pm) and glass beads (230 pm) or 
angular silica sand (715 pm) have been considered. A spirally 
wound Nichrome ribbon on a slotted teflon cylinder has been 
used to study the local and average heat transfer coefficients 
at air velocities from slightly below minimum fluidization to 
several times above this value. The test cylinder has been 
located at the bottom row and third row from the bottom in 
order to study the effect of equilateral pitch and particle 
flow pattern in the intersticial space on the heat transfer 
characteristics. Additional data obtained by using only the 
instrumented heat transfer cylinder with and without defluidized 
bed have provided a basis for comparison with the previous 
work and for normalizing the data. Limited tests conducted 
with an associated cylinder equipped with a pressure trans-
ducer has provided a basis to explain the principle mechanism 
in the fluidized bed used in this experimental study. 
V.2. Conclusions 
(i) On the basis of the present investigation it is 
concluded that the onset of local fluidization occurs at 
9 0 degrees from the forward stagnation point of the horizontal 
cylinder much before general fluidization is observed or 
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recorded. The latter is recognized when the weight of the 
bed is balanced by the bed pressure drop. The onset of 
fluidization has been observed visibly at the intersection of 
the horizontal tube and the boundary of the fluidized bed 
and it extends into the interior of the bed as demonstrated 
by the pressure fluctuations. In the case of horizontal tube 
bundles with varying pitch to diameter ratios the onset of 
fluidization occurs at velocities lower than those required 
for minimum fluidization for the case of a single cylinder. 
This exhibits the effects of minimum area offered for the 
through flow by the tube bundles. 
(ii) At low fluidization velocities a defluidized 
cap on the top of the cylinder is evident over the entire 
length of the tube. In the case of tube bundles, the size of 
such caps are somewhat reduced due to the zigzag flow pattern 
of the mean flow. For tubes with a pitch to diameter ratio 
of 1.1 in beds of small particles (glass beads 230 um) 
bridging between tubes was observed, inhibiting a good circu-
lation of the solids. Since these conditions are deteri-
mental to the satisfactory operation of the heat exchanger 
equipment no additional tests were conducted under such 
conditions. 
(iii) Wear the forward stagnation point of the cylinder 
there is a tendency for a thin air gap to form at minimum 
fluidization. This air gap provides the source for bubbles 
which form and then pass around the sides of the cylinder, 
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resulting in local fluidization. The size of this air gap, 
fed by the mainstream, grows as the fluidization velocity 
is increased, and the measured pressure fluctuations are 
attributed to the formation and detachment of larger size 
bubbles from this air gap. Eventually, at higher velocities 
the bubbles form the source for a disruption of the defluidized 
cap. 
(iv) The flow visualization and the pressure fluctua-
tion analysis has helped define three distinct regions of 
flow patterns around the cylinder at definite velocities of 
fluidization. For beds using large particles (Ottawa sand or 
silica sand) the velocity was fifty percent in excess of the 
minimum fluidization, whereas for beds using small particles 
(glass beads) it was three hundred percent. These regimes 
are: (a) the pulsating air gap at the bottom third of the 
cylinder which bring in cold air to the vicinity of the heat 
transfer surface. These pulsations are caused by the bubble 
separation at the edges of the air gap, (b) the bubble passage 
on both sides of the cylinder, with relatively fewer particles 
grazing the heat transfer surface, and (c) the interaction of 
bubbles with the defluidized cap at the top third of the 
cylinder causing frequent replacement of its contents from 
the bulk region, thus favoring superior heat transfer 
characteristics. 
(v) The average heat transfer coefficient for the 
case of a single cylinder with no fluidization is about 30 
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percent higher than that obtained from Hilpert's (1933) 
correlation. This has been attributed to the vortices of 
the free shear layers caused by the jetting fluid from the 
ragged surface of the distributor plate used in this study. 
It should be noted that Hilpert's data are for relatively 
turbulent free air streams. The experimentally determined 
average heat transfer coefficients have been used in deter-
mining the magnitude of improvement in the presence of a 
fluidized bed both in the case of a single cylinder and 
tube bundles. 
(vi) In general, the average heat transfer coefficient 
from the horizontal cylinder in the presence of the fluidized 
bed is several times larger than that for the case of no 
fluidization. 
(vii) The local heat transfer coefficient attains its 
highest value at the 90 degree location when the gas velocity 
corresponds to that for incipient fluidization. This may be 
attributed to the onset of local fluidization. A decrease 
in the pitch to diameter ratio shifts this peak to lower 
velocities provided that there is no bridging effect. 
(viii) The local heat transfer coefficients at all 
locations (and also average values of these) exhibit a 
typical ̂ /"-shaped curve with increasing fluidization velo-
city. Over a narrow range of velocities the local value 
increases rather rapidly. The increase first occurs at the 
90 degree location and spreads onto other angular locations. 
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The propagation of the rapid increase in local heat transfer 
coefficients is faster towards the forward stagnation point, 
with 180 degree location being the last one to experience 
such a rapid rise. 
(ix) At minimum fluidization velocity near the 
defluidized region located at the top of the cylinder, the 
local heat transfer coefficient is the lowest, suggesting 
a diffusion dominated heat transfer. At the highest position 
of the y~^ -shaped curve the local heat transfer coefficient 
at the top of the cylinder reaches a maximum when compared 
with other locations. At the highest plateau of the J~" -
shaped curve it is suggested that the defluidized cap is being 
periodically replaced due to the passage of the neighboring 
bubbles. The particles conduct heat better and have larger 
heat capacity than air. These favorable properties, in 
addition to periodic particle replenishment, enhance the 
heat transfer rates near the defluidized region in a fashion 
somewhat similar to that in a regenerator. It needs to be 
emphasized that in present design practice, in contrast to 
the preceding observation, the designer considers the 
defluidized region dangerous from the viewpoint of industrial 
equipment design. 
(x) At the highest plateau of the y^-shaped curve 
the relative improvement due to fluidization when compared 
with the single cylinder with no fluidization is by a factor 
of about seventeen for a bed of large spherically-shaped 
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Ottawa sand, ten for a bed of angularly shaped silica sand 
and twenty-eight for a bed of small spherical glass beads 
bed. 
(xi) The effect of the proximity of tubes, i.e., 
decreasing pitch to diameter ratios from 1.5 to 1.3, only 
slightly reduces the factors by which heat transfer is 
augmented (over the case without a fluidized bed) for larger 
particles but reduces to a somewhat larger extent that for 
glass beads. 
(xii) The experimentally determined minimum 
fluidization velocity is 1.34 ft/sec. for silica sand (715 
ym), 0.74 ft/sec. for Ottawa sand (514 ym) , and only 0.16 
ft/sec. for glass beads (230 ym). The absolute value of 
maximum average heat transfer coefficient for silica sand 
2 
(715 ym) is about 44 B/hr-ft -f at a fluidization velocity 
of 2.3 ft/sec. The corresponding values for Ottawa sand 
(514 ym) is 49 B/hr-ft2-F at 1.2 ft/sec and for glass beads 
(230 ym) it is 54 B/hr-ft2-F at 0.5 ft/sec. 
(xiii) The average heat transfer coefficients have 
been found to agree with modified Vreedenberg's correlation 
as proposed by Andeen (1976), provided that their correlation 
is multiplied by a correction factor to account for the 
effect of P/D ratio. This correction factor is given by 
CR= [1 - 0 .4 ( P / D t r
2 * 5 0 ] . 
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V.3. Recommendations 
(i) The pressure probe located inside the test cylinder 
records all the bubbles that impact on the hole (i.e., on the 
heat transfer surface) leading to the cavity as well as those 
passing in its immediate vicinity. It has not been possible 
to isolate signals originating from these two sources. How-
ever, the two have distinctly different influences on the heat 
transfer mechanism. In particular, the frequency of the 
bubble contact and the bubble size at the heat transfer sur-
face will have a strong influence on the mechanism. 
It is possible to obtain information on the history 
of the bubbles in motion, originating from the air gap 
present at the bottom of the cylinder by using at least two 
pressure probes. One fixed at the 90 degree location and 
the other moved around the tube circumference as well as 
within the bed. Comparative study of these two signals, 
recorded simultaneously and analyzed using Fast Fourier 
Transform analyzer, will provide joint properties (i.e., 
joint probability density function, cross correlation 
function and cross spectral density function). These data 
will provide the needed information to calculate particle 
residence times. The time delay measurements via the cross 
correlation function can be useful in determining the 
bubble rise velocity as well as its path, the latter by 
studying the decay of the amplitude around the cylinder at 
the dominant frequency. The cross-spectral density function 
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and the coherence functions can also be used to determine the 
bubble contact frequency. Careful experiments and their 
analyses based on the signals obtained from two probes is 
likely to lead to a better description of the flow pattern 
around the tube in a tube bundle. 
(ii) Use of two pressure probes and their interpre-
tation of the signals as proposed here can be successfully 
used to survey over the entire length of the cylinder to 
evaluate the two dimensionality of the fluidization flow 
phenomena. Such an experimentation should include several 
circumferential locations at a fixed position of the test 
cylinder, the effect of location of the test cylinder in a 
tube bundle and the pitch to diameter ratio for various 
particle sizes and types. 
(iii) The proposed replacement theory for the 
defluidized cap can be confirmed by recording dynamic pres-
sure fluctuations at the top of the cylinder. They should 
show relatively flat response with a periodic change in 
pressure signal, this period decreasing with increasing flow 
velocity. 
(iv) It is recommended that a large number of tests 
be planned to more precisely determine the functional form 
of rapid rise in the local heat transfer coefficient and 
the adjoining plateau for such experimental variables as the 
fluidization velocity, the pitch to diameter ratio and the 
particle size and type. 
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(v) The experimental data have been processed using 
the film temperature for the thermophysical property of the 
air. This value is the arithmetic mean of the cylinder 
temperature which is widely varying and the constant free 
stream temperature. Considering the large heat capacity of 
the bed material and the ability for the fluidized bed to 
provide uniform temperature it is recommended that the free 
stream temperature be tried for future empirical correlations 
in order to compare the scatter with that of the existing 
correlation. The basis for this recommendation stems from 
the experimental observation of Prasanna (196 4) about the 
Mallock-Benard-von Karrnan vortex shedding benind a single 
cylinder in cross flow in the presence of heat transfer. 
Even in the presence of heat transfer the Vortex shedding 
frequency correlated better when free stream temperature was 
used instead of the customary film temperature. It should 
be noted that for the case of a single cylinder with gas 
flow normal to it, the heat capacity of the fluid contained 
in vortices is negligibly small when compared to that of the 
fluidized bed in this investigation, yet it is many times 
greater than the fluid passing through the boundary layer in 
the forward half of the cylinder prior to separation. 
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APPENDIX A 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE SOLID PARTICLES 
The procedure used to estimate the physical properties 
of the bed material is discussed in this appendix. The 
physical properties required to describe any particular bed 
material are, the mean particle size, D , the particle density, 
P 
p , the packed bed density, p, ,, the packed bed void fract-
tion e, ,, and the minimum fluidization velocity, U _, bed J mf 
The mean particle size has been determined by using 
the method described by Kunii (1968) . The size distribution 
of the particles is first determined by taking a weighted 
quantity of the material and then passing it through Tyler 
Standard Screens. The mean diameter, D , of the particles 
P 
is then calculated by using the equation 
D = v >• "L r (A-l) 
p L(x/D .) ^ p,l 
where 
x = weight fraction between consecutive sieving screens 
D . = geometric mean opening between consecutive 
screens/ft. 
Packed bed density, p. -., of a material has been 
determined by filling the particular material in a container 
of known volume, and weight. Container filled with the 
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material is weighted and the packed bed density, P h pj^ has 
been calculated by taking the ratio of its mass to the volume 
of the container. Water is then poured into the container 
filled with material until no more water can be poured with 
out causing it to overflow. The differential mass has been 
used to find the volume of the water, that filled void spaces 
Packed bed void fraction, t, ,, and the particle density, p , 
is calculated from the equations 
volume of the water poured ,_ „* 
- TT^i„™^ ^ 4-u~ 4- - „ ^ — {A~d) 
£ bed ' volume of the container 
and 
weight of the material in the container , -. 
pp ' volume of container (1 - e, ,) ^ bed 
Minimum fluidization velocity, U f, for the particles 
has been calculated using Leva's (1959) correlation 
D 1-85[p (p - p ) ] 
U p = -£ _£__£ _£__ (A-4) 
mf * pq y.88 lA 4j 
where 
3 
p - density of the particles, lb/ft 
3 
p = density of the fluidizing air, lb/ft 
p = viscosity of the fluidizing air, lb/ft-hr 
D = mean particle size, ft 
U _ = minimum fluidization velocity, ft/hr 
The void fraction (e) of the bed under operating 
conditions has been estimated by using known mass of the solid 
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Volume of the tubes = Vm 
Area of Cross-section of the Bed - A 
Figure A-l Cross-Sectional View of the Bed Under Operating 
and Non-Operating Conditions. 
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for the settled bed and the operating bed volume. Figure A-l 
shows the section of a bed containing a tube bundle. The 
volume occupied by the tubes of the bundle is, V.. The settled 
height of the bed is, L . Let the height of the bed under 
s 
operating conditions be, Lf. Under steady state conditions 
the mass balance for the particles in the bed can be written as 
pp(LsA - Vt) (1 - ebed) = pp (LfA - Vt) (1 - e) (A-5) 
where 
A is the area of crossection of the bed. 
p is the density of the solid particles 
Equation A-6 provides an expression for estimating 
in terms of known quantities, i.e., 
i (1 ' W 'LsA - V 




DYNAMIC RESPONSE CONSIDERATIONS OF THE 
PRESSURE TRANSMITTING SYSTEM 
The transient response of pressure measuring instru-
ments is dependent on, the response of the transducer element 
that senses the pressure, and the response of the pressure-
transmitting fluid and the connecting tubing, etc. This 
latter factor is frequently the one which determines the over-
all frequency response of a pressure-measurement system. An 
estimate of the behavior is obtained with the following 
analysis. 
Figure B-l shows the enlarged view of the cylinder used 
for pressure fluctuations measurements in the present investi-
gation. The fluctuating pressure has a frequency of, 10, and 
an amplitude of p . The fluctuating pressure is impressed on 
the tube of length, L, and radius, r. At the end of the tube 
is a chamber of volume, V, where the connection to the pressure 
transducer is made. The mass of the fluid contained in this 
volume vibrates due to pressure fluctuations on the outside 
of the hole. Because of the influence of fluid friction in 
the volume space it tends to dampen these pressure fluctuations. 
Using the conventional formula for laminar friction resistance 
in tube flow the resulting expression for the pressure ampli-
tude ratio is (Holman (1971)). 
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Test Cylinder 
Figure B-1. Pressure Transmitting System. 
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JH = {[i - (^-)2)2 + 4h2 (^)2}1/2 <B~1) 
^O W Ui 
n n 
where p is the amplitude of the pressure signal impressed on 
the transducer. The natural frequency OJ is given by 
2 2 
3iTr c ,_ 0, 
Bn = -4LV— (B-2) 
The damping ratio h is given by 
h = -2u 3LV (B_3 
pCr 
where C is the velocity of sound in the fluid, u is the 
dynamic viscosity of the fluid, and p is the fluid density. 
The velocity of sound is calculated from 
C = 49.1 T1/2 ft/sec (B-4) 
where T is the absolute temperature in °R. 
In the case of present investigation 
L = .. 2 = inch 
r = .0067 inch 
V = .0057-cubic inches 
For a fluctuating pressure signal of 200 Hz frequency 
equation B-l, B-2, and B-3 give 
P / P D = i 
and OJ is approximately equal to 9 kHz. 
The operating variables for pressure fluctuations 
experienced in this investigation is well below these values. 
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APPENDIX C 
STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE 
PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS 
In general four types of statistical functions are 
needed to describe the basic properties of pressure fluctua-
tions signals that have been observed and recorded. Mean 
square value of the signal furnishes a description of the 
intensity of pressure fluctuations. The probability density 
function provides information concerning the properties of 
the signal in amplitude domain. The autocorrelation function 
and the power spectral density function contains similar 
information in the time domain and the frequency domain 
respectively. 
The mean square value is simply the average of the 
squared value of the time history of the signal or 
T 
V = ^ k s p2<*>d t <c-1> 
2 
where I'J is the mean square value of the pressure signal 
and p(t) is the pressure at any time t. 
Furthermore, it is desirable to view the signal as a 
combination of a static (or steady) and a dynamic (or 
fluctuating) component. The static component may be described 




lim 1 r 
yp T+« T Q
; p (t)dt (C-2) 
The dynamic component may be described as a variance which is 
exactly the mean square value of the fluctuations about its 
mean which is given by 
°P
2 = liZk J tp<t>-y2<it (c-3) 
For the cases where the static component is zero and has been 
filtered out, 
o 2 = ty 2 (C-4) 
P P 
The probability density function describes the pro-
bability that the signal will assume a value with in some 
defined range at any instant of time. A probability density 
function may be defined as 
P(P) = l l mn Prob-tp * P ( t ) < P + A p ] ^ Ap-^0 Ap 
T (C-5) 
_ lim 1__ rlim p, 
Ap- Ap lT->«> T -
where T is the total amount of time that p(t) falls inside 
the range (p, p+Ap) during an observation time T (see Figure 
C-la). The probability density function P(p) is always a 
real-valued non-negative function. 
In order to understand the practical significance of 
probability density functions and their use in analyzing local 
pressure signals, four examples of idealized sample time 
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Figure C-1, Time History Measurements. 
(a) Probability Measurement 






Figure C-2. Four Special Time Histories. 
(a) Sine Wave 
(b) Sine Wave plus Random Noise 
(c) Narrow-Band Random Noise 
(c) Wide-Band Random Noise 
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history records are considered. These are: (a) sine wave, 
(b) sine wave plus random noise, (c) narrow-band random noise, 
and (d) wide-band random noise. Typical time history records 
for each of these examples are presented in Figure C-2. In 
all cases the mean value is assumed to be equal to zero {y = 0) 
P 
for convenience. A typical plot of the probability density 
function, P(p), versus the instantaneous value, p, for each 
of the four examples is presented in Figure c-3. The four 
examples in this figure illustrate distinct features of the 
probability density function covering the range from the sine 
wave case to the wide-band random noise case. 
The autocorrelation function describes the general 
dependence of the value of the signal at one time to that at 
another time. Considering the signal time history record p(t) 
as shown in Figure C-lb, an estimate for the autocorrelation 
between the values of p(t) at times t and t+i can be obtained 
by taking the produce of the two values and averaging over the 
observation time T. The resulting average produce will approach 





( T ) = 'ft- k S P(t)p(t+T)dt (C-6) 
0 
where R (x) is the autocorrelation function or autocorrelo-
P 
gram. The quantity R (i) is always a real-valued even function 
having a maximum at x - 0. It can be either positive or 
negative. 
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A typical plot of autocorrellograms, R (x) as a func-
tion of time displacement, T, for each of the four time 
histories shown in Figure C-2 is presented in Figure C-4. 
The important feature of the autocorrelogram is that it 
persists periodically over all time displacements with the same 
period as the underlying sine wave. The sharply peaked auto-
correlogram which diminishes rapidly to zero as shown in 
Figure C-4d is typical of wide-band random data with zero mean 
value. The autocorrelogram for sine wave plus random noise is 
simply the sum of the autocorrelograms for sine wave and 
random noise separately, as shown in Figure C-4b. The prin-
ciple application for an autocorrelation function of measured 
physical data is to establish the influence of values at any 
time over values at a future time. Autocorrelation measure-
ments can also be used for detecting deterministic data which 
might be masked in a random background. 
The power spectral density function describes the 
general frequency composition of the data in terms of the 
spectral density of its mean square value. The mean square 
value of a sample time history record in a frequency range 
between f and f + Af can be obtained by filtering the sample 
record with a band-pass filter having sharp cutoff charac-
teristics, and computing the average of the squared output 
from the filter. This average squared value approaches an 






Figure C-3. Probability Density Function Plots 
(a) Sine Wave 
(b) Sine Wave Plus Random Noise 
(c) Narrow-Band Random Noise 
(d) Wide-Band Random Noise 
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X*(r) 
Figure C-4. Auto Correlation Function Plots 
(a) Sine Wave 
(b) Sine Wave Plus Random Noise 
(c) Narrow-Band Random Noise 
(d) Wide-Band Random Noise 
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G (f) x A 
to 
(a) 
Figure C-5 Power Spectral Density Plots. 
(a) Sine Wave 
(b) Sine Wave Plus Random Noise 
(c) Narrow-Band Random Noise 




2(f,Af) = ^ / p2(t,f,Af)dt (C-7) 
where p(t,f,Af) is that portion of p(t) in the frequency 
range from f to f+Af. For small Af, a power spectral density 
function G (f) is defined such that 
P 
^p
2(f,Af) - G (f)Af (C-8) 
More precisely 
-. $ 2(f,Af) 
G (f) = l i m 
px ' Af^O Af 
(C-9) 
T lim 1 ,lim 1 . 2 ,, - A _. :4_ 
= Af+0 TKIT C T ~ f ' P (t'f'"'^ 
The quantity, G (f), is always a real-valued non-negative 
tP 
function. 
A typical plot of power spectral density, G (f) , 
versus frequency, f, for each of the four time histories con-
sidered in Figure C-2 is presented in Figure C-5. In the 
present investigation, the purpose in making power spectral 
density function measurements is to establish the frequency 
composition of the signal, which in turn provides a qualita-
tive measure of fluidization behavior of the bed. 
The method used in the present investigation to obtain 
the statistical properties of the signal is based on the work 
of Joseph Fourier (1807) who showed that any well-behaved 
function can be expanded into an infinite sum of properly 
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weighted sine and cosine functions of proper frequency, 
i.e. , 
pCt) - I A e
j ( 2™ t / T ) (C-10) 
n-Q n 
where A is the fourier coefficient of the n J ' harmonic term n 
in the series and 
e± jUirnt/T) = cos(27rnt/T) ± j sin(27mt/T) (C-ll) 
A may be found by the fourier transform 
A = | / T / 2 p C t J e ^ ^ ^ d t 
n i -T/2 
(C-12) 
- a +jb n J n 
The power spectral density function can then be constructed 
from known values of a and b . The magnitude of the power 
n n 
spectral density function at each frequency is equal to 
2 2 
(a -b ). A fast Fourier analyzer system was used to simu-n n 
late such an approach- The analyzer system incorporates the 
fast Fourier transform algorithm of Cooley and Tuckey (1965) 





As in any experimental investigation, the results of 
this study are subject to an uncertainty interval resulting 
from specified errors in the individual measurements which 
are used in the determination of the desired parameters. For 
example, the temperature measurements are subject to uncer-
tainties in the calibration of the thermocouples, uncertainty 
in the reading of tne potentiometer and the basic inaccuracies 
in the instruments themselves. The determination of quantities 
such as heat transfer coefficients involve a larger number of 
operating variables besides the measurement of temperature. 
Hence, they have a larger uncertainty interval. 
The method of Kline and McClintock (195 3) was employed 
to assess the uncertainty interval for the resutls of this 
investigation. Basic uncertainties for each variable were 
estimated to guarantee a 95% confidence level for each of the 
evaluated variables. Summarized in the following tabulation 
are the significant measured variables and their associated 
uncertainty intervals to assure a 95% confidence level in 
the quoted values of the variables. 
Resistivity (R') 1% 
Current (i) .5% 
Temperature (t) .1°F 
Temperature (t-t ) 1% 
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The local heat transfer coefficient for cylinder in 
the presence of a fluidized bed is given by Equation 17 
which is 








where the first term on the right hand side represents the 
contribution due to heat generation in the ribbon element 
and the second term accounts for the effect of circumferen-
tial conduction to or from the same ribbon element. The 
selection of the cross-section of Nichrome V ribbon was based 
on the premise that the contribution of circumferential con-
duction to the heat transfer coefficient in all cases is 
well below 10%. Hence, a maximum estimated uncertanty of 
10% in calculating the contribution of circumferential con-
duction adds only 1% to the uncertainty interval of the 
local heat transfer coefficient. 
Uncertainty interval for a 95% confidence level in 
the first term on the right hand side of Equation D-l was 
calculated by using Kline and McClintock (1953) procedure 
which is as follows: 
Let, A = 327.56 R"i
2 
(t-tb> 
Therefore, the root mean square uncertainty in the deter-
minants of quantity A is 
1/2 





A ( t" tb-
R* J K i } K t-t, 
D-2 
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Substituting the values from the above tabulation into 
Equation D-2, the uncertainty in the calculated value of 
the heat generation contribution to the local heat transfer 
coefficient is found to be ±1.73%. Therefore, the uncertainty 
interval for 95% confidence level in the reported values of 
local heat transfer coefficients (as shown in Equation D-1) 
is ±2.73% which also includes 1% error contributed by the 




The computer program used to analyze the experimental 
data is included in this appendix. Figure E-l is flowchart 
of the data analysis procedure. The program itself consists 
of a main program and two subprograms. One of the subprograms 
utilizes a piecewire cubic spline curve fitting algorithm to 
calculate the coefficients of the cubic polynomials repre-
senting the temperature profile and the second subprogram is 
a combination of an interpolation subroutine and a curve fit 
for air-properties table which is used to calculate the 
properties of air at the local film temperature. The main 
program utilizes these two subprograms to calculate local and 
average heat transfer coefficients as well as other parameters 
of interest (e.g., N„ , N , N_ , etc.) after correcting for 
^ Nu pr Re ^ 




PROP. OF AIR 







CALC. I l n d 
DER. OF TEMP. 
PROFILE 
LJ 
CALC. h0 AND 8 
LOCAL FILM TEMPS, 
1 
CALC. AVE. FILM TEMP. 
AND INTEGRATE h TO 
GET h a v S | 
CALC. N , N 
Re p r 
AND N 
Nu 
PRINT h , h N„ , 
B* ave Re 
N , AND N 
P r * Nu 
EXPT. DATA 
CURRENT, VOLT 
U, AND T b e d 
F i g u r e E - l . S c h e m a t i c o f t h e D a t a A n a l y s i s P r o c e d u r e 
PROGRAM KAIN(INFUTfOUTPUT,TAFE5=INPUT,TAPE6=aUTFUT> 
INTEGER PR 
DIMENSION P*(7) ,CTEMF (7),CURC7),TEEDI7) ,HAVE (7),P<2> 
DIMENSION C30<4,25),CfU(4,2^>,CCF(4,25> fCK(4,25»,XT(20> 
DIMENSION Q(2),T(2),S(2I,FNlAV(2» 
DIMENSION FNUS(&,^0),FRNAV(2),f?EYN(2) 
DIMENSION TAVE<6) ,F1(7),VEL<7> ,VOLT<7)»CRCND(6,4a> 
DIMENSION ID(125),NA^'E<4),F2(7>,CCRT{7>,EXHT<7> 
DIMENSION HLCC(6,<«0J,GeF<6,40),TE^<6,4Q),XIUO),C<4flO> 
OATA PR(1>,PR(2) »FR(3),FR (41/1H,,1H*,1H + ,1H 
DATA PR(5),03(6) ,FR (7)/1HX,1HO,iH / 
CALL PROP(XT,CRO,CHU,CCP,CK,M 




DO 10 1=1,7 
SUM=SUMf30. 
10 X I ( I ) = S U M 
R E A O ( 5 , 1 2 M N A M E ( I ) , I = l , 4 ) 
12 F0RMAT(4A2) 
REAO<5,»)PATIG,ROWS,STMT 
00 30 K I = 1 , 6 
R E A D ( 5 , * » ( C T E M F ( I » , 1 = 1 ,7 ) , C U R ( K I ) , T 8 E D ( K I J , F 1 ( K I ) , V O L T ( K I ) , F 2 ( K I ) f 
1 C C R T ( < I ) , E X H T ( K I ) 
DO 106 I K = 1 , 7 
I R K - a - I ^ 
136 C ( 1 . I R K ) = C T E M P ( ] M ) 
N = M 1 - 1 
CALL S P L I N E ( N , X I , C 1 
CALL C A L C C F ( N , X I , C ) 
X = 0 
DO 20 K = l , 3 7 
CALL P C L E I C ( X , N , X I , C , P » 
T E M P ( K I , K ) = ° t l ) 
D E R ( K I , K ) = P ( 2 ) 
20 X = X * S . 
30 CONTINUE 
DO 40 1 = 1 , 6 
DO 40 I J = 1 , 3 7 
R = . t t 3 » * 2 » r i . a + . o o c i i g s « f T e i ' P f i , i J ) - 7 * » . i n 
H L 0 1 = 1 4 2 . 1 6 * C U R ( I ) * C U F ( I ) » « / i . 4 3 4 * (TEMP ( I , I J ) - T B E O ( I ) ) ) 
C R C N D ( I , I J ) = 1 0 2 0 0 * C E R ( I , I J ) / { T E f * P ( I , I J I - T 8 E O ( I ) ) 
H L G C < I , I J > = H I _ 0 1 + C S C N C U , I J ) 




DO 60 KL=1,6 
SUM = 0 
SUM2=0 










DO 80 IC=1,6 




IFfFTEKP.GT.ii.) VEL(IC) = ((FTEMP-<*.)*12.6**71 + 53.)*.036 36<t 
NROWS=ROWS 
IF(ABS(RATI0-99.) .LE.0.51GO TO 131 
WRITE(6,258) CNA>E(I>»I=1»4) ,RATIO»NROHS 
258 FCRrlAT(////////10X,"MATERIAL CF THE 8EO = "» <tA2/10X»"P/0-"*F7.2 
1,*X,"NUMBER OF ftOWS="»I2) 
GO TO 183 
lei HRITE(6,182)(NAKE(I)tl=l»*» 
182 FORMAT t////////l0X,"rATERIAL OF THE BEO = "i t»A2/10X, 
1"SINGLE CYLINDER") 
C 
163 WRITE ( 6, 2 59> VOLT UC),CUR(IC),VEL(IC> 
IF(ABS(F2(IC)-0.) .LE.0.0G5)GO TO 171 
WRIT£(6,260)STHTtEXHT (IC) .F2UC) 
GO TO 172 
171 WRITE(6,173)STHT.EXHT(IC) 
173 FORMAT(1QX,"3T.HT,=",F5.1," INCHES"*3X,"EX.HT.=" 
ltF5»It" INCHES"/1CX,"PRESSURE DSCF IN THE BEC NOT MEASUREC") 
0 FORMAT(10X,"ST.HT.="tF5.1," INCHES".3X,"EX.HT.=" 
liFS.lt** IKCHES'VIQX,"PRESSURE DRCP IN THE BEC=".F6»3»" PSI") 
C 
2 59 F O R M A T ( 1 0 X , " y O L T S = " » F e . 3 f 5 X . " C U R R E N T ( A M P S . ) = " , F 6 . 2 / 
I I O X . - ' S U F E S F I C I A L V E L C C I T Y OF A I R = " , F 6 . 3 » " F T . / S E C " ) 
1 7 2 W R I T E ( 6 , < t 0 l ) 
1*01 F O R M A T ( / 1 2 X , " T H E T A " . 3 X , " T E M F « M , 3 X , " C R C O N C " » « t X , " H L C C A L , , , 3 X . 
l " N U L O C A L " / > 
T H E T A = - 1 5 
CO 70 1=1*13 
THETA=THETA+15 
IR=IR+3 
70 WRITE(6.20*») THET A , TEMP (IC .1 B ) • CRC KO (IC» IR) fHLOC (IC , IR ) .FNUS(IC.IR) 
20 4 F0RMAT<lQX,F6.1*3XfF7.3,2X,F6.3,2(3X,F7.3)) 
WRITE(6,257)TAVE(IC) 
WFITE(6,261»CCRT(IC) 
261 FCRMATC1QX,"TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF THE CYL.="*Ffl.3) 
257 FCRMAT(/10X,"AVERAGE TEMPERATURE CF THE CYLINDER=",F7.3) 
WRITE(6,2C6> TEEC(IC) 
206 FCRMAT(10X,"TEMFERATURE OF THE AIR STREAM=",F6.21 
WRITE(6»203)HAVE(IC) 
TFLM=(TAVE(IC)+TBE0(IC))/2. 
DO Zi LAC=1,2 
IF(LAC.EG.2)TFLM=TBEC(IC) 
CALL P C L E I C ( T F L M , 1 9 » X T f C R C P ) 
C A L L P C U B I C ( T F L M , 1 9 , X T , C M U . C > 
CALL P C U B I C ( T F L f - t l 9 . X T , C C F » T ) 
C A L L P C C 2 I C ( T F L M , 1 9 , X T , C K . S > 
F N U f l V ( L l C ) = H A V E ( I C ) / 1 2 . / S ( l ) 
F R N A V ( L a C ) = Q ( l ) * T ( l ) / S ( l ) 
REYNCLAC)=PU)*VELMC)*360fU/ lE . /Q( l> 
Z3 CONTINUE 
W R I T E ( 6 , 3 3 3 ) F N U A V » P R N A V ,REYN 
Z3Z F O R M A T ( 1 0 X * " N U S . N C . ( F . T . ) = " f F 6 . 2 , " NUS . NO. ( A . T . > = " , F 6 . 2 , / 
1 8 X , " P R . h O . ( F . T . ) = " , F 6 . t f f " F R . N O . (A . T « ) = " . F 6 . * t , / 
1 8 X , " R E Y . N 3 . ( F . T . ) = " « F 7 * 2 » " R E Y . N O . ( A f T . ) = " , F 7 . 2 ) 
SO CONTINUE 
2 0 3 F C R M A T ( 1 Q X » " A V E R A C E HEAT TRANSFER C C E F I C I E N T = " . F 7 . 3 ) 
W R I T E ( & , 1 ) 
1 FORMAT ( / / / / / / 3 0 X , " H L C C A H B T U / H R . $ Q . - F T . F ) " / / 9 X , " 0 " * 1 8X , " 2 5 " 
l , 1 3 X . " 5 0 ' M 8 X , " 7 5 " f / 
2 9X , " - " 3 ( " * " ) ) 
DO 300 1 = 1 . 3 7 
DO 301 J - 1 . 1 2 0 
301 I F ( J ) = P R ( 7 ) 
KR-I 
I C 1 = H L 0 C ( 1 , K R ) * . 8 * , 5 
I C 2 = H L Q C ( 2 , K R ) * . 8 + , 5 
I C 3 = H L Q C ( 3 , K R > » . 8 * . 5 
IC<+ = HL0C(<* ,KR>* .8 + . 5 
I C 5 = H L 0 C ( 5 , K R ) * . 8 + • 5 
I C & = H L Q C ( 6 , K R ) * , 8 + . S 
I P ( I C l ) = F R ( 1 > 
I P ( I C 2 ) = P R ( Z ) 
I P ( I C 3 ) = P R ( 3 ) 
I P ( I C * ) = P R « 5 > 










SUBRCUTINE 5 F L I h E < N , X I , C ) 
DIMENSION XI ( 5 0 ) ,C(<*, 50 1 . 0 ( 5 0 ) , 0 1 AG ( 5 0 ) 
OATfl 0IAG(1> , C ( D / 1 . , 0 . / 
NF1=N+1 
DO 10 M=2,NP1 
0(M» = X I ( P ) - X I ( M - l ) 
10 C I A G ( M ) = ( C ( 1 » M ) - C ( 1 , M - 1 > ) / 0 { M ) 
0 0 20 M = 2 , N 
C ( 2 , M ) = 3 . * ( D ( M ) * 0 I A G ( M + 1 ) + D ( M + 1 ) » C I A G ( M ) ) 
20 CIAG(M)=2* (D(M)+01M + 1 U 
• 0 30 M = 2 . N 
G = - D ( M + 1 ) / D X A G ( K - 1 ) 
D I A G ( H ) s D I A G ( H M G * D < M - l l 
30 C ( 2 , M ) = C ( 2 t M ) + G * C ( 2 . H - i ) 
NJ=NP1 
00 t*Q M = 2 f N 
N J = N J - 1 




OIMENSICN XI(5Q> ,C<*»,50) 





10 C U , I ) = 0 I V 0 F 3 / Q X / C X 
RETURN 
ENO 
SUBROUTINE PCU8IC(XBAR , N , X I , C , P ) 
DIMENSION X K 5 0 ) , P ( 2 ) ,C(<t,5Q> 
OflTA 1 / 1 / 
OX=XBAR-XI( I ) 
IF ( D X ) 1 0 , 3 0 , 2 0 
10 I F d . E O . D G Q TO 30 
1 = 1 - 1 
OX=XBAR-XI(I> 
I F ( O X ) 1 Q , 3 0 , 3 0 
19 1 = 1 + 1 
OX=DOX 



















































A R - X K I + 1 
)30 , 1 9 , 1 9 
r i , i ) + c x * 
* C ( 3 , I > + D 
T I N E PROP 
I C N RQ(2Q 
I C N CROC* 
O / . 0 82 3 , , 
. ose*» , . 0 5 
• Q<*63/ 
M U / . 0 t * 0 8 , 
. 0 5 3 2 , . 0 5 
P / . 2 3 9 3 , . 
. 2 M 6 , , Z h 
• 2<*50/ 
K / . 0 1 3 7 * . 
. 0 1 8 2 * . 0 1 
. 0 2 1 5 , . 0 2 
1 = 1 , 2 0 







i> = . 00000 
20)=.0000 
)=.000022 
0> = . 00002 
< C ( 2 , I ) + C X M C ( 3 , I ) + D X * C < < t , I > > ) 
X*6*C U , I ) 
( X T , C R O , C M U , C C F , C K , N ) 
) , A M U ( 2 0 ) , C P ( 2 0 ) , A K ( 2 0 ) , X T ( 2 0 t 
, 2 5 ) ,CKU<<+ ,25> ,CCF<<4,25> , C K ( ^ , 2 5 ) 
0 7 5 5 , . 0 7 6 « 4 , . 0 7 3 6 , . 0 7 1 0 , . 0 6 8 5 , . 0 6 6 2 , . 0 6 4 1 , . 0 6 2 1 , 
6 a , . 0 55 2 , . D 5 3 7 , . 0 5 2 3 , . 05 0 9 , • Qt* 9 7 , . 0 ^ 8 5 , 
, O t ) 2 1 , . C ^ 3 i ( , . O ^ i * 7 , , O i i 6 0 , . 0 4 7 3 , . 0 £ * 8 5 , . O A 9 7 , . 0 5 Q a , 
1(3, . 0 55<* * . 0 5 6 5 , . 0 5 7 6 , . 05 3 8 , . 0 5 5 9 , . 0 6 1 0 , . 0 62 0 , 
2 3 9 9 f . 2 t i D O * a 2 J + 0 2 f . ? ' » 0 3 , . 2 t i 0 5 > * 2 t i 0 6 f . 2 i i O a t « 2 4 1 1 > 
1 9 , . 2 4 2 2 , . 2 4 2 5 , . 2 t t 2 9 , , 2 * t 3 2 , , 2 ^ 3 6 , . 2 « * t 4 l , 
0 1 M , „ 0 1 < t 6 , . 0 1 5 1 , . D15 5 , . 0 1 6 0 , . 0 1 6 5 , . 0 1 6 9 , . 0 1 7 3 , 
€ 6 , . 0 1 5 1 * . 0 1 9 5 , . 0 1 5 9 , , 0 2 0 3 , . 0 2 0 7 , 
1 9 / 
5 
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EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND RESULTS 
The raw data obtained during the course of experimen-
tation using pressure transducer imbedded in a cylinder and 
the spirally wound nichrome V ribbon on a teflon cylinder are 
included here. First part of this appendix contains data and 
results pertaining to heat transfer tests and the latter part 
contains graphical plots of data and results pertaining to 
pressure fluctuation tests. 
Heat Transfer Tests 
Table F-l is a guide to review the heat transfer data 
and results contained in Tables F-2 through F-l3. Some of the 
important parameters that were held constant during the experi-
ments are contained in Table F-l. Static bed height in all 
these tests were kept essentially at a constant value of about 
11 inches. The expanded height of the bed and the bed pressure 
drops were measured while the tests were under progress. The 
velocity range for tests with single cylinder in Table F-2 
with no fluidizing material cover the entire spectrum of 
velocities considered in the fluidized column with various 
material. These tests and the results obtained from them 
aided in comparison of the various test results due to presence 
of fluidized bed. Tables F-3, F-4, and F-5 refer to single 
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cylinder with three different materials considered in this 
investigation. Tables F-6, F-7, and F-8 refer to corres-
ponding tests for 5 row tube bundle placed in equilaterial 
pitch {P/D = 1.5) and the heated cylinder located centrally 
in the mid-row. Tables F-9, F-10, and F-ll refer to tests with 
P/D, = 1.3. Results of additional tests conducted with glass 
beads (230 ym) and P/D = 1.1 is contained in Tables F-12. 
In order to study the effect of location of heat transfer 
cylinder tests were conducted in a three row tube bundle. 
Table F-13 refers to tests with Ottawa sand (514 yiu) , P/D = 
1.5 and heat transfer cylinder located centrally at the bottom 
row of the three row tube bundle. 
Test data and results contained in each of the tables 
F-3 through F-13 extend from superficial velocity slightly 
below that required for minimum fluidization to a value when 
the local heat transfer coefficient had leveled off essentially 
at the respective maximum values. Except for data in Table 
F-12 in all other cases six tests were conducted at various 
superficial velocities. When increasing velocity the expanded 
bed height increased. The bed pressure drop in at least four 
out of six tests remained essentially constant indicating fluid-
ization of the entire bed. Table F-12 corresponds to tests 
with glass beads (2 30 pm) at P/D. = 1.1. The combination of 
fine particles, narrow spaces between the tubes and the pro-
blems associated with bridging prevented extending the velo-
city range to higher values. 
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Tables F-2 through F-13 were generated on computers 
which necessitated some computer oriented nomenclature. They 
are included here. Included in these tables are temperature 
distribution around the cylinder at 15 degree intervals. They 
are based on the readings of thermocouples measured at 30 
degree intervals. The need for smooth fitting of curves 
which assures continuous second derivatives and method of 
obtaining intermediate values of temperatures are described 
in the main body of the thesis. Included in these tables are 
the magnitude of circumferential conduction in the ribbon 
material which influences local heat transfer characteristics. 
Information contained at the top of each table are measured 
values. The numbers listed in columns are local variations 
obtained from computer-aided analysis. Average values based 
on these local values are listed at the bottom of each table. 
In addition, the applicable Reynolds number and Prandtle num-
ber based on the properties of air evaluated at the film 
temperature as well as at the ambient temperature are listed. 
Nomenclature 
Symbol Quantity Units 
AMPS. Current through the Nichrome Amperes 
V ribbon 
2 
CRCOND Contribution of conduction BTU/hr ft °F 
along the ribbon to the local 
heat transfer coefficient as 
calculated by the second term 





G. B. 230 
HLOCAL 
NULOCAL 
NUS. NO. (A.T.. ) 
NUS. NO. (F.T.) 
0. S. 514 
PR. NO. (A.T.) 
PR. NO. (F.T.) 
REY. NO. (A.T.) 
REY. NO. (F.T.) 





Expanded bed height or the 
height of the bed under 
operating conditions 
Glass beads (230 ym) 
Local heat transfer 
coefficient 
Local Nusselt number based on 
local film temperature 
Average Nusselt number based 
on free stream temperature 
Average Nusselt number based 
on average film temperature 
Ottawa sand (514 ]_im) 
Prandtle number based on 
properties evaluated at free 
stream temperature 
Prandtle number based on 
properties evaluated at 
average film temperature 
Reynolds number based on 
properties evaluated at 
free stream temperature 
Reynolds number based on 
properties evaluated at 
average film temperature 
Silica sand (715 ym) 
















Table F-l. Arrangement of Heat Transfer Data and Results 



















F-2. S. Lngle — -- 6 0. 20-3.87 — — --
F-3. S. mgle —- Ottawa sand 514 inn) ' 0.48-196 11.5 11.5-14 5 0 26-0.57 
F-4. s mgle -- Silica sand 715 ym) G 0.94-3.26 11.4 11.4-13 5 0 24-0.52 
F-5. £. ingle -- Glass beads 230 yiti) : • • 0.19-1.03 11.0 11.0-13 " • 0 30-0.49 
F-6. 5 Rows 1.5 Ottawa sand 514 urn) 6 0.54-2.10 11.3 11.3-14 3 : 35-0.54 
F-7. .: Rows 1.5 Silica sand 715 um) 6 0-75-3.41 11.3 11.3-13 5 : 23-0.49 
F-3. 5 Rows 1.5 Glass beads 230 um) ; 0.18-1.63 11.2 11.2-15 5 0 32-0.47 
F-9. 5 Rows 1.3 Ottawa sand 514 vm) 6 0.51-2.29 11. 4 11.4-13 ; 0 32-0.49 
F-10. 5 Rows 1.3 Silica sand 715 um) 6 1.06-3.82 11.5 11.5-15 3 0 35-0.47 
F-ll. 5 Rows 1.3 Glass beads 230 um) 6 0.15-1.15 11.5 11.5-15 0 0 13-0.46 
F-12. 5 Rows 1.1 Glass beads 230 vm) 4 0.15-0.30 11.5 11.5-12 ' . - • 0 30-0.42 
F-13. 3 Rows 1.5 Ottawa sand 514 yn) 6 0.51-1.84 11.3 11.3-13 5 0 32-0.56 
Table F-2. Local and Average Heat Transfer Results 
(Single Cylinder, No Bed Material). 
MATERIAL OF THE BEO=NOTHINS 
SINGLE CYLINDER 
\tQ^TS= 4 . 5 2 0 C U R U N T t A M P S . ) = 1 . 2 0 
SUPERFISIAL VELDOITY OF AIR = .205 FT./SEC. 
ST.HT.= Q.J INCHES EX.HT.= 3.0 INCHES 
PRESSURE 0\GP IN THE BLU NOT MEASUREO 
MATERIAL OF THE 3£0=NOTHING 
SINGLE BLINDER 
\/OLTS = 5.1<;5 CURRENTtAMPS.>= 1.38 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIRs ,o&7 FT./SEC. 
ST.HT.= a.J INCHES EX.HT.= O.u INCHES 
PRESSURE DROP IN THE BEO NOT MEASURED 
THETA TEMP. CRCGNQ H L O C A L N U L O C A L THETA TEMP. CRCDNO H L O ^ A L N U L U C A . 
. 0 5 1 1 . 7 6 4 9 . 2 9 0 0 . 0 1 + 8 . 0 0 0 . 1 3 3 2 . 9 2 0 1 5 . 4*7 
. 1 0 0 1 . 8 1 1 9 .5 .19 1 5 . 0 1 4 o . l * * 3 • 3 1 1 3 . 1 2 1 l b . 5 . 9 
.l<+9 1 . 6 5 2 9 . 7 5 3 30 • Li 1<*6.600 . 5 1 5 3 . 2 9 2 1 7 . 4 0 + 
• G 65 1 . / 7 i 9 . JE6 4 5 . u x 5 u . 2 1 3 . 3 3 6 3.3<*6 1 6 . 0t>6 
• G2l 1 . 6 6 7 6 . 677 60 .u 1 5 2 . 2JU • 156 2 . 7 6 2 l*t . 665 
. 1 5 1 1 . 7 4 4 9 . 1 7 0 7 5 . j 1 5 k . 4 9 5 . 0 6 1 Z.575 1 3 . 5+9 
. 1 7 3 1 . 7 9 3 9 . 4 2 4 9 3 . 0 1 5 6 . 9 0 0 - . 0 3 8 2 . 5 7 5 1 2 . 4 7 1 
• 346 1 . 6 2 5 6 . 5 3 i l u 5 . u 1 5 9 . 2 4 5 - . 1 3 0 2 . 2 1 9 1 1 . 6 3 2 
— • S 6 J 1 . 4 5 9 7 . 6*9 I t J . J l o l . t + u C - . 1 5 9 2 . 3 7 6 1 0 . 6 7 3 
. 3 3 7 1.51*5 6 . 0 9 3 1 3 5 . U 1 6 3 . 2 6 6 - . 0 ba 2 , 3 8 1 1 0 . 671i 
. 1 5 5 1 . 6 2 6 b . 5 1 2 1 5 3 . u 165 .CuO - . 0 2 0 2 . J 6 9 1 0 . 8 9 7 
- . 3 4 3 i . 3 9 5 5 . 724 i 6 5 . a 1 6 6 . 5 1 6 - .1*35 1 . 6 5 2 6 . 6 j 7 













loQ.3 163.400 A^LRAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYLlNOER=l57.40 J 
TcrtPERATJKL IN THE CORE OF THc CYL.= 156.400 
TEMPERATURc OF THE AIR STREAM= 72,70 
AtftRAGt HEAT TRANSFER C0EF1CI£NT= 1.599 
NUS.Nj.(F.T.)= 6.40 NUS.NQ. (A.T.) = 8.92 
PR.NO.(F.T.>= .712C PR.NO. (A.T.>= .7114 
REY.NG.<F.T.)= 90.65 REY,NQ.<A , T.> = 103.93 
AVLRAGL TLMPERATURE OF THE CYLI^JER=l5b.983 
TEMPCRATJKE IN THE CORE OF THE ZYu*= 156.100 
TErtPERATJriE OF THE AIR STRtAM= 73.10 
A*/E<AGE H.AT TRANSFER COEFICIENT= 2.449 
NUi.NU.(F.T.)= 12.66 NUS.NO.(A.T.)- 13.66 
PR.NO. (F.T.) = .7120 PR.NO.(A,T.i- .711* 
REY.NQ.<F.T.>= 382.49 REY.NO.(A ,T.y = 437.95 
Table F-2. Cont'd. Local and Average Heat Transfer Results 
(Single Cylinder, Ho Bed Material). 
MATERIA, . OF THE BED=NOTHING 
SINGLE Sl fwZNDtR 
tfO>.TS = 5 . 8 8 G CURRENT(AMPS. )= i . o D 
S U P E R F I C I A L YELOCITY OF A1R= 1 . 5 6 3 F T . / S E C . 
3 T . H T . = O.Q INCHES E X . H T . = 0 . 0 INCHES 
P R U S S U K E G^JP I N THE BED NOT MEASURED 
TH2TA 
0 . 0 
i 5 • j 
3 3 . 0 
4 5 . 0 
63 • 0 
7 5 . 0 
90.v; 
1 0 5 . 0 
l£D . 0 
1 3 5 . 0 
15 J «o 
i o 5 . J 
1 6 0 . 0 
TEMP. 
1 5 1 . 4CQ 
1 5 1 . 5 6 7 
1 3 2 . 4 C 0 
1 5 4 . 2 5 1 
1 5 b . 9 0 0 
1 5 9 * 979 
I o 3 . l 0 0 
1 6 5 . 9 4 6 
l o d . 5 0 0 
1 7 0 . 6 4 9 
1 7 3 . 2 0 0 
1 7 5 . 5 3 8 
176 .6QG 
CRCONO 
. 0 9 7 
. 3 5 1 
. 6 5 3 
. 4 4 2 
• 233 
• 022 
- • 1 7 5 
- . 1 4 2 
- . 1 1 1 
• 0 U 
. 1 3 7 
- . 5 3 4 
- 1 . 1 6 1 
HLOCAL NULCCAL 
3 . 9 1 1 
4 . 1 8 5 
4 . + 1 2 
4 . 3 3 9 
3 . 7 3 5 
3 . 365 
3 . 0 1 7 
2 . 9 2 2 
2 . 6 4 3 
2 . o 5 9 
Z.&7S 
2 . 1 4 5 
1 . + 7 9 
2 0 • 6 4 5 
2 2 . 0 o 7 
2 3 . 2 7 2 
2 1 . 5 3 4 
1 9 . 6 c : 4 
1 7 . 6 3 5 
1 5 . 7 7 5 
1 5 . 2 3 9 
1 4 . 759 
1 4 . 6 5 1 
1 4 . 6 * 7 
1 1 . 1 0 2 
7 . 6 4 6 
AVcRA&E TEMPERATURE CF THE C Y L I * Q ^ R = 1 6 3 . 0 1 7 
TEMPERATURE I N THE C0*E OF THE 0 Y L . = 1 6 1 . 5 U 0 
T E I P E R A T U R L OF THE A I R STREAM= 7 2 . 4 3 
Al/LRAOt_ HEAT TRANSFER COEFIC IENT= 3 . 2 6 2 
N J 3 . N 0 . ( F . T . ) = 1 7 . 0 5 N U S . N G . ( A . T . ) = 1 8 . 2 1 
P R . N O . ( F . T . ) = . 7 1 1 5 P R . N O . ( A . T . ) = . 7 1 1 4 
R c f . N U . ( F . T . ) = 6 9 2 . 8 5 R E Y . N Q . ( A , T . ) = 8 0 1 . 8 0 
MATERIAL OF THE 3E0=N0THINS 
SINGLE CV^INOER 
VU^TS= 6 . 7 2 0 CURRENTUMPS. ) = L . 8 2 
S U P E R F I C I A L VELOCITY OF A I R * 2 * 2 4 0 F T . / S E C . 
S T . H T . = u.O INCHES E X . H T . = 0 . 0 INCHES 
PRESSJRE DROP I N THE BED NOT MEASURED 
THETA 
0 .0 
1 5 . 0 
3 0 . 0 
4 5 . 0 
6 0 . 0 
7 5 . 0 
9 0 . 0 
10 5 . 0 
l t d • U 
1 3 5 , 0 
i 5 0 . 0 
1 6 5 . 0 
IfaO . J 
TEMP. 
16"+. 900 
1 6 5 . L 7 4 
1 6 6 . 1 C 0 
1 6 6 . 5 2 8 
1 7 2 . 1 0 0 
1 7 6 . 3 2 7 
1 6 0 . 6 0 0 
1 0 4 . 4 1 3 
1 6 7 . 6 0 0 
1 5 0 . 9 4 7 
1 9 4 . 1 0 0 










































AtfuRA&E TEMPERATURE OF THE CYLINDER= 1 60 . 40 a 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF THE OYu.= 179.OUO 
TEMP;L*ATUI<E. OF THE AIR STRcAM= 7l.*3 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIENT= 3.576 
NU5.NO.(F.T.)= 18.45 NUS.NO.(A.T.)= 20.03 
PR.NO.(F.T.)= .7096 PR.NO.<A,T.)= .7115 
REY.N0.(F.T.)= 955.22 REY.NO.(A,T.)=1136.13 
Table F-2 Con'd. Local and Average Heat Transfer Results 
(Single Cylinder, No Bed Material). 
MATERIAL JF THE BE0=N0THlNC 
S I . ^ S L L C fL i -NUL* . 
VG_TS= 5 . 5 2 L CURRENT(AMPS.M L. 50 
SUPERFICIAL U E L O C I T Y OF AIR= 3 * 0 1 5 F T . / S E C . 
S T . H T . = u . J INCHES E X . - * r . = 3.13 IMCHES 
PRESSURE Or^OP I N THE BED NOT MEASURED 
MATERIAL OF THE B E O = N D H l N G 
SINGLE CfLlNOER 
VU_TS= 6 . 6 2 5 CURRENTUMPS. > = L,7-i 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY' OF AIR= 3.566 FT./SEC. 
ST.HT.= J.Q INCHES E<.HT.= 0.0 INCHES 
PRESSURE DROP IN THE BED NOT MEASURED 
THETA TEMP. CRCQNO HLOCAL NULOCAL 
0 . 0 1 2 5 . 6 0 0 - . 3 1 1 <#*8*4 2 6 . 0 6 1 
1 5 . 0 1 2 5 . 5 6 9 , * 6 9 5.62<t 3 u . 3 i . 2 
3 3 . 0 1 2 5 . 100 1 . 2 3 7 6 • 3 3 * 3 * . l l 3 
* 5 . 0 i 2 7 , e 7 8 . 7 5 5 5 . 5 6 6 3 U . * 7 J 
oO.O U 0 . 6 0 Q . 3 0 0 * . 9 * * 2 o . 5 * 6 
7 5 , 0 1 3 3 , 7 3 1 -.CI*!* ^ . 3 2 2 L 3 . 1 5 * 
9 0 . u 1 ^ 6 . 6 0 0 - . 3 5 6 3 . 7 6 3 2 0 . 1 1 5 
1 5 5 . 0 l39 .<+*9 - . 2 6 5 3 . 6 5 9 1 9 . 5 l 6 
1 2 J , 0 1 * 1 . 7 0 0 - . 1 6 2 3 . 3 a 7 19 .4 .00 
1 3 5 . u 1 * 3 . 6 8 * - » 0 * 3 3 . 5 9 7 1 9 . 1 2 3 
1 5 J . 0 1 * 5 . 6 0 0 . 0 6 8 3 . 5 1 0 1 9 . 1 6 V 
1 6 5 . 0 1 * 7 . * 3 8 - . 5 6 1 2 . 8 3 2 1 5 . 0 1 3 
1 6 0 . Q 1LO.3C0 - 1 . 2 3 5 2 . 1 3 0 1 1 * 2 6 1 
THETA T L M P . CRCDNO H L C C A L N U L O C A L 
0.0 138.600 -.427 5. 5du 29.767 
15. j 138.50* • * 55 6.*83 3*.610 
30.0 139.100 1.3*8 7.305 36. 975 
*5.0 1*1.361 . o65 6. 5 J6 35 * 1*2 
bj.0 1*5.000 ,*S* 5.811 30•862 
75.0 1*9.273 -.027 5.333 2o.6i7 
90.0 153.500 -.*13 **337 22.876 
105.0 lb7.ll* -.332 *.L77 21.967 
120 .J 150,100 -.259 **065 21.32* 
135.0 162.632 -.0 31 *•!** 21.0*6 
153.0 lb?.100 .16* <#.22i 22.062 
165.0 167.596 -•608 3.300 17.20* 
lbO.Q 166.600 -1.377 2. +o9 12.660 
Ai/LRAGE TEMPERATURE OF 7HE. CY L I N O E R = 1 3 D . 292 
T E M P E R A T J R L . IN THE CORE OF THE 0 Y I _ . = 1 3 6 . 0u0 
TEMPERATURE OF THz. AIR STRcArt= 7 1 . 3 3 
AVERAGt H-AT TRANSFER C0EFICIENT= * . 2 6 > 
N U s . U O . ( F . T . ) = 2 2 . 9 1 N U S . N G . ( A . T . ) = 2 3 . 9 7 
P R . N O . ( F . T . ) = . 7 1 3 2 P R . N O . ( A . T . ) = . 7 1 1 6 
R E V . N O . ( F . r . ) = 1 3 7 6 . 9 8 R E Y . N O . ( A » T . ) = 1 5 3 2 . 1 6 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE C Y L I M O E R = 1 5 2 . 7 5 0 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF The. CY^.= 1 5 2 . 9 0 0 
TuMPt-RATURc. OF THE AIR STREAM= 7 1 . 2 3 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFj.CIENT= * . 958 
N U S . N J . ( F . T . ) = 2 6 . 1 7 N U S . N G . ( A . T . ) = £.7.7** 
PR.NO. ( F . T . ) = . 7 1 2 5 PR.NO. ( A . T . ) = . 7 H 6 
R E Y . N O . t F . T . ) = 1 7 2 2 . 5 3 R E Y . N O * ( f t . T . ) = 1 9 6 5 * * 8 
Table F-3. Local and Average Heat Transfer Results 
(Single Cylinder, Ottawa Sand (514 ym)). 
MATERIAL OF THE BEC=0.S.5l4 
SINGLE CYLINCER 
V0LTS= 9.220 CUPFENT(Af-FS.) = 2.44 
S U P E R F I C I A L VELOCITY OF A I R * . 4 8 1 F T . / S E C . 
S T . H T . = 1 1 . 5 INCHES F X . H T . = 1 1 . 5 INCHES 
PRESSURE OROF I N THE BED= . 2 6 5 F S I 
MATERIAL OF THE 8 E C = C . S , 5 1 4 
SINGLE CYLINDER 
VCLTS= 1 0 . 5 3 0 C U R R E N T ( A f F S . ) = 2 . 8 0 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR = .737 FT./SEC. 
ST.HT.= 11.5 INCHES EX.HT,= 11.5 INCHES 
PRESSURE OROF IN THE 0EQ = .430 FSI 
THETA TEMP. CRCONO HLCCAL NULOCAL THETA TEfP, CRCONO HLCCAL NULOCAL 
0.0 157.600 -.574 9.718 50.947 0.0 15 3.900 -.164 13.261 69.418 
15.0 157.200 -.164 10.177 53.371 15.0 153.736 -.202 13,249 69.366 
30 .0 156,50 0 .250 10.679 56.035 30.0 158.200 -.241 13.296 69.64 3 
45.0 156.leg .456 10.923 57.333 45.0 157.360 .242 13.913 72.921 
60.0 156.700 .656 11.059 58.021 60.0 157.000 .731 14.464 75.835 
75.0 158.405 .859 11.053 57.906 75.0 157.931 1.169 14.750 77.272 
90,0 161.700 1 .035 10.847 56.673 93.0 161.000 1.558 14.656 76.599 
105.0 166.927 1.003 10.266 53.408 105.0 166. 894 1.446 13.717 71.330 
120.0 174.200 .955 9.550 49.387 120.0 175.700 1.309 12.517 64.626 
135.0 16 5.0^6 -.322 7,573 38.911 135.0 166.757 -.452 9.660 49.441 
150.0 191.200 -1.415 5.942 30.323 150.0 196.700 -1.914 7*5S5 37.507 
165.0 196.193 -1.261 5,799 29.480 165.0 202.361 -1.432 7.458 37.735 
180.0 197.800 -1.150 5.819 29.549 180.0 204,000 -1.021 7.757 39.205 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYLIN0ER=169.667 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CCRE OF THE CYL.= 173.600 
TEMQERATURE QF THE AIR STR£AM= 74.50 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFIClENT= 9.302 
NUS.NO. (F.T.)= 48.28 NUS.NG.<A.T .) = 51,77 
PR.NO. (F.T.)= .7105 PR.NO. (A.T.) = .7112 
REY.NO. (F.T.) = 207.67 REY.NC.(A ,T.) = 241.91 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE CF THE CYLINDER=171.675 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF THE CYL.= 176.300 
TEMPERATURE QF THE AIR STR£AM= 75.00 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIENT= 12.129 
NUS.NC. (F.T.) = 62.83 NUS.NC.<A.T.)= 67.45 
PR.NO. (F.T.) = .7102 PR.NO.<A,T,)= .7112 
REY.NO.(F.T.)= 316.78 REY.NO.(A,T.)= 369.82 
• i 
' • ' . 
Table F-3. Cont'd. Local and Average Heat Transfer Results 
(Single Cylinder, Ottawa Sand (514 ym)). 
MATERIAL OF THE BEC=O.S.514 
SINGLE CYLINCEP 
V0^TS= 17.700 CURRENT(AMPS.)= 4.30 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR = 1.QQ2 FT./SEC. 
3T.HT.= 11.5 UCHES EX.HT.= 11.6 INCHES 
PRESSURE DROP IN THE BEQ= .56<: PSI 
MATERIAL OF ThE BEC=O.S.5l4 
SINGLE CYLINCER 
VOLTS= 21.700 CURRENKANPS.) = 5,65 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR= 1.263 FT./SEC. 
ST.HT.= 11.5 INCHES EX.HT.= 12.0 INCHES 
PRESSURE DROP IN THE BED = .56? FSI 
THETA TEtfP. CRCONQ HLCCAL NULOCAL THETA TEt-P. CKCOKD HLCCAL NULOCAL 
0.0 176,600 -1.113 30,940 159.3C7 0.0 163.500 -.375 43.251 221.001 
15.0 177.7^9 -.530 31.853 164.145 15,0 1&3.116 -.174 4 3.593 222.942 
3Q.0 175.500 .071 Z^ty_7l 171.253 30.0 187,300 .029 44.116 225.623 
45.0 173.054 -.2e2 33.637 173.997 45.0 136*157 -.742 43.794 224.179 
60.0 170.000 -.653 34.343 178.090 60.0 ld3.20C -1.555 44.187 226.710 
75.0 165.664 -.134 36.440 169.604 75.0 177.4^4 -.084 48.205 248.454 
yo.c 161.500 .442 38,355 202.906 90.0 171.500 1.566 52,806 273.k7% 
1G5.0 156.661 3.359 43.067 225.433 105,0 16 3 . 0
 c. 1 1.036 54.139 261.167 
120.Q 162.000 6.021 44.214 230.799 120.0 166,800 .455 54.300 282.299 
135.0 174.533 1.340 34.760 179.590 135.Q 166.531 .168 54.170 261.689 
150.0 190.000 -2.232 26.734 136.460 150.0 166.600 -.120 53.842 279.964 
165.0 201.018 -2.537 23.924 121,139 165.0 166,561 -.011 53.973 280.654 
160.0 205.000 -2.945 22.716 114.705 180 .0 166.500 .097 54.117 281.420 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYLINQER=175.150 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE CF THE CYL.= 137.700 
TEMPERATURE CF THE AIR STFEAf* = 75.30 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER C0EFIC1EM = 33.977 
MJS.NO.(F.T.)=175.46 NUS.NQ.(A.T,)=168.85 
FR.NC. (F.T.)= .7098 PR . NO . ( A . T . )= .7112 
REY.NO.(F.T.)= 428.55 REY.NO. (A ,T.)= 502.67 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYLINOER=175.483 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF THE CYL.= 164.7QQ 
TEMPERATURE CF THE AIR STREAf*= 75.40 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFIClENT= 49.650 
NUS.NO. (F.T.)=256.31 NUS.NO.<A.T,) =275.92 
PR.NO. (F.T.I = .7097 PR.NO. (A.T.) = .7112 
REY.NO.(F.T.»= 541.77 REY.NO • <A ,T.i = 635.66 
Table F-3, Cont'd. Local and Average Heat Transfer Results 
(Single Cylinder, Ottawa Sand (514 vim)). 
MATERIAL OF THE 3EC=0.S.5l4 
SINGLE CYLlNCER 
VQLTS= 2 1 , 5 6 0 C U R R E N T U M P S . ) = 5 . 3 3 
S U P E R F I C I A L VELOCITY OF AIR = 1 . 5 5 3 F T . / S E C . 
S T . H T . = 1 1 . 5 INCHES E X . H T . = 1 2 . 5 INCHES 
PRESSURE OROF IN THE BEO= . 5 6 9 P S I 
MATERIAL OF THE S E C = 0 . S . 5 i 4 
S INGLE CYLINDER 
VOLTS= 2 1 . 6 6 0 CURRENT<AhFS.>= 5 . 8 5 
S U P E R F I C I A L VELOCITY OF A l f i = 1 . 9 5 8 F T . / S E C 
S T . H T . = 1 1 . 5 INCHES E X . H T . = 1 4 . 5 INCHES 
PRESSURE OROP IN THE BED = . 5 6 9 °Sl 
THETA T E h P . CRCONQ H L C C A L NULOCAL THETA T E f P . CRCONO HLCCAL NULCCAL 
0 . 0 1 8 0 . 7 0 0 - , 6 90 
1 5 . 0 1 8 0 . 0 2 3 - . 3 6 6 
3 0 . 0 1 7 8 , 5 Q 0 - , 0 3 d 
1*5,0 1 7 6 . 6 8 3 - . 2 5 3 
6 0 . 0 1 7 4 . 3 0 0 - . 4 7 9 
7 5 . 0 1 7 1 . 0 ^ 3 - . 2 3 0 
9 0 . 0 1 6 7 . 3 0 0 . 0 3 7 
1 0 5 . 0 1 6 3 . 6 0 7 . 2 4 9 
1 2 0 . 0 1 6 3 . 4 0 0 . 4 7 7 
1 3 5 . 0 1 5 8 . 0 5 4 . 5 5 7 
1 5 0 . 0 1 5 6 . 8 0 0 . 7 1 4 
1 6 5 . 0 1 5 6 . 6 3 9 . 1 7 9 
1 8 0 . 0 1 5 6 . 8 0 0 - . 3 5 7 
4 5 . 6 7 3 2 3 4 . 8 4 9 
4 6 . 2 9 2 2 3 9 . 1 6 1 
4 7 . 2 9 9 2 4 3 . 6 3 5 
4 7 . 9 2 0 2 4 7 . 1 9 4 
4 8 . 8 3 8 2 5 2 . M 3 
5 0 . 7 4 1 2 6 2 . 9 4 5 
5 3 . 0 5 3 2 7 5 . 7 7 3 
5 5 . 4 5 3 2 8 9 . 1 2 3 
5 7 . 7 3 5 3 0 1 . 8 2 5 
5 9 . 4 5 8 3 1 1 . 4 3 7 
6 0 . 4 6 9 3 1 7 . 0 6 7 
6 0 . 0 5 1 3 1 4 . 9 1 5 
5 9 . 3 9 9 3 1 1 . 4 5 2 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE C Y L I N Q E R = 1 6 7 , 6 7 5 
TEMPERATURE I N THE CORE OF THE C Y L . = 1 7 6 . 3 0 0 
TEMPERATURE CF THE AIR S T R E A M 7 5 . 1 0 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER C O E F I C I E N T = 5 3 . 3 2 0 
N U S . N C . ( F . T . ) = 2 7 7 . 0 7 N U S . N C . ( A . T,> = 2 9 6 . 4 5 
P R . N O . ( F . T . ) = . 7 1 0 7 P R . N O . ( A . T . > = . 7 1 1 2 
R E Y . N O . ( F . T . ) = 6 7 2 . 0 2 R E Y . N O . ( A , T . ) = 7 7 5 . 6 4 
0 . 0 1 7 3 . 8 0 0 - 1 . 3 3 6 
1 5 . 0 1 7 2 . 7 8 7 - . 1 2 7 
3 0 . 0 1 7 1 . 5 0 0 I . 1 1 0 
4 5 . 0 1 7 1 . 6 4 0 - . 2 7 3 
6 0 . 0 1 7 1 . 2 0 0 - 1 . 6 6 2 
7 5 , 0 1 6 8 . 2 0 2 - . 3 4 3 
4 8 . 6 6 9 2 5 1 . 6 0 4 
5 0 . 3 9 1 2 6 0 . 7 2 0 
52 . 2 9 6 2 7 0 . 8 6 0 
5 0 . 6 4 0 2 6 3 . 2 8 5 
4 9 . 6 8 3 2 5 7 . 3 8 7 
5 2 . 6 4 0 2 7 3 . 3 7 9 
9 0 . 0 1 6 4 . 5 0 0 1 . 0 7 2 5 6 . 2 3 0 2 9 2 . 9 1 3 
1 0 5 . 0 1 6 2 . 3 1 6 . 7 1 3 5 7 . 2 4 0 2 9 8 . 7 1 5 
1 2 0 . 0 1 6 1 . 5 0 0 . 3 2 9 5 7 . 3 8 6 2 9 9 . 6 8 0 
1 3 5 . 0 1 6 1 . 2 4 7 - . 2 6 1 5 6 . 9 6 3 2 9 7 . 5 2 9 
1 5 0 . 0 1 6 0 . 5 0 0 - . 8 5 9 5 6 . 8 6 1 2 9 7 . 1 8 2 
1 6 5 . 0 1 5 8 . 7 0 8 . . 3 7 2 5 9 . 3 1 9 3 1 0 . 4 9 2 
1 8 0 . 0 1 5 7 . 6 0 0 1 . 6 4 3 6 1 . 3 7 6 3 2 1 . 5 5 4 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE C Y L I N O E R = 1 6 5 . 8 1 7 
TEMPERATURE I N THE COPE CF THE C Y L . = 1 7 5 . 4 0 0 
TEMPERATURE CF THE AIR S T R E A M 7 5 . 3 0 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER C O E F I C l E N T = 5 4 . 5 7 2 
N U S . N C . ( F . T . ) = 2 8 3 . 9 6 N U S . N Q . ( A . T . ) = 3 0 3 . 3 1 
P R . N C . < F . T . ) = . 7 1 0 9 PR . NO . ( A . T . > = . 7 1 1 2 
R E Y . N O . ( F . T . ) = 8 4 9 . 1 4 R E Y . N O . (A , T . ) = 9 8 1 . 9 9 
Table F-4. Local and Average Heat Transfer Results 
(Single Cylinder, Silica Sand (714 um)). 
MATERIAL OF THE BEC=S.S.715 
SINGLE CYLINCEF 
VCLTS= 9.93*t Cl'RF.ENTCA^FS.) = 2.72 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR= .942 FT./SEC. 
ST.HT.= 11.4 INCHES EX.HT.= 11.4 INCHES 
PRESSURE DROP IN THE FEO= .240 PSI 
MATERIAL OF THE 8EC=S.S.7i5 
SINGLE CYLINDER 
VOLTS= 11.100 CURPENTUMFS.) = 3.03 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY GF AIfi = 1.468 FT./SFC. 
ST.HT.= 11.4 UCHES EX.HT.= 11.5 INCHES 
PRESSUPE DROP IN THE GEO = .392 PSI 
THETA TEfP. CFCCND HLCCAL NULOCAL THETA TEfP. CRCOND HLCCAL NULOCAL 
0 ,0 152.600 -.043 13.522 71.196 0.0 148,700 .204- 17.983 94.963 
15.0 152.4?4 ',2 83 13.300 70.035 15.0 148.796 -.056 17.701 93.465 
30.0 151.900 -.527 13.160 69,328 30.0 148,600 -.315 17.440 92,091 
45.0 150,64 3 .068 13.978 73. 713 45.0 148.434 -.042 17.801 94.024 
60.0 149.500 .661 14.801 78.126 60 .0 143.000 .235 18.182 96.070 
75.0 143.410 1.014 15.150 79.977 75.0 147.969 .595 18,550 98.015 
90.0 151.000 1.318 15.163 79.943 90.0 143.900 .943 18.674 93.599 
105.0 154.760 1.431 14.632 76.900 105.0 151.541 1.637 Id.965 99.917 
120.0 161,100 i.4sa 13.737 71.322 120.0 157.300 2.571 18.517 97.095 
135.0 169.657 -.245 10.917 56.672 135.0 166.729 .07D 14.401 74.922 
150.0 177.700 -1.700 8.602 44.368 150.0 176.300 -1.963 11.D33 56,956 
165.G 162.516 -1.396 8.454 43.436 165.G 182.262 -1.711 10.573 54.318 
160 .0 164.GD0 -1.151 8.567 43.966 180.0 164.200 -1.540 10.531 54.024 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYL INQER=159.917 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF THE CYL.= 161.200 
TEMPERATURE CF THE AIR STREAM= 74.30 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFlCIENT= 12.7^3 
NUS.NO. tF.T.)= 66.69 NUS . NC . f A . T .) = 7Q.94 
FR.NO.<F.T.)= .7116 PR.NO . ( A . T . ) = .7113 
REY.NO. (F.T.)= 412,97 RE Y . NO. < A t T .) = 474.05 
AVERAGE TEMPEFATURE OF THE CYL INDER=157.625 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF THE CYL.= 159.400 
TEMPERATURE CF THE AIR STREAf= 7k.bQ 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIENT= 16.339 
NUS.NO.(F.T.)= 85.65 NUS.NO.CA.T.) = 90.91 
PR.NC, (F.T.)= .7118 PR.NO.(A.T.)= .7112 
REY.NO. (F.T.)= 645.63 REY,NO.<A ,T . ) = 738.09 
Table F-4. Cont'd. Local and Average Heat Transfer Results 
(Single Cylinder, Silica Sand (714 vim)). 
MATERIAL OF THE 6EC=S.5,715 
SINGLE CYLINCEK 
VGLTS= 17.690 CURRENT (AfFS.)= <*.33 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIfi = 2.015 FT./SEC. 
ST.HT.= 11.k INCHES EX.HT.= 11.8 INCHES 
PRESSURE DROP IN THE GEO= .512 FSI 
MATERIAL OF ThE 8EC=S.S.715 
SINGLE CYLINDER 
V0LTS= 19.290 CURRENT(Ah'RS.) - 5.25 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF &!«= 2.^07 FT,/SEC. 
ST.HT.= 11.4 INCHES EX.HT.= 12.3 INCHES 
PRESSURE DROP IN THE 6E0= .51? FSI 
THETA TECP. CRCOND hLCCAL NULOCftC THETA TE^P. CRCOND HLCCAL NULCCAL 
0.0 173.200 ,0<*6 32.409 167.075 0.0 1S3.100 .719 37.153 190.830 
15.0 173.076 -.Ulb 31.936 16**.907 15.0 163.562 -.23<+ 36.0W2 135.055 
30.0 177.000 -.867 31.850 164,351 30.0 18 3,500 -1.184- 35.119 130.326 
45.0 174.320 -.290 33.315 172.282 45.0 151.227 -,i*83 36.574 138,136 
60.0 171.000 .342 35.089 181.945 60.0 177.800 .2<+0 38.512 198.644 
75.0 167,820 -.699 35.217 163.085 75.0 174,t+72 -.200 39.325 203.3o6 
90.0 163.200 -1.843 35.921 187.459 90.Q 170.7C0 -.673 40.377 209.469 
105.0 156.400 1.548 42.^10 222.579 105.0 166.073 .519 43.611 227.110 
120.0 152.400 5.353 48.290 25^.279 120.0 162.500 1.816 46.631 243.557 
135.0 155.505 1.671 42.960 225.733 135.0 161.760 .920 1*6.109 2^0.977 
150 .0 161.600 -1.660 36.769 192.142 150.0 162 ,600 .008 44.673 233.272 
165.0 165.579 -1.371 35.418 18^.470 165.0 164.035 -.338 43,720 223.058 
130.0 166,800 -1.121 35.167 183.065 160.0 164,600 -.660 43.106 224.750 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYLINOER=166.263 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF THE CYL.= 172.500 
TEMPERATURE CF THE AIP STREAM 7^.40 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFIClENT= 36.915 
NUS.NO. (F,T.)=192.16 NUS.NO.(A.T.) =205.47 
PR.NO.(F.T.)= ,7109 PR.NO , (A.T.)= .7112 
REY.NO.<F.T.)= 87*».62 RE Y .NO . (A »T .) =1 013 . 75 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYL I NOER=171.858 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF THE CYL.= 175.900 
TEMPERATURE CF THE AIR STREAf= 7̂* . 10 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIENT= 40.901 
NUS.NO.{F.T.)=211.99 NUS.NO.(A.T.)=227.77 
PR.NO. (F,T.)= .7103 PR.NO . ( A.T.)= ,7113 
REY.NO. (F.T.) =1036.46 REY.N0.(AfT.)=1212.2i» 
Table F-4. Cont'd, Local and Average Heat Transfer Results 
(Single Cylinder, Silica Sand (714 ym)). 
MATERIAL OF THE EEC=S.S.715 
SINGLE CYLINCER 
VCLTS= 13.260 CUPRENT(AMFS.)= 5.25 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR = 2.766 FT./SEC. 
ST.HT.= 11. * INCHES EX.HT.= 13.5 INCHES 
PRESSURE QROF IN THE BED = .516 FSI 
MATERIAL OF THE BEC=S.S.715 
SINGLE CYLINDER 
VOLTS= 19.290 CURRENT(AMFS*)= 5.25 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR= 3.259 FT./SEC. 
ST.HT.= 11. * INCHES EX.HT.= 13.5 INCHES 
PRESSURE DROP ]N THE BEO= .516 PSI 
THETA TEMP. CRCONO HLCCAL NULOCAL 
0.0 ieo.5oo -,**5 36.799 189.1*25 
15.0 160.051 -.257 37.11*2 191.263 
30,0 179.000 -.068 37.700 191*.303 
*5.0 177.65? -.226 36.02* 196.163 
60.0 175.600 -.390 38.51*9 199.188 
75.0 173,178 -••25* 3S.701 2C5.579 
90.0 170.000 -.111 1*1.150 213.636 
105.0 166.729 .*6Q 1*3,156 22i*.662 
120,0 16*.*QG 1.061 i*i*.8i*5 233.899 
135.0 163.75*+ .3*9 **.**5 231,936 
150.0 163.800 -.370 1+3.701* 22 8.0 59 
165.0 163.1*79 .021 i*i*.251 230.976 
160.0 163.200 .t*l5 i+i*.782 233,793 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYLINCER=170.608 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF THE CYL.= 171*.900 
TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR STREAM= 73.90 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIENT= 1*1.121 
NUS.NC.(F,T.) = 213.35 NUS.NC. (A.T.» =22 9.07 
PR.NO.(F.T.)= .7105 PR.NO. tA,T.\- .7113 
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AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYLINDER=169.950 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF THE CYL,= 17*.*0Q 
TEMPERATURE CF THE AIR STR£AM= 73.60 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIENT= *1.366 
NUS.NO.(F.T.)=21*.78 NUS. NO. fA.T.)=230.*7 
PR.NC (F.T,)= .7106 PR.NO .( A.T.) = ,7113 
REY.NC. (F.T.)=1*0 7.71 REY.NO. (A,T.)=16*2,55 
Table F-5. Local and Average Heat Transfer Results 
(Single Cylinder, Glass Beads (230 um)) 
MATERIAL OF THE BED=G.6.23Q 
SINGLE CYLINCER 
V0LTS= 6.4/0 CURKENTtAfPS.)= 1.74 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR = .190 FT./SEC. 
ST.HT.= 11.0 INCHES EX.HT.= 11.0 INCHES 
PRESSURE DROP IN THE BE0= .297 PSI 
MATERIAL OF THE BEC=G.6.23Q 
SINGLE CYLlNCER 
VOLTS= 16.060 CURFENTf AfPS.)= 4.30 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR= .351 FT. /SEC. 
ST.HT.= 11,0 INCHES EX.HT,= 11.1+ INCHES 
PRESSURE OROF IN THE 6£D= .1*53 PSI 
THETA TEfP. CRCOND HLCCAL NULOCAL THETA TEf'P. CRCONQ HLCCAL NULOCAL 
0.0 19 8.200 .300 3.722 18,950 0.0 150.500 -5.374 23.092 146.540 
15.0 196,599 .249 3.660 18.630 15.0 146.962 -1.451 33.563 177.978 
30.0 199.700 .197 3.590 16.205 30.0 141.000 2.956 4 0 .93 4 219.089 
45.Q 201,331 .062 3.^24 17.3 91 45,0 13 7.901 .951 40.678 217.246 
60.0 2 0 3.200 -.029 3.266 16,566 60.0 136.200 -1.223 39.536 211.416 
75.0 205.138 .177 3.425 17.351 75.0 134.072 2.203 44.331 237.434 
90.0 207.600 .375 3.566 18.035 90.0 135.000 5.589 47.108 252.136 
105.0 210.905 -.003 3.114 15.713 105.0 142.435 2.883 40.101 213.416 
120.0 21*1.200 -.364 2.633 13.508 120.0 154.^00 .651 32.562 171.631 
135.0 216.651 .290 3.292 16.498 135.0 167.774 -.398 27.138 141.463 
150.0 220.500 .916 3.837 19.239 150 .0 180.300 -1.201 23.210 119.754 
165.0 225.696 -.698 2.123 10.613 165.0 169,605 -2.183 20.297 103.945 
160.0 223.900 -2.237 .532 2.656 160.0 19 3,600 -3.159 18.634 95.148 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYL IN0ER=2Q9.792 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE CF THE CYL.= 209.000 
TEMPERATURE CF THE AIR STREAM 70.50 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIENT= 3.173 
NUS.NO.(F.T.)= 16.02 NUS.NO.U.T.) = 17.78 
FR.NC.(F.T.)= .7072 PR.NO . ( A .T . )= .7117 
REY.NO.<F.T.)= 77.94 REY.NC . (A , T.)= 97.03 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYLINDER=153.158 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE CF THE CYL.= 164.700 
TEMPERATURE CF THE AIR STREAM 71.20 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIENT= 34.392 
NUS.NO. (F.T.)=161.46 NUS.NC. (A.T.) =192.44 
PR.NC. <F.T.) = .7124 PP.NO . ( A.T.>= .7116 
REY.NO. (F.T.)= 156.18 REY.NO.<A,T.)= 178.32 
Table F-5. Cont'd. Local and Average Heat Transfer Results 
(Single Cylinder, Glass Beads (230 ym)). 
MATERIAL OF THE BEC=G.0.230 
SINGLE CYLINCER 
V0LTS= 21.390 COPRENT(APFS.)= 5.80 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR = .^61 FT./SEC. 
ST.HT.= 11.0 INCHES FX.HT.= U.3 INCHES 
PRESSURE DROP IN THE SEQ = .455 PSI 
THETA TENP, CRCONO HLCCAL NL'LOCAL 
0.0 16£*. 4QQ -1,925 50.190 262.273 
15.0 162.SF5 -.660 52.322 273.761 
30.0 160.000 .657 55.338 290.232 
45.0 157.626 .163 56.227 295.423 
60.0 156.000 -.315 56.930 299.571 
75.0 154.005 .544 59.160 311.323 
90.0 153.000 1.429 60.762 320.527 
105.0 15*+.427 1.631 60.152 316.940 
120.0 159.200 2.136 5 7.310 300.776 
135.0 167.leg -.236 50.370 262,605 
150.0 174.700 -2.252 44.714 231.682 
165.C 173.228 -1.214 44.217 228.452 
1 a 0 . 0 178.900 -.249 44.901 231.361 
AVERAGE TtKPEFATURE OF THE CYL INQER=162,425 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF THE CYL.= 171.3C0 
TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR STREAf-= 71.60 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER CQEFICIENT= 53.751 
NU3.NC.(F.T.)=2 81.34 NUS.NO.(A.T.)=300.56 
PR.NG. (F.T.)= .7116 PR.NO . <A . T .) = .7115 
REY.NO.(F.T.)= 202.15 REY.NO.{A , T.) = 234.05 
MATERIAL OF THE 6ED=G.B.230 
SINGLE CYLINCER 
VCLTS= 21.090 CURRENTfApPS.)= 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR = .661 
5.74 
FT. /SEC. 
T.HT.= 11.0 INCHES EX.HT .= 12.2 INCHES 
RESSURE DROP IN THE BEO= .463 PSI 
THETA TEfF. CRCONO H L C C A L NULOCAL 
0.0 152.600 -1.867 57.165 301.430 
15.0 151.391 -.335 59.614 314.654 
30.0 149.600 1.276 62.604 330.921 
45.0 149.131 .0 32 61.742 326.476 
60.0 148.900 -1.124 60.761 321.364 
75.0 147.310 -.254 62.935 333.288 
90.0 145.300 .657 65.574 347.330 
105.0 144.130 .764 66.753 354.411 
120.G 144.200 .900 66.805 354.669 
135.0 145.431 .209 64.967 344.557 
150.0 147.100 -.456 62.909 333,209 
165.0 148,156 -.427 62,061 328.436 
180.0 148.500 -.403 61.805 326.990 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYL INDER=147.608 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE CF THE CYL.= 154.300 
TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR STREAf*= 72.50 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIENT= 63.017 
NUS.NO. (F.T.)=3 33.64 NUS.NO. (A,T .) =351.84 
FR.NC.(F.T.)= .7127 PR.NO,(A,T,)= .7114 
REY.NO. (F.T.)= 296.51 REY .NO.(A , T.) = 334.52 
Table F-5. Cont'd, Local and Average Heat Transfer Results 
(Single Cylinder, Glass Beads (230 pm)) 
MATERIAL OF THE BEC=G.6.23Q 
SINGLE C Y L I N C E R 
VQLTS= 21.200 CURRENT(AfPS.)= 5.77 
SUPERFICIAL VFLOCITY OF AIR* .902 FT./SEC. 
ST.HT.= 11.0 INCHES EX.HT.= 13.2 INCHES 
PRESSURE CROF IN THE EED = .4**? FSI 
MATERIAL OF THE BEG=G.B.230 
SINGLE CYLINCER 
J O L T S = Z1.H*0 CURRENTCAfFS.)= 5.77 
SUFEvFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR = 1.032 FT./5EC. 
ST.HT.= 11.0 INCHES EX.HT.= 13.5 INCHES 
PRESSURE DROP IN THE BED = .1*55 FSI 
THETA T £ f P . CRCCNO HLCCAL NULOCAL THETA T E r ' P . CRCOND HLCCAL NULOCAL 
0 . 0 1 1 + 5 . 6 0 0 - . 7 1 1 + 6 5 . 1 5 8 3 < * 5 . 3 6 9 0 . 0 1 * + 5 . 0 0 0 - 2 . 1 9 0 6 1 * . 5 0 5 3 1 * 1 . 9 9 4 
1 5 . 0 1 4 5 . 1 7 7 - . 1 6 0 6 6 . 0 9 5 3 5 0 . 1 * 5 7 1 5 . 0 l i * 3 , 7 6 0 - . 3 3 6 6 7 . 5 2 1 * 3 5 8 . 3 5 5 
3 0 . 0 i**i*. 5 0 0 .1+02 6 7 . 2 5 0 3 5 6 . 9 3 5 3 0 . 0 11*2 . 0 0 0 1 . 5 9 7 7 1 . 1 8 1 * 3 7 8 . 3 0 6 
4 5 . 0 1 4 U . 2 1 5 . 0 ^ 5 6 7 . 1 6 8 3 5 6 . 5 2 9 i * 5 . 0 1 1 * 1 . 6 8 5 .1*63 7 0 . 1 6 5 3 7 3 . 0 3 3 
6 0 . 0 l t + i + . 0 0 0 - . 3 1 6 6 7 . 0 3 0 3 5 5 . 7 1 * 9 6 0 . 0 1 1 * 2 . 5 0 0 - . 6 2 6 6 6 . 1 * 5 9 3 6 3 . 6 8 1 
7 5 . 0 l i * 3 , < * 5 1 - . 0 6 b 6 7 . B Q 1 3 6 0 . 0 0 0 7 5 . 0 1 1 * 2 . 5 1 1 - . 3 1 * 2 6 8 . 7 3 5 3 6 5 . 1 1 * 3 
9 0 . 0 1 4 2 . 6 C 0 . 1 6 9 6fi.&8<+ 3 6 1 * . 8 7 5 9 0 . 0 1 1 * 2 . 0 0 0 - . 0 5 6 6 9 . 5 3 1 3 6 9 . 5 2 1 
1 0 5 , 0 l '*2.3i*<+ . 0 7 3 6 9 . 0 1 5 3 6 6 . 7 7 0 1 C 5 . 0 l i * l . i*09 . 2 5 1 * 70.1+1*0 371* . 5 3 1 
1 2 0 . 0 1 1 * 2 . 0 0 0 -.Q***t 6 9 . 2 4 0 3 6 6 . 0 6 1 * 1 2 0 . 0 1 1 * 1 . 2 0 0 . 5 6 7 7 0 . 9 6 8 3 7 7 . 3 9 9 
1 3 5 . 0 1 4 1 . 6 < d . 2 6 3 6 9 . 3 5 1 * 3 7 1 . 1 * 1 7 1 3 5 . 0 1 1 * 1 . 6 1 5 - . 0 1 9 6 5 . 9 5 7 3 7 1 . 9 0 1 
1 5 0 . 0 1 1 + 1 . 8 0 0 . 5 7 3 7 0 . 0 6 2 3 7 2 . 1 * 9 2 1 5 0 . 0 1 1 * 2 . 0 0 0 - . 5 9 9 6 8 . 9 8 8 3 6 6 . 6 3 5 
1 6 5 . 0 1 1 + 2 . 5 1 5 - . 1 5 1 6 8 . 6 2 3 3 6 1 * . 6 3 3 1 6 5 . 0 l i * 1 . 7 7 0 - . 0 2 6 6 9 , 7 9 3 3 7 0 . 9 8 5 
1 8 0 . 0 1**3, 0 0 0 - . 8 6 9 6 7 . 1 * 3 3 3 5 8 . 1 7 3 1 6 0 . 0 1 1 * 1 . 5 0 0 . 5 5 1 7 0 . 6 1 * 5 3 7 5 , 5 9 1 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE CF THE CYL I N0ER= 11*3 . 2 33 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF THE CYL.= 11+9.400 
TEMPERATURE CF THE AIR STREAf= 73,10 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIENT= 68.097 
NUS.NO.(F.T.)=361.63 NUS.NC.(A.T.)=379.83 
PR.NO. (F.T.)= .7129 PR.NO .<A . T .) = .7111* 
REY.NO.(F.T.>= 1*06.76 REY .NO . (A , T.) = <+55,67 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYL INDER= 11* 2 . 1 5 8 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF THE CYL.= 147.700 
TEMPERATURE OF THE AIF STREAf-= 73.1*0 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIENT= 69.i+i*i* 
t^US.NO. (F.T.) =36 9.01 NUS.NO. (A . T .> =337. 16 
PR.NC.(F.T,)= .7129 PR.NO.(A,T.)= .7113 
REY.NO. (F,T.)= 1*66.12 REY.NO, (A,T.) = 520.98 
Table F-6. Local and Avers 
(5 Rows, p/ D t
 = 
MATERIAL OF THE BEC=O.S.514 
P/D = 1.50 NU^EER OF ROWS = 5 
VOLTS= 8.345 CURRENTtAMPS.)= 2.30 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR = .536 FT./SEC. 
ST.HT.= 11.3 INCHES EX,HT.= 11,3 INCHES 
PRESSURE QROF IN THE BED* .354 PSI 
THETA TE^P. CRCOKD HLCCAc NULOCAL 
0.0 141.600 -2.302 10.981 57.854 
15.0 140.538 -.465 13,068 68.911 
30.0 139.900 1.458 15.396 81.295 
45.0 133.450 .589 14.642 77.343 
60.0 138.700 -.2 92 13.697 72.333 
75.0 133.976 .7D6 14.624 77.217 
90.0 140.100 1.667 15.306 80.743 
105.0 143.197 2.168 15.092 79.410 
120.0 149.100 2.504 14.256 74.643 
135.0 157.838 -.047 10.315 53.622 
150.0 166.500 -2.056 7.221 37.271 
165.0 172.052 -1.918 6.776 34.821 
180.0 173.900 -1.871 6.645 34.100 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYLINDER=148 . 508 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE CF THE CYL.= 150.300 
TEMPERATURE CF THE AIR STREAJ-= 84.50 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIENT= 12.430 
NUS.NO. (F.T.) = 65.12 NUS.NO.<A.T .» = 68.18 
FR.NO,(F.T.)= .7117 PR.NO.<A.T.)= ,7114 
REY.NO.(F.T.)= 235.49 REY.NO.<A ,T.> = 261.01 
e Heat Transfer Results 
1.5, Ottawa Sand (514 pm)). 
MATERIAL OF THE BEC=G.S.514 
P/0 = 1.50 NUMEER OF ROWS= 5 
V0LTS= 15 .530 CURRENT(AfFS.)= 4 . 1 9 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR= . 8 1 2 F T . / S E C . 
ST.HT.= 1 1 . 3 INCHES EX.HT.= U . 5 INCHES 
PRESSURE DROP IN THE BED= .487 PSI 
THETA TEMP. CRCONO HLCCAL NULOCAL 
0.0 171.700 1.145 30.215 155.278 
15.0 172.349 -.258 28.599 146.899 
30.0 172.500 -1.649 27.158 139.482 
45.0 170.181 -.830 28.752 147.937 
60.0 166.300 .036 31.012 160.063 
75.0 162.351 .525 33.062 171.192 
90.0 159.300 1.053 34.911 131.215 
105,0 153.469 3.459 37.687 195.753 
120.0 16 3.300 5.495 37.643 194.760 
135,0 175.269 .-.370 27.565 141.266 
150.0 136.500 -4.899 19.984 101.551 
165.0 189.661 -1.609 22.532 114.240 
1 c*0 - 0 189.100 1.541 25.811 130.914 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYLINDER=171.383 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CCRE OF THE CYL.= 170 .200 
TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR STREAM 84.30 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIENT* 2 9 . 7 3 4 
N U S . N O . ( F . T . ) = 1 5 2 . 8 5 N U S . N O . ( A . T . ) = 1 6 3 . 0 3 
PR.NO. ( F . T . ) = . 7 0 9 1 P R . N O * ( A . T . ) = .7114 
R E Y . N O . ( F . T . ) = 3 4 4 . 1 7 R E Y . N O . t A , T » ) - 3 9 4 . 8 0 
CO 
Table F-6. Cont'd. Local and Average Heat Transfer Results 
(5 Rows, P/D = 1.5, Ottawa Sand (514 ym)). 
MATERIAL OF THE GEC=O.S.5l4 
P/D = 1.50 NUMBER OF ROWS= 5 
VQLTS= 17.620 CURRENT<AMFS.)= 4.82 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR = 1.037 FT./SEC. 
ST.HT.= 11.3 INCHES EX.H7.= 12.0 INCHES 
PRESSURE OROF ]N THE BED= .506 FSI 
MATERIAL OF THE BEC=0.S.514 
P/D= 1.50 NUMBER OF ROWS = 5 
VQLTS= 18,330 CURRENT!AMPS.)= 5.02 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF fllfi = 1.253 FT./SEC. 
ST.HT.= 11.3 INCHES EX.HT.= 12.5 INCHES 
PRESSURE DROF IN THE 6ED= .537 PSI 
THETA TEf'P. CRCOND HLCCAL NULOCAL 
0.0 167.600 -.138 1*0.810 210.145 
15.0 167.700 -.0 56 40.942 210.840 
30 .0 167.5Q0 .026 41,124 211.813 
U5.0 167.D^6 -.8 95 ;G,ijO 2Ud.313 
60.0 165.000 -1.864 40.525 209.145 
75,0 160.269 -.941 44.130 226.626 
90.0 154.GOO .110 49.312 256.793 
105.0 147.901 1.394 55.421 290.064 
120.0 143.700 2.862 60.607 319.366 
135.0 142.677 3.077 61.857 325.105 
150.0 145.900 3.065 56.909 308,834 
165.0 151.655 -1.733 49.064 255.954 
iao.0 155.300 -5.958 42.326 220.175 
THETA TEf*F. CRCOKO HLCCAL NULOCAL 
0.0 157.000 1.812 46,446 243.332 
15.0 159.165 .347 44.343 232.089 
30.0 160.000 -1.069 41.987 219.427 
45,0 160.285 -1.005 41.908 218.961 
60.0 158.700 -.962 42.764 223.729 
75,0 155.449 -.626 44.669 235.376 
90,0 151.100 -.265 47.836 251.845 
105. Q 146.406 ,507 51.782 273.672 
120.0 142.500 1.373 55.630 294.938 
135.0 140.390 1.350 57.368 304.669 
150.0 140.200 1.2 86 57.469 305.247 
165.0 141.465 -.2 55 54.836 290.964 
180,0 142.400 -1.746 52.592 278,853 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYLINDER=156.275 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF THE CYL.= 160.400 
TEMPERATURE CF THE AIR STREAM 86.20 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFIClENT= 48.667 
NUS.NO.(F.T.J=252.96 NUS.NO . (A.T .)=266.35 
PR.NO. (F,T.)= .7107 PR.NO . ( A.T . )= .7115 
REY.NO,(F.T.)= 448.94 REY.NO.(A»T.)= 502.19 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYL INDER=150.367 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF THE CYL.= 152.900 
TEMPERATURE CF THE AIR STREAM= 75.90 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFlCIENT= 49.191 
NUS.NO.(F.T.)=25 9.13 NUS.NO,(A.T.)=27 3.15 
PR.NO. (F.T.)= .7123 PR.NO.(A.T•)= .7111 
REY.NO.(F.T.J= 556.06 REY.NO.tA ,T.) = 627.10 
Table F-6. Cont'd. Local and Average Heat Transfer Results 
(5 Rows, P/D. = 1.5, Ottawa Sand (514 pm) ) . 
MATERIAL OF THE BEC=0.S.514 
P/D= 1.50 NUMBER OF ROWS = 5 
V0LTS= 19.420 CURRENTtAfFS.)= 5.30 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR= 1.679 FT./SEC. 
ST.HT.= 11.3 INCHES EX.HT.= 13.3 INCHES 
PRESSURE DROP 2N THE BED = .537 PSI 
MATERIAL OF THE 6EC=O.S.514 
P/Q- 1.50 NUMBER OF RQWS = 5 
V0LTS= 19.360 CURRENT(APFS.)= 5.30 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR= 2 .097 F T . / S E C 
ST.HT.= 1 1 . 3 INCHES FX.HT*= 14.0 INCHES 
PRESSURE DROP IN THE BEO = .51? PSI 
THETA TEMP, cpcor.o HLCCAL NULCCAL 
0.0 165.300 1.360 4*6.658 242.732 
15.0 166,342 . M 0 1*5.171 234. 79i* 
30.0 163.200 -.533 43.335 22^*. SQi» 
45.0 163.105 -1.C77 42.368 219.726 
60.0 167.600 -1.650 42.407 220.162 
75.0 163.7m -.564 45.505 237.01*2 
90.0 158.500 .5 9*+ 1*9.569 259.331 
105.0 153.963 .509 52.309 274.698 
120.0 150.300 .407 54.742 28S.345 
135.0 147.4Ca .690 57.203 302.053 
150.0 145.600 .980 58.956 311. 7<*2 
165,0 145.068 ,370 58.790 310.995 
180.0 145.100 -.247 58.146 307.582 
THETA TEhP. CRCOISD HLCCAL NULOCAL 
0.0 168.t*00 1.023 i*t*.937 233.362 
15.0 169.181 .263 1*3.861 227.379 
30.0 170.500 -.480 1*2.512 220. 148 
1*5.0 170.91*6 -.660 1*1.931 217.062 
60.0 169.600 -1.260 1*2.11*3 218.398 
75.0 166.022 -.630 i*i+.1*89 231.232 
90.0 161.200 .051* 1*7.714 248.981* 
105.0 156.21*0 .011 50.606 265.164 
120.0 151.300 -.037 53.668 283.412 
135.0 146.5^1 1.01*6 58.51*0 309,190 
150.0 143.500 2.230 62.355 330.167 
165.0 143.019 .587 61.143 323.876 
180.0 11*3.1*00 -1.066 59.11*8 313.212 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYL1NOER=157,600 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF THE CYL.= 160.500 
TEMPERATURE CF THE AIR STREAM 76.10 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIENT= 5 0 . 2 2 9 
M J S . N C , < F . T . ) = 2 6 2 . 9 8 N U S . N O . ( A . T . ) = 2 7 8 . 8 3 
PR.NC. ( F . T . ) = . 7116 P R . N O . ( A . T . ) = . 7 1 1 1 
R E Y . N O . < F . T . ) = 7 3 6 . 4 8 REY.NO.(A ,T.> = 8 3 9 . 7 7 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE CF THE CYLINDER=158.667 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF THE CYL.= 160 .900 
TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR STREAM 76.50 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFIClENT= 5 0 . 1 0 1 
N U S . N O . ( F . T . ) - 2 6 1 . 9 9 NUS.NO. (A .T . ) = 2 7 7 . 9 4 
PR.NO. ( F . T . » = . 7115 PR.NO. ( A , T . » = . 7 1 1 1 
REY.hO.<F.T .>= 9 1 7 . 7 1 REY . N O . ( A • T . > = 1 0 4 7 . 4 5 
Table F-7. Local and Avera 
(5 Rows, P/D = 
MATERIAL OF THE BEC=S.S.715 
P/0 = 1.50 NUheER OF ROWS = 5 
V0LT5= 9.980 CUftRENT(AfPS.)= 2.75 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR= .747 FT./SEC. 
ST.HT.= 11.3 INCHES EX.HT.= 11.3 INCHES 
PRESSURE DROP IN THE BED = .23** PSI 
THETA TEMP. CRCOKO HLCCAL NULOCAL 
0.0 155.200 1.122 14.530 76.346 
15.0 155.676 .026 13.324 69.971 
30.0 156.600 -1.051 12.131 63.667 
45.0 156.056 -.007 13.262 69.635 
60.0 155,500 1.052 14.411 75.700 
75.D 156.525 1.074 14.268 74.e83 
90.0 153.500 1.071 13.609 72.300 
105.0 164.558 1.246 13.279 69.233 
120.0 172.100 1.368 12.483 64.682 
135.0 iei.eei -.363 9.754 50.146 
150.0 190,600 -1.819 7.534 38.466 
165.0 195.854 -1.344 7.626 38.768 
160 .0 197.300 -.934 7.933 40.306 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYLINDER=168.458 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF THE CYL.= 167.300 
TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR STREAM 74.20 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIEfsT = 11.925 
MIS.KG.(F.T.)= 61.97 NUS.NO.(A.T.)= 66.39 
PR.NC,(F.T.)s .7107 PR.NO.(A.T.>= .7113 
REY.N0.(F.T.)= 323.06 REY.NO.<A ,T.) = 375.84 
e Heat Transfer Results 
1.5, Silica Sand (715 ym)). 
MATERIAL OF THE 8EC=S.S.715 
P/0 = 1.50 NUMEER OF ROWS = 5 
VOLTS= 12.840 CURRENT(AfFS.)= 3.50 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR= 1.388 FT./SEC. 
ST.HT.= 11.3 INCHES EX.HT.= 11.5 INCHES 
PRESSURE OPQF IN THE BED= .423 PSI 
THETA TEMP. CRCOND HLCCAL NULOCAL 
0 .0 153.700 .241 22,449 118.072 
15.0 153.918 .265 22.413 117.A61 
30,0 154,600 .288 22.2 49 116.930 
45.D 155.636 -.208 21.475 112.768 
60.0 156.300 -.6 95 20.814 109.239 
75.0 156.037 -.097 21.481 112.761 
90.0 155.600 .506 22.199 116.571 
105,0 156.703 3.195 24.600 129.063 
120.0 163,600 5.436 25.199 131.453 
135.0 178.764 .466 17.366 89.580 
150.0 195.000 -3.212 11.456 58.292 
165.0 204,5*2 -2,364 11,233 56.792 
180.0 207.400 -1.716 11.603 58.526 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYLINDER=167.608 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF THE CYL.= 168.200 
TEMPERATURE CF THE AIR STFEAM= 74.50 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIENT= 19.788 
NUS.NO,<F,T.)=102.88 NUS.NO. (A.T.)=110.12 
PR.NO. (F.T.)= .7107 PR.NO . ( A . T .)= .7112 
REY.NO.(F.T.)= 601.10 REY.NO.(A ,T.) = 698.02 
I o 
T a b l e F - 7 . C o n t ' d . Loca l and Average Heat T r a n s f e r R e s u l t s 
(5 Rows, P / D t - 1 . 5 , S i l i c a Sand (715 ym)J 
MATERIAL OF THE E E C = S . S . 7 1 5 
P/D= 1 . 5 0 NUMBER OF RQWS = 5 
V0LT5= 1 5 . 3 6 0 CURRENT ( A f F S . ) = 4 . 3 7 
S U P E R F I C I A L VELOCITY OF A I R = 1 . 3 5 4 F T . / S E C . 
S T . H T . = 1 1 , 3 INCHES E X . H T . = 1 2 . 2 INCHES 
PRESSURE DROP IN THE EED= . 4 5 5 P S I 
MATERIAL OF THE B E C = S . S , 7 1 5 
P/D = 1 . 5 0 NUMBER OF ROWS = 5 
VOLTS= 1 7 . 9 0 0 C L R R E N T ( A ^ P S . ) = 4 . 9 2 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR= 2,312 FT./SEC. 
ST.HT'.= 11.3 INCHES EX.HT,= 13,0 INCHES 
PRESSURE OROF IN THE BEO= .474 PSI 
THETA TEMP. CRCONQ HLCCAL NULOCAL THETA TEfF. 
0.0 153.700 .473 33.024 172.983 
15.0 153.047 .163 32.577 170.596 
30.0 159.70Q -.143 32.020 167.587 
45.0 160.063 -.490 31.543 165.043 
60.0 159,500 -.838 31,405 164.398 
75.0 157.401 -1.093 31.957 167.579 
90.0 153,300 -1,396 33.355 175.503 
105.0 11*7, f*22 .656 38.178 201.853 
120.0 142.600 3.020 43.172 229.144 
135.0 1*»1. <ti2 1.743 42.601 226.328 
150.0 142.6GC .404 40.439 214.608 
165.0 144.855 -.650 38.227 202.534 
180.0 145.900 -1,667 36.647 193,996 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYL IN0ES=151.700 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF THE CYL.= 153,300 
TEMPERATURE CF THE AIR STREAM 74.40 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER CQEFICIENT= 35.857 
NUS.NC.<F.T.)=188.92 NUS.NO.(A.T.)=199.58 
PR.NO,(F.T.>= .7123 PR.NO. (A.T.) = .7112 



































































AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYLINDER=163. 542 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF THE CYL.= 166.000 
TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR STREAM 74.50 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIENT= 39.518 
NUS.NO. (F.T.)=2 06.16 NLS.NC,(A,T.)=219.92 
PR.NO. <F.T.>= .7112 PR.NO. (A.T.)= .7112 
REY.NO.(F.T.) = 10 0 7.41 REY.NO. {A,T.I=1162.55 
Table F-7. Cont'd. Local and Average Heat Transfer Results 
(5 Rows, P/Dt =1.5, Silica Sand (715 \im) ) . 
MATERIAL OF THE BEC=S.S.715 
P/D = i,50 NUMBER OF R0WS = 5 
VQtTS= 17.91+0 CURRENTCAfPS.)= 1+.92 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR = 2.613 FT./SEC. 
ST.HT.= 11.3 INCHES EX.HT.= 13.2 INCHES 
PRESSURE DROP IN THE BEO= .1+93 PSI 
MATERIAL OF THE BEC=S,S.7l5 
P/D = 1.50 NUMBER OF RQWS = 5 
V0LTS= 17.930 CURRENT(AfFS.)= <*.92 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR = 3.1*07 FT./SEC. 
ST.HT.= 11.3 INCHES EX.HT.= 13,5 INCHES 
PRESSURE DROP IN THE BEO = .1+71+ PSI 
THETA TEMP. CRCONQ HLCCAL NULOCAL 
0 , 0 1 6 3 . 2 0 0 1 .21+1 3 8 . 1 + 3 3 1 9 9 . 7 3 6 
1 5 . 0 1 6 9 . 1 9 1 . 3 9 2 3 7 , 2 0 * + 1 9 3 , 1 6 6 
3 0 , 0 1 7 1 , 0 0 0 - . * » 3 5 3 5 . 6 9 3 1 8 5 . 0 1 + 8 
1*5.0 1 7 2 . 1 0 9 - . 6 1 3 3 5 . 1 0 9 1 8 1 . 8 5 5 
6 0 . 0 1 7 1 . 9 0 0 - . 7 9 7 3 5 . 0 0 1 1 8 1 . 3 2 5 
7 5 . 0 1 6 9 . 9 e a - . 9 1 + 8 3 5 . 5 5 5 l e t , . i + a i » 
9 0 . 0 1 6 6 . 1 0 0 - 1 . 1 3 0 3 6 . 9 1 1 1 9 2 . 1 3 5 
1 0 5 . 0 1 6 0 . 1 * 6 2 . 3 5 7 1 + 0 . 8 6 8 2 1 3 . 7 2 8 
1 2 0 . 0 1 5 5 . 5 0 0 2 . 0 3 5 t + 5 . 0 0 6 2 3 6 , 3 3 8 
1 3 5 . 0 1 5 3 . 3 6 6 1 . 0 1 8 1+5.11+2 2 3 7 . 1 + 7 2 
1 5 0 . 0 1 5 3 . 0 0 0 - . 0 5 5 1+1+.271+ 2 3 2 . 9 7 1 * 
1 6 5 . 0 1 5 2 . 8 7 1 * . 0 3 0 1+1+.1+29 2 3 3 . 8 1 3 
1 8 0 . 0 1 5 2 . 8 0 0 .111+ 1+1+.555 231+.1+93 
THETA T E M P . CRCOND HLCCAL NULOCAL 
0 . 0 1 6 9 . 1 0 0 1 . 2 1 1 3 8 . 0 5 7 1 9 7 . 6 1 3 
1 5 . 0 1 7 0 . 0 91+ .1+33 3 6 . 9 0 1 191.1+1+9 
3 0 . 0 1 7 2 , 0 0 0 - . 3 2 5 3 5 . 1 + 3 6 1 8 3 , 5 6 6 
1+5.0 1 7 3 . 3Cif - . 5 1 + 5 3 i + . 7 1 7 1 7 9 . 6 3 8 
6 0 . 0 1 7 3 . 6 0 0 - . 7 6 8 31+.1+22 1 7 8 . 0 8 1 
7 5 . 0 1 7 2 , 1 1 7 - 1 . 0 3 8 3 4 . 6 8 1 1 7 9 . 6 3 5 
9 0 . 0 168.1+OD - 1 . 3 1 + 9 3 5 . 7 7 0 1 8 5 . 8 U 1 
1 0 5 , 0 1 6 2 . 5 0 1 .151+ 3 9 . 7 3 6 2 0 7 , 1 * 5 5 
1 2 0 . 0 1 5 6 . 9 0 0 1 . 8 6 6 l + t . , 1 1 3 2 3 1 , 3 8 2 
1 3 5 . 0 1 5 3 , 9 5 6 1 . 1 9 3 t + 4 . 9 9 2 2 3 6 . 5 6 9 
1 5 0 . 0 1 5 3 , 1 0 0 .1+56 i + t » . 7 2 8 2 3 5 , 3 1 * 6 
1 6 5 . 0 1 5 3 . 1 3 9 , 0 7 1 1+1+.321 2 3 3 , 1 9 8 
1 8 0 . 0 1 5 3 . 3 0 0 - . 3 1 1 + 1+3.81+7 2 3 0 . 6 7 3 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYL INDER=163.000 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE CF THE CYL.= 165.800 
TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR STREAM= 71+, 60 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER CGEFICIENT= 39.723 
NUS.NO, <F.T.)=2Q7.30 NUS.NO.(A . T .)=221.03 
FR.NC. (F.T.> = .7112 PR.NO.(A . T . ) = .7112 
REY.NO.(F.T.)=1139.50 REY.NO. (A ,T.)=1313.65 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE CF THE CYLINDER= 16<*. 200 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF THE CYL.= 167.300 
TEMPERATURE CF THE AIR STREAM* 7i*.60 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER CQEFICIENT= 39.230 
NUS.NO. (F.T.) = 201*. 52 NUS.NO. (A. T.» =218.28 
PR.NO.(F.T.)= .7111 PR.NO.(A.T.)= .7112 
REY.NO. (F.T.) =11*82.98 REY.NO. (A,T.) =1712.79 
Table F-8. Local and Average Heat Transfer Results 
(5 Rows, P/D. = 1.5, Glass Beads (230 urn)) 
MATERIAL OF THE BEC=G.B.23Q 
P/D = 1.50 NUMBER OF R0WS = 5 
V0LT5= 6.550 CURRENT(AMPS.)= 1.80 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR* .185 FT./SEC. 
ST.HT.= 11.2 INCHES EX.HT.= 11.2 INCHES 
PRESSURE DROP IN THE BED= .322 PSI 
MATERIAL OF THE EEC=G.B.23Q 
P/D= 1.50 NUMBER OF ROWS= 5 
VQLTS= 18.090 CURFENT(AMPS.)= <*,95 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR= ,3**6 FT./SEC. 
ST.HT.= 11.2 INCHES EX.HT.= 11.7 INCHES 
PRESSURE DROP IN THE EED= .^49 PSI 
THETA TEMP. CRCOKD HLCCAL NULOCAL THETA TEMP. CRCOKD HLCCAL NULOCAL 
0.0 19*+.900. .7 35 5.071 25.578 0.0 168.500 -1.5C5 36.391 188.915 
15.0 195.649 .416 ^.725 ei. fi2i 15.0 167.353 -.349 38.015 197.530 
30.0 197.400 .105 4.3<+5 21.878 30.0 165.500 .8ti3 39.988 208.099 
U5.0 199.466 -.05U **.1Q9 20.663 *»5.Q 164.7^8 .3<+7 39.814 207.322 
60.0 201.400 -,207 3.886 19.513 60.0 164.700 -.155 39.337 204. 8t*7 
75.0 203.098 • 31<» *».3<i8 21.815 75.0 16<t.85l .912 40.338 210.033 
90.0 205.600 .815 4.765 23.868 90.0 166.8C0 ' 1.936 ^0.530 210.695 
105.0 209.742 .191 4.009 20.031 105.0 171.724 .213 36.85*f 190.812 
120.0 2m.400 -.391 3.290 16.391 120.0 177.100 -1,336 33.388 172.117 
135.0 213.221 -.3 95 3.180 15.811 135.0 160.304 -.653 33.022 169.759 
150.0 220.900 - • it 02 3.103 15.402 150.0 182.000 -.010 33.135 17Q,15<» 
165.0 222.423 -.351 3.115 15.451 165.0 183,309 -.302 32.446 166. t*kZ 
160.0 222.900 -.303 3.151 15.624. 130.0 163.900 -.591 31.980 163.979 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYLIN0ER=208.100 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF THE CYL.= 206.000 
TEMPERATURE CF THE AIR STREAM= 67.10 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIENT= 3.915 
NUS.NC.(F.T.)= 19.58 NUS-NO. < A ,T .) = 21.^0 
PR.NO.<F.T.)= .7072 PR.NO . (A .T.)= .7117 
REY.NO.(F.T.)= 74.26 REY.NO.(A , T»>= 89.50 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYLINDER=172.050 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF THE CYL.= 175,200 
TEMPERATURE CF THE AIR STREAM= 75.50 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIENT= 36.753 
NUS.NO. (F.T.) = 190.24 NUS. NO. <A.T.I=2Q<i.21 
PR.NO, (F,T.)= ,7101 PR.NO.(A.T.)= .7112 
REY.NQ.(F.T.)= 148.50 REY. NO.(AtT.) = 173.31 
Table F-8. Cont'd. Local and Average Heat Transfer Results 
(5 Rows, P/D. = 1.5, Glass Beads (230 urn)). 
MATERIAL OF THE BEC=G.B.230 
P/0= 1.50 NUMBER OF R0WS = 5 
V0LTS= 16.090 CURRENT(ArFS.)= 4.95 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIfi= .486 FT./SEC. 
ST.HT.= 11,2 INCHES EX.HT.= 12.5 INCHES 
PRESSURE OROF IN THE 6ED = .455 FSI 
MATERIAL OF THE BEC=G.B.230 
P/D = 1.50 NUMBER OF R0WS = 5 
VOLTS= 20.020 CURRENTlAMFS.)= 5.48 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIfi = .692 FT./SEC. 
ST.HT.= 11.2 INCHES EX.HT.= 13.2 INCHES 
PRESSURE DKOF IN THE BE0 = .466 FSI 
THETA TE^P. CFCONO HLCCA.L NULOCAL 
0.0 150.900 .756 47.463 249.981 
15,0 151-2*9 -.107 so.361 244.103 
30.0 151.500 -.963 45.377 Z38.877 
1*5.0 150.517 -.323 46.620 245,621 
60.0 11+9.000 .337 4a.241 254.481 
75.0 147.644 .322 48.986 258.655 
90.0 147.200 .30** 49.402 260.987 
105.0 11.7.071 .417 49.602 262.074 
120.0 147.600 .525 49.353 260.643 
135.0 148.8^6 .376 46,348 255.067 
150.0 150.600 .231 46.999 247.558 
165.0 152. 8fi3 -.626 44.892 236.058 
130. 0 153.900 -1.457 43.476 228.415 
THETA TEMP. CRCONO HLCCAL NULOCAL 
0.0 157.000 -1.145 51.523 270.115 
15.0 156.263 -.093 53.037 278.213 
30.0 155.400 .981 54.688 287.087 
45.0 155.561 -.2 94 53.308 279,804 
60.0 155.2G0 -1.573 52.269 274.425 
75.0 152.837 -.218 55.243 290.614 
90.0 150.100 1.227 58.694 309.466 
105.0 148.840 .668 59.128 312.079 
120.0 148.700 .129 58.679 309.744 
135.0 149.064 .657 58.921 310.927 
150.0 150.500 1.162 5e.327 307.430 
165.Q 153.215 -.655 54.541 286.830 
180.0 154.800 -2.384 51,724 271.661 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYLINOER=149.750 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF THE CYL.= 153.400 
TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR STP£AM= 75.60 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFIClENT= 47.470 
NUS.NO.(F.T.)=250.26 NUS.N0.(A.T.) =263.72 
PR.NO. (F.T.)= .7123 PR.NO . (A,T.J= .7112 
REY.NQ.(F.T.)= 216.07 REY.NO.(A,T.)= 243,55 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYLINDER=152.633 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF THE CYL.= 157.000 
TEMPERATURE CF THE AIR STREAM 75.10 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIENT= 55.703 
NUS.NO. (F.T.1=293.09 NUS .NO.(A.T.)=30 9.7Q 
PR.NO. (F.T.> = .7122 PR.NO.<A.T.>= .7112 
REY.NO.(F.T.)= 306.25 REY.NO.<A,T.)= 347.07 
T a b l e F - 3 . C o n t ' d . Loca l and Average Heat T r a n s f e r R e s u l t s 
(5 Rows, PA> t = 1 . 5 , G l a s s Beads (230 pm) ) . 
MATERIAL OF THE BEC=G.B.230 
P/Q = 1.50 NUMBER OF R0WS = 5 
VQLTS= 19 .920 CUPFENTfAMPS.>= 5 .47 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR = . 627 F T . / S E C . 
ST.HT.= 11 .2 INCHES EX.HT.= 13 .9 INCHES 
PRESSURE OROF IN ThE EED = .449 PSI 
MATERIAL OF THE BEC=G.B.230 
P/Q = 1.50 NUMBER OF ROWS = 5 
V0LTS= 1 9 . 9 4 0 CURRENT(AfFS.)= 5.1*6 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR= 1.629 FT./SEC. 
ST.HT.= 11.2 INCHES EX.HT.= 15.5 INCHES 
PRESSURE OROF IN THE BED = .455 PSI 
THETA TEMP, CRCOhD 
0.0 149,900 .507 
15.0 150.231 .207 
30.0 150.900 -.090 
45.0 151.332 -.703 
60.0 150.600 -1.329 
75.0 148.264 .171 
90.0 1(46.200 1.765 
105,0 146.123 .488 
120.0 146.600 -.782 
135.0 146.805 .058 
150.0 146.900 .696 
165.0 147.894 -.162 





























AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYL1NQER=148.442 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF THE CYL.= 152.400 
TEMPERATURE CF THE AIR STREAM= 76.20 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER CO£FICIENT= 59.481 
NUS.NO.(F.T.)=313.76 NUS.NO.(A.T.)=330.13 
PR.NO.<F.T.)= .7124 PR.NO.(A.T.)= .7111 
REY.NO.(F.T.>= 367*96 REY.NO.(A,T.)= 413.48 
THETA TEMP. CRCOND HLCCAL NULOCAL 
0.0 150.200 -.657 57.319 301.670 
15.0 149.970 ,468 5e.624 308.802 
30.0 150.500 1.5 85 59,328 312.374 
45.0 152.663 -.788 55.333 290.819 
60.0 153.500 -3.061 52.436 275.399 
75.0 150.468 -.572 57.197 301.158 
90.0 146,500 2.179 63.189 333.796 
105.0 144.813 .772 63.269 334.679 
120.0 1^4.300 -.694 62.276 329.560 
135.0 143,458 .828 64.554 341.843 
150.0 143.900 2.344 65.684 347,710 
165.0 146.695 -.57<* 60.268 318.314 
180,0 148.600 -3.309 55.941 295.QQO 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE CF THE CYLINOER=148.017 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF THE CYL.= 151.700 
TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR STREAM= 76.40 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIENT= 59.895 
NUS.NO.(F.T.J=316.00 NUS.NO.(A.T.)=332.33 
PR.NO. (F.T.)= .7124 PR.NO. (A.T . > = .7111 
REY.NO.(F.T.)= 725.03 REY.NO.(A,T.)= 613.91 
Table F-9. Local and Avers 
(5 Rows, P/D = 
MATERIAL OF THE 8EC=0.S.5l4 
P/G = 1.30 NUMBER OF ROWS= 5 
V0LTS= 12.000 CURRENT(At*FS.) = 3.50 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR= .511 FT./SEC. 
ST.HT.= 11.4 INCHES EX.HT.= 11. 4 INCHES 
PRESSURE DKOF IN THE BEO= .316 PSI 
THETA TEMP. CKCOND HLCCAL NULOCAL 
0.D 216.700 -.2 55 11.803 59.381 
15.0 216.531 .197 12.27£* 61.728 
30.0 217,000 .647 12.636 63,762 
45.0 213.794 -.331 11.565 53.030 
60.0 219.500 -1.296 10.545 52.936 
75.0 217.991 1.501+ 13.464 67.652 
90.0 221.400 4.221 15.916 79.801 
105.0 236.029 1.620 12.305 61.159 
120.0 256.600 -.541 8.990 1*4.172 
135.0 275.6^1 -1.047 7.611 36.996 
150.0 290.400 -1.498 6.604 31.808 
165.0 293.324 -1.120 6.709 32.133 
130.0 300.600 -.767 6.967 33.317 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE CF THE CYLINDER=243.925 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF THE CYL.= 243.600 
TEMPERATURE CF THE AIR STREAM 69.80 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIENT= 10.668 
NUS.NG.(F,T.)= 52.79 NUS.NC.(A.T.>= 59.83 
FR.NO.(F.T.)= .7075 PR.NO.(A.T . ) = .7118 
REY.NO. (F.T.) = 199.48 REY»NQ.<A , T .) = 261.05 
e Heat Transfer Results 
1.3, Ottawa Sand (514 um) ) . 
MATERIAL OF THE BEC=O.S.514 
P/0= 1.30 NUMBER OF ROWS = 5 
VOLTS= 12.000 CURRENT(A^FS.)= 3.50 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIS = ,732 FT./SEC. 
ST,HT.= 11.4 INCHES EX.HT.= 11.5 INCHES 
PRESSURE DROF IN THE 0ED= .436 PSI 
THETA TECP. CRCOND HLCCAL NULOCAL 
0.0 167.200 1.263 19.808 103.227 
15.0 163.1E0 .179 18.521 96.441 
30.0 169.500 -.900 17.192 89.425 
45.0 169.2*5 -.919 17.213 39.543 
60.0 167.100 -.958 I7.5e7 91.657 
75.0 163.6<9 1.337 20.562 107.467 
90.0 163.000 3.695 23.067 120,627 
105.0 163.581 2.508 2 0.771 108.121 
120.0 179.500 1.379 17.306 91.866 
135.0 193.127 -.807 13.794 70.412 
150.0 204.600 -2.592 10.763 54.482 
165,0 209.947 -1.412 11.433 57.662 
180.0 211.000 -.330 12.419 62.591 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYL INCER*173.800 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE CF THE CYL,= 174.000 
TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR STP£Af- = 72.10 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIENT= 17.064 
NUS.NO.(F.T.)= 88.09 NUS.NO.(A.T.)= 95.34 
PR.NO.(F.T.)= .7097 PR.NO.(A.T.>= .7115 
REY.NC.(F.T.)= 312.63 REY.NO. (A ,T.) = 370.82 
Table F-9. Cont'd. Local and Average Heat Transfer Results 
(5 Rows, P/D = 1.3, Ottawa Sand (514 ym)). 
MATERIAL OF THE 9EC = C . S . 5 1 i + MATERIAL OF THE BEC = 0 . 5 . 5 l i + 
P/D = 1 . 3 0 NUMBER OF ROWS= 5 F /D = 1 . 3 0 NUC6ER OF ROWS= 5 
VQLTS= 1 2 . 0 0 0 CURRENTUMPS. ) = 3 . 5 0 VQLTS= 1 2 . 0 0 0 CURRENT ( A f - P S . > = 3 . 5 0 
SUPERFIC I A L VELOCI TY OF A IR = . 9 0 2 F T . / S E C . S U P E R F I C I A L VELOCI ' TY CF A IR = 1 . 0 9 7 F T . / S E C . 
S T . H T . = 1 1 , 1 * I isCHES EX.HT • = i i . a INCHES S T . H T . = 1 1 . 1 * INCHES EX.HT . = 1 2 . 0 INCHES 
PRESSURE DROP IN THE BEO= .1*90 P S I PRESSURE DROP IN THE DED = .1*61 P S I 
THETA T E f P . CfiCOhO HLCCAL NULOCAL THETA TENF . I CRCONO HLCCAL NULCCAL 
0 . 0 1 4 5 . 1 D 0 . 7 5 3 2 i + . 3 5 2 1 2 8 . 7 6 3 0 . 0 13 0 . 0 0 0 - . 1 2 9 3 0 . 7 5 0 16 i * .91*3 
1 5 . 0 1 k 8 • 3 € 9 - , i | 2 3 2 3 . 0 7 7 1 2 1 . 5 9 5 1 5 . 0 1 2 9 . 8 7 2 - . 3 5 5 3 0 . 5 9 3 1 6 1 * . 1 1 3 
3 0 . 0 1 4 S . C00 - 1 . 6 1 0 2 2 . 0 1 5 116 .1 *20 •< o 1 2 9 . 3 0 0 - . 5 6 6 3 0 . 6 / 1 + 1 6 i * . 622 
4 5 , 0 11 *5 .555 - . 6 3 7 2 3 . 7 8 1 * 1 2 6 . 0 2 1 1+5.0 1 2 3 . 0 3 9 - .61+3 3 1 . 3 3 2 1 6 8 . 3 0 7 
6 0 . 0 11*2 .100 .1*11 2 6 . Q 5 2 138 .1 *23 6 0 . 0 1 2 6 , 0 0 0 - . 7 1 2 32 .1+91 1 7 1 * . 778 
7 5 . 0 1 3 9 . Q G 5 .1*73 2 7 . 3 2 1 * 11*5 .532 7 5 . 0 123 .21 *6 - .171+ 31*,8i+i* 1 8 7 . 7 9 3 
9 0 . 0 1 3 5 . 6 0 0 .51*7 2 6 . 1 * 0 9 1 5 1 . 5 9 1 * 9 0 . 0 1 2 0 . 3 0 0 . 4 2 8 37.621+ 2 0 3 . 1 7 3 
1 0 5 . 0 1 3 5 . 1 £ 8 1 . 6 3 8 3 0 . 1 3 1 * 1 6 0 . 9 7 2 1 0 5 . 0 1 1 7 , 7 5 1 . 8 1 1 1*0 .123 2 1 7 . 0 2 8 
1 2 0 . 0 1 3 6 . 0 0 0 2 . 6 6 0 3 0 . 8 0 9 16i*.<*7i» 120 .0 1 1 6 . 0 0 0 1 . 2 1 7 t » 2 . 1 2 9 2 2 8 . 1 3 7 
1 3 5 . 0 1 3 9 . 5 3 2 - . 1 * 5 7 2 6 . 1 7 6 1 3 9 . 3 5 9 1 3 5 . 0 1 1 5 . 2 6 1 . 7 3 1 1*2 .358 2 2 9 . 1 * 8 6 
1 5 0 . 0 11*2.1+00 - 3 . 3 0 7 2 2 . 2 2 1 * 1 1 8 . 0 5 5 1 5 0 , 0 1 1 5 . 2 0 0 .221+ 1 *1 .911 2 2 7 . 0 7 1 
1 6 5 . 0 1 1 * 1 . 7 2 1 - . 3 6 1 25.1+23 1 3 5 . 1 1 7 1 6 5 . 0 1 1 5 . 3 5 0 - . 0 6 5 i * l . i * i * i+ 2 2 i * . 5 1 9 
1 6 0 . 0 11+0.500 2 . 6 6 6 2 8 . 9 1 6 1 5 3 . 6 3 2 1 8 0 . 0 1 1 5 . 5 0 0 - . 3 5 2 1*1,01*0 2 2 2 . 314 
AVERAGE TEMPEPATUR E OF THE CYLINCER = 1 1 * 1 . 5 6 7 AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYLINDER 1 = 1 2 1 . 5 9 2 
TEMPERATURE I N THE CORE CF THE C Y L . = 1 3 9 . 9 0 0 TEMPERATURE I N THE CORE OF THE C Y L . = 1 2 2 . 9 0 0 
TEMPERATURE CF THE A IR STREAf-= 7 3 . 6 0 TEMPERATURE CF THE A IR STREAr= 7 3 . 2 0 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFIC IENT= 2 6 . 0 0 2 AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER C O E F I C I E N T = 3 6 . 7 6 1 * 
N U S . N O . ( F . T . ) = 1 3 8 . 2 1 NUS. NO . ( A . T . ) =1<*1*. 9 1 NUS. NO . < F. T . ) = 19 8 . 1+7 NUS . NO. C A . T . ) = 2 0 5 . 1** 
P R . N O . ( F . T . ) = . 7 1 3 0 P R . N O . ( A . T . ) = . 7 1 1 3 PR . NO . ( F . T . ) = . 7 1 3 0 P R . N O . ( A . T . ) = . 7 1 1 1 * 
R E Y . N O . ( F . T . > = 4 0 7 . 5 5 REY . NO. (A ,T . ) = l *5«t .92 R E Y . N O , ( F . T . ) = 512 .1 *3 REY . N O . < A , T . ) = 5 5 4 . 2 2 
Table F-9. Cont'd. Local and Average Heat Transfer Results 
(5 Rows, P/Dt = 1.3, Ottawa Sand (514 pm) ) 
MATERIAL OF THE BEC=0.S,514 
P/D = 1.30 NUMBER OF R0WS = 5 
VQLTS= 12.000 CUFP.ENT(AKFS.) = 3.50 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR = 1.488 FT./SEC. 
ST.HT.= 11.4 INCHES EX.HT.= 12.8 INCHES 
PRESSURE DROP IN THE BE0 = .460 PSI 
MATERIAL OF THE GEC=0,S,514 
P/D = 1.30 NUMBER OF R0WS= 5 
V0LTS= 12.000 CUPRENTUt'FS. > = 3.50 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR- 2.288 FT./SEC. 
ST.HT.= 11.4 INCHES EX.HT.= 13.5 INCHES 
PRESSURE DROP IN THE BEO= .47<< PSI 
i n t j f i rt rp, CRCONQ H L C C A L NULOCAL 
Q.O 120.200 -.113 36,925 199.449 
15.0 120.106 -.303 36.806 198.823 
30.0 119.700 -.497 36.934 199.566 
45.0 113.798 - ,5fc8 37.575 203.147 
60.0 117.300 -.692 38.751 209,711 
75.0 115.201 -.323 41.067 222.545 
90.0 112.800 .0 65 43.954 2 3 8.543 
1G5.0 no.462 .454 47.040 255.677 
120.0 103.500 .863 50.005 272.124 
13 5.0 107.165 .667 51.936 282.869 
150.0 106.500 .895 52.950 288.510 
165.0 106. 1(17 .224 52.407 285.563 
180.0 106.500 -.448 51.607 281.193 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYL I NDER=113.025 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE CF THE CYL.= 113.500 
TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR STREAM= 72.90 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFICI£NT= 44.474 
MJS.NO.(F.T.)=241.34 NUS.NO. (A.T.)=248.15 
PR.NO. (F.T.)= ,7125 PR,NO.( A»T .) = .7114 
REY.NO.(F.T.)= 704.96 REY.NO* (A ,T.)= 752.35 
THETA TEhP. CRCOND HLCCAL NULOCAL 
0.0 120.500 .536 36.959 199.664 
15.0 120.660 -.056 36,232 195.713 
30.0 120.800 -.6 44 35.554 192.035 
45.0 120.314 -.783 35.781 193.322 
60.0 119.000 -.940 36,643 198.178 
75.0 116.778 -.772 38,688 209.509 
90.0 113.800 -.597 41.667 226.176 
105,0 110.425 .657 46,676 253,780 
120.0 107.600 2.121 51.816 262.225 
135.0 106.111 1.180 53,060 269.273 
150.0 105.500 .148 52.983 286.960 
165.0 105.143 .297 53.706 292.970 
160.0 105.000 .4 46 54.068 295.062 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYLINOER=113.242 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF THE CYL.= 112.800 
TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR STREAf= 72.40 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER C0EFICIENT= 44,028 
NUS.NO. (F.T.)=236.96 NUS . NO . (A . T .) =245.87 
PR.NO. (F.T.)= .7124 PR.NO.(A.T.)= .7114 
REY.NO. (F.T.)=10 84.22 REY.NO.(A,T.) =1158.48 
Table F-10. Local and Aver; 
(5 Rows, P/Dt = 
MATERIAL OF THE BEC=S.S.715 
P/0 = 1.30 NUMBER OF R0hS = 5 
VQLTS= 12.080 CURRENT(AMPS.)= 3.30 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR = 1.057 FT./SEC. 
ST.HT.= 11.5 INCHES EX.HT.= 11.5 INCHES 
PRESSURE ORQF IN THE BED= .348 PSI 
THETA TEfF. CSCONO HLCCAL NULOCAL 
0 . 0 15*1.500 1 . 9 0 8 2 4 . 3 4 3 1 2 6 . 8 6 2 
1 5 . 0 1 5 5 . 5 7 1 . 3 5 8 22.1+57 1 1 6 . 9 2 6 
3 0 . 0 1 5 7 . 2 0 0 - 1 . 1 3 7 2 0 . 4 6 9 1 0 6 . 4 3 2 
4 5 . 0 1 5 7 . 5 5 9 - . 5 7 2 2 0 . 9 2 9 1 0 8 . 7 9 2 
6 0 . 0 1 5 7 . 0 0 0 - . 0 1 2 21 .65** 1 1 2 . 6 1 2 
7 5 . 0 1 5 6 . 3 5 7 . 3 0 8 2 2 . 1 6 6 1 1 5 . 3 3 8 
9 0 . 0 1 5 6 . 2 0 0 . 6 2 9 2 2 . 5 3 4 1 1 7 . 2 7 0 
105 .G 1 5 7 . 5 3 8 2 . 8 2 0 2 4 . 3 2 6 1 2 6 . 454 
1 2 0 . 0 1 6 3 . 4 0 0 4 . 6 4 8 2 4 . 5 6 4 1 2 7 . 0 8 1 
1 3 5 . 0 1 7 5 . 5 5 1 . 6 0 8 1 7 . 8 7 5 9 1 . 5 8 2 
1 5 0 . 0 1 3 9 . 0 0 0 - 2 . 4 4 7 1 2 . 6 2 2 6 4 . 0 2 5 
1 6 5 . 0 1 9 7 , 8 6 ' * - 2 . 3 5 3 1 1 * 5 4 7 5 8 . 2 1 3 
1 8 0 . 0 2 0 0 . 9 0 0 - 2 . 3 8 7 1 1 . 1 5 6 5 6 . 1 3 2 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYL INDER=166.750 
TEMPERATURE IN THE COPE CF THE CYL.= 165.800 
TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR STREAM 8**. 30 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIENT= 19.902 
NUS.NO.(F.T.)=102.68 NUS.NG.(A.T.) =109. 12 
PR.NO. (F.T.)= .7097 PR . NO. (A .T .) = .7114 
REY.NO.(F.T.)= 451.38 REY.NO. (A ,T.I = 514.21 
Heat Transfer Results 
1.3, Silica Sand (714 um)). 
MATERIAL OF ThE 8EC=S.S.715 
P/0 = 1.30 NUMSER OF ROWS= 5 
V0LTS= 1*4.760 CUPRENTUfFS.l = 4.05 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR = 1.438 FT./SEC. 
ST.HT.= 11.5 INCHES EX.HT.= 11,5 INCHES 
PRESSURE OROF ]N THE BED = .392 FSI 
THETA T E f P . CRCOND HLCCAL NULOCAL 
0 . 0 130 . 0 0 0 6 . 6 7 9 3 1 . 0 6 0 1 5 8 . 8 0 5 
1 5 . 0 1 8 5 . 1 1 9 . 9 6 0 2 4 . 1 3 2 1 2 2 . 9 0 6 
3 0 . 0 1 9 2 . 4 0 0 - 4 . 1 2 9 1 7 . 5 1 8 8 8 . 7 4 9 
4 5 . 0 1 9 2 . 5 4 1 - 2 . 1 4 6 1 9 . 4 7 2 9 8 . 6 4 4 
6 0 . 0 1 8 7 . 5 0 0 - . 1 7 8 2 2 . 4 7 2 1 1 4 . 2 5 1 
7 5 . 0 1 8 1 . 7 4 2 1 . 1 5 6 2 5 , 1 1 1 1 2 8 . 2 1 9 
9 0 . 0 1 7 8 . 5 0 0 2 . 5 8 5 2 7 . 3 4 5 1 3 9 . 9 7 0 
1 0 5 . 0 1 8 0 . 3 7 8 3 . 0 0 3 2 7 . 2 9 0 1 3 9 . 4 9 1 
1 2 0 . 0 1 6 8 . 7 0 0 3 . 1 9 8 2 5 . 5 9 3 1 3 0 . 0 0 5 
1 3 5 . 0 2 0 3 . 2 5 9 . 4 4 6 2 0 . 1 6 1 1 0 1 . 3 9 5 
1 5 0 . 0 2 1 9 . 0 0 0 - 1 . 6 9 6 1 5 . 7 6 3 7 8 . 5 3 8 
1 6 5 . 0 2 3 0 . 3 6 1 - 2 . 1 9 2 1 3 . 9 4 6 6 9 . 0 1 7 
1 3 0 . 0 2 3 4 . 6 0 0 - Z . 7 4 Q 1 2 . 9 5 5 6 3 . 9 5 9 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYL INOER=195.567 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF THE CYL.= 198.600 
TEMPERATURE CF THE AIR STREAM 8 3,10 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFIClENT= 21.724 
NUS.NO.(F.T.)=109.82 NUS.NO.(A.T.i=119.38 
PR.NO.(F.T.)= .7073 PR.NO. (A.T.)= .7112 
REY.NO.(F.T.)= 590.03 REY.NO.(A,T.)= 703.28 
r • 
o 
Table F-10. Cont'd. Local and Average Heat Transfer Results 
(5 Rows, P/D = 1.3, Silica Sand (714 ym) ) . 
MATERIAL. OF THE 9EC=S.S.7i5 
P/D- 1.30 NUMBER OF R0WS = 5 
V0LTS= 13.080 CURRENT(Af*FS.) = 5.00 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR = 1,909 FT./SEC. 
ST.HT,= 11.5 INCHES EX.HT.= 12.3 INCHES 
PRE53UPE OPOF IN THE 6EO = . <t61 PSI 
MATERIAL OF THE BEC=S.S.715 
P/D= 1.30 NUfBER OF R0WS = 5 
VOLTS= 18.200 CURRENUAMPS.) = 5 • 0 *» 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF Alfia 2 .(+8k FT./SEC 
ST.HT.= 11.5 INCHES EX.HT.= 13.0 INCHES 
PRESSURE DROP IN THE BEO= •U6C PSI 
THFTA T E f P . CPCONO HLCCAL N U L Q C A L T H E T A T E f F , CRCOND HLCCAL N U L O C A L 
0 . 0 1 9 2 . 7 0 0 2 . 5 1 * 7 3 5 . 9 6 9 1 6 1 . 9 7 3 0 . 0 1 7 1 . 5 0 0 1 + . 1 3 1 1 + 5 . 9 5 0 2 3 6 . 3 1 1 
1 5 . 0 1 9 1 + . 7 7 8 .11*2 3 2 . 9 1 * 0 1 6 6 . 1 * 1 2 1 5 . 0 1 7 1 * . 3 6 6 . 6 3 7 1*1.11+1 2 1 1 . 1 0 5 
3 0 , 0 1 9 7 . 2 0 0 - 2 . 1 6 8 2 9 . 9 3 3 1 5 0 . 9 7 3 3 0 . 0 1 7 8 . 5 0 0 - 2 . 6 0 7 3 6 . 1 1 * 3 1 8 i + . 8 6 2 
1+5.0 1 9 5 . 7 ? 2 - . 7 9 1 * 3 1 . 7 1 1 + 1 6 0 . 1 0 8 1+5.0 1 7 8 . 9 0 7 - . 9 1 5 3 7 . 6 7 0 1 9 2 . 6 1 7 
6 0 . 0 1 9 2 . 1 + 0 0 . 6 2 6 3k. 1 3 9 1 7 2 . 7 5 1 * 6 0 . 0 1 7 7 . 1 * 0 0 . 7 7 9 3 9 . 9 8 0 2 0 i + . 6 6 1 * 
7 5 . 0 1 8 9 . ( * c 5 - . 5 1 5 3 3 . 9 1 6 1 7 1 . 9 7 8 7 5 . 0 1 7 6 . 1 * 0 7 - . 6 9 1 + 3 6 . 9 2 1 * 1 9 9 . 1 * 1 2 
9 0 . 0 1 8 5 , 1 * 0 0 - 1 . 7 1 * 2 31*.071* 1 7 3 . 2 9 2 9 0 . 0 1 7 1 + . 0 0 0 - 2 . 2 3 1 * 38,k3k 1 9 7 . 2 6 9 
1 0 5 . 0 1 7 8 . 6 2 2 . 6«+6 3 9 . 1 3 8 2 0 0 . 0 2 7 1 0 5 . 0 1 6 8 . 2 1 * 1 - . 5 2 9 1 * 2 . 8 9 3 2 2 1 . 1 6 5 
1 2 0 . 0 1 7 1 + . 0 Q 0 3 . 7 1 * 8 1*1*.087 2 2 6 , 1 6 2 1 2 0 . 0 1 6 1 . 5 0 0 1.1+1*5 i » 8 . 6 1 1 2 5 2 . 0 1 9 
1 3 5 . 0 17k.728 1 . 0 3 1 1*1.01*7 210.1*1+6 1 3 5 . 0 1 5 6 . 1 * 6 8 .851+ 5 1 . 2 6 9 2 6 6 . 9 0 0 
1 5 0 . 0 1 7 7 . 5 0 0 - 1 . 6 0 7 3 7 . 2 2 5 190.1*1+3 1 5 0 . 0 1 5 2 , 8 0 0 . 1 7 1 5 3 . 2 5 5 2 7 8 . 0 6 1 
1 6 5 . 0 1 7 8 . 2 5 1 * - . 1 * 6 9 3 6 . 0 3 2 191* . t<61 1 6 5 . 0 1 1 + 9 . 6 1 1 1 . 1 5 7 5 6 . 6 3 5 2 9 6 . 1 * 6 9 
1 8 0 . 0 1 7 8 . 0 0 0 . 6 1 7 3 9 , 2 1 + 3 2 0 0 . 6 8 8 1 8 0 . 0 1 1 + 8 . 5 0 0 2 . 1 7 9 5 8 . 7 7 8 3 0 8 . 0 2 0 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYLINDER=185.308 
TEMPERATURE IK THE CORE OF THE CYL.= 193.000 
TEMPERATURE CF THE AIR STREAM 8i*.c30 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIENT= 36.151 
NUS.NO.(F.T.)=183.66 NUS.NO.(A.T.)=198.21 
PR,NO. (F,T.)= .7076 PR . NO . ( A . T . )= .711*+ 
REY.hO. (F.T.)= 793.07 REY.NO.<AfT.)= 928.51 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYLINOER=167.367 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF THE CYL.= 171.700 
TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR STREAK* 81+.10 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIENT= i+t+,773 
NUS.NO.(F.T.)=2 31.02 NUS . NO. t A . T .) =21*5.71 
PR.NO. (F.T.)= .7097 PR.NO • (A.T . )= .7113 
REY.NO.<F.T.)=1Q60.57 REY.NO.(A,T.)=1210.79 
T a b l e F - 1 0 . C o n t ' d . L o c a l and Average Heat T r a n s f e r R e s u l t s 
(5 Rows, P/D - 1 .3 , S i l i c a Sand (714 ym) ) . 
MATERIAL OF THE 8 E C = S . S . 7 1 5 
P/D= 1 . 3 0 NUMBER OF ROWS = 5 
VQLTS= I t s . 1 9 0 CURRENTCAMFS.) = 5 . 0 4 
S U P E R F I C I A L VELOCITY OF flIR= 3 . 2 4 4 F T . / S E C . 
S T . H T . = 1 1 , 5 INCHES E X . H T . = 1 5 . 1 INCHES 
PRESSURE DROP I N THE BED = «i»6£ P S I 
MATERIAL OF THE B E C = S . S . 7 1 5 
P/D = 1 . 3 0 NUMBER OF ROWS= 5 
VOLTS= 1 7 . 9 3 0 CURRENT t AMPS .» = *» • 9 S 
S U P E R F I C I A L VELOCITY OF A I R = 3 . 8 2 3 F T , / S E C . 
S T . H T . = 1 1 . 5 INCHES E X . H T . = 1 5 . 3 INCHES 
PRESSURE OROF IN THE BE0= . 4 6 1 P S I 
THETA TEMP. CRCOND HLCCAL NULOCAL THETA TEMF. CRCOND HLCCAL NULOCAL 
0.0 170 .500 3,359 45.125 232,459 0.0 168.700 5,149 46.199 238.565 
15.0 172.871 .635 41.310 212.404 15.0 172.305 .947 40.378 207.905 
30,0 176.500 -1.924 37.189 190.673 30.0 177.800 -2.876 34.323 175.962 
45.0 177.3^5 -.859 37.887 194.118 45.0 179.037 -1.433 35.298 180.790 
60.0 176.500 .189 39.302 201.507 60.0 177.200 -.027 37.404 191.847 
75.0 175.175 -1.156 38.514 197.667 75.0 174.448 -1.074 37.455 192.528 
90.a 171.500 -2.607 2d*692 199.157 90.0 169.500 -2.241 38.439 198.363 
105.0 164.1*2 .511 45.483 235.522 105.0 161.535 .813 45.514 236.403 
120.0 157,800 4. 194 52.978 275.744 120.0 155.000 4.457 53.110 277.351 
135.0 156.543 1.365 50.975 265.596 135.0 154,063 2.116 51.395 268.604 
150,0 157.500 -1.516 1*7.462 247.097 150.0 156.500 -.272 47.413 247.290 
165,0 157.124 -.152 49.073 255.562 165.0 153.962 -.837 45.340 235.998 
IdO.O 156.500 1.231 5Q.870 265.056 160.0 160.000 -1.392 44.178 229.754 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE C Y L I N 0 E R = 1 6 7 . 2 1 7 
TEMPERATURE I N THE CORE OF THE CYL .= 1 7 0 . 4 0 0 
TEMPERATURE CF THE AIR STREAM= 8 3 . 0 0 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER C O E F l C I E N T = 4 3 . 9 0 1 
N U S . N O . ( F . T . > = 2 2 6 . 7 5 N U S . N O . ( A . T . ) = 2 4 1 . 2 7 
P R . N O . ( F . T . ) = . 7 0 = 8 PR.NO . i A , T . ) = , 7 1 1 2 
R E Y . N O . ( F . T . ) = 1 3 8 7 , 8 7 R E Y . N O . < A , T . ) = 1 5 8 7 . 1 2 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE C Y L I N 0 E R = 1 6 6 . 7 2 5 
TEMPERATURE I N THE CORE OF THE C Y L . = 1 6 9 . 0 0 0 
TEMPERATURE CF THE AIR S T R E A M 8 1 . 8 0 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER CQEFIC IEKT= 4 2 . 5 9 8 
N U S . N O . ( F . T . » = 2 2 0 . 3 2 , N U S . N O . ( A . T . > = 2 3 4 . 4 9 
P R . N O . ( F . T . ) = . 7 1 0 0 P R . N O . ( A . T . ) = . 7 1 1 1 
R E Y . N G . t F . T . ) = 1 6 3 9 . 6 1 R E Y . N O . < A , T . ) = 1 8 7 7 . 5 1 
Table F-ll. Local and 
(5 Rows, 
Average Heat Transfer Results 
P/D = 1.3, Glass Beads (230 pm)) 
MATERIAL OF THE 8EC=G.B.230 
P/0= 1,30 NUMBER OF R0HS = 5 
V0LTS= 6.540 CLRPENT(AMFS.)= 1.30 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR* .150 FT./SEC. 
fIl"T*a 1 1* S ^CHES EX.HT.= 11.5 INCHES 
PRESSURE DROP IN THE BED= .205 PSI 




















































































AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYL I NDER=263.308 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF THE CYL.= 262.000 
TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR STREAf= 31.50 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER CQEFICIENT= 2.601 
NUS.NO.(F.T.)= 12.E5 NUS.NC.(A.T.)= 14.33 
PR,NO. (F.T.)= .7085 PR.NO .(A.T.) = .7111 
REY.NO. (F.T.) = 56.26 REY.NO.(A,T.)= 73.90 
MATERIAL OF THE BEC=G.B.230 
P/0= 1.30 NUMBER OF ROWS= 5 
V0LT5= 10.980 CURRENT ( AM FS •> = 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR = .256 
ST.HT,= 11.5 INCHES EX,HT.= 11,5 
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AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYLINDER=232. 658 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE CF THE CYL.= 227.500 
TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR STREAf= 81.60 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFICl£NT= 8.667 
NUS.NQ.<F.T.)= 42.87 NUS • NO . ( A . T.) = 47.72 
PR.NO. (F.T.)= .7079 PR.NO. ( A.T . )= .7111 
REY.NO.(F.T.)= 95.67 REY.NO.tA , T.)= 125.58 
Table F-ll. Cont'd. Local and Average Heat Transfer Results 
(5 Rows, P/Dt = 1.3, Glass Beads (230 pm)) 
MATERIAL OF THE BEC=G.D.23Q 
P/0 = 1.30 NUMBER OF R0WS = 5 
V0LTS= 21.140 CUFRENT(AMPS.>= 5.80 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF Alfi = .411 FT./SEC. 
ST.HT.= 11.5 INCHES EX.HT.= 12.0 INCHES 
RESSURE DROP IN THE 6E0= ,430 PSI 
THETA TEMP. CRCONQ HLCCAL NULOCAL 
0.0 200.500 -1.612 39.168 1^7.566 
15.0 193.666 -.979 40.4-31 20ft. 186 
30. 0 194.300 -.333 42.656 216.079 
45.G 169.020 .152 45.221 229.945 
60.0 184.100 .683 47.885 244.381 
75.0 160.867 1.626 50.342 257.559 
90.0 161.200 2.537 51.093 261.332 
105.0 165.926 .194 46.531 237.403 
120.0 191.100 -1.937 42.239 214. 707 
135.0 192.930 -.715 42.794 216.589 
150,0 193.000 .474 43.957 222.e75 
165.0 193.541 -.034 43.242 219.164 
180.0 19 4.000 -.537 42.565 215.661 
MATERIAL OF THE BEC=G.B.230 
P/D = 1.30 NUMBER OF ROWS = 5 
V0LTS= 19.700 CURRENT<Al*FS.) = 5.43 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR = .516 FT./SEC. 
ST.HT.= 11.5 INCHES EX.HT.= 12.7 INCHES 
PRESSURE CROP IN THE BEO= .430 PSI 
THETA TEMP. CRCONO HLCCAL NULOCAL 
0 .0 172.200 -3.365 42.683 221.051 
15.0 169.4C8 -1.312 46.351 239.447 
30.0 164.200 .918 51.561 267.510 
45.0 159.797 .632 54.059 281.490 
60.0 156.500 .309 56.032 292.557 
75.0 153.924 .711 58.371 305,422 
90.0 152.500 1.124 5S.915 313.871 
105.0 152.593 .512 59.227 310.246 
120.0 153.500 -.093 57.894 303.036 
135.0 154.491 .195 57.418 300.295 
150.0 155.800 .479 56.715 296.296 
165.0 157.557 -.479 54.487 234.242 
160.0 158.500 -1.408 52.899 275.744 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYLINDER=190.158 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF THE CYL.= 195.900 
TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR STREAM 61.40 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIENT= 44.778 
NUS.NO.CF.T.)=227.50 NUS.NC.(A.T.) =246.63 
PR.NC. (F.T.)* .7077 PR.NO . ( A.T.) = .7111 
REY.NO.(F.T.)= 170.33 REY.NO.(A,T.)= 202.05 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYLINQER=157.975 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CCRE OF THE CYL.= 164.000 
TEMPERATURE CF THE AIR STREAM 30.50 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIENT= 54.992 
NUS.NO.(F.T,)=236.7e NUS.NO.<A.T,)=303.27 
PR.NO, tF.T.)= .7111 PR.NO.(fl.T.)= .7111 
REY.NO.(F.T.}= 224.76 REY.NO.<A ,T.) = 254.53 
Table F-ll. Cont'd. Local and 
(5 Rows, 
Average 
P/Dt = 1 
Heat Transfer Results 
3, Glass Beads (230 ym)) 
MATERIAL OF THE BEC=G.E.230 
P/D = 1.30 NUfEER OF RQWS = 5 
V0LTS= 21.200 CURF.ENT(AfFS.) = 5.60 
S U P E R F I C I A L VELOCITY OF AIR = . 7 9 7 F T . / S E C . 
S T . H T . = 1 1 . 5 INCHES E X . H T . = 1 3 . 5 INCHES 
PRESSURE CROP IN THE BE0= . 4 3 6 P S I 
MATERIAL OF THE B E C = G . B , 2 3 0 
P / 0 = 1 . 3 0 NUMBER OF ROWS = 5 
V0LTS= 2 1 . 3 8 0 C U R R E N T i A f - F S • ) = 5 , 7 7 
S U P E R F I C I A L VELOCITY OF AIR = 1 . 1 5 3 FT,/SEC. 
S T . H T . = 1 1 . 5 INCHES E X . H T . = 1 5 . 0 INCHES 
PRESSURE OkOF I N THE BEO= . 4 5 5 F S I 
THETA TE^P. CPCONO HLCCAL N U L O C A L 
0.0 2C0.000 -4.076 36.663 185.093 
15.0 195.758 -1 .564 40.642 205.753 
30.0 137.500 1.140 46.590 237.277 
45.0 150 .521 .436 49.026 251.008 
60.0 174.500 -.371 51.305 263.915 
75.0 168.558 1.335 56.471 291.876 
90.0 165 .200 3.168 6U.495 313.529 
105.0 166.447 .691 57.172 296.008 
120.0 169. 000 -1.703 53.155 274.639 
135.0 169.479 -.2 34 54.335 280.628 
150.0 169,500 1.230 55.787 288.120 
165.0 170.967 -•led 53.479 275.672 
160.0 172.100 -1.566 51.454 265.187 
THETA TEhP. CRCOND HLCCAL NULOCAL 
0.0 179.000 -.766 46.379 238.363 
15.0 178.070 -.963 46.612 239.759 
30.0 175.000 -1.189 47.863 246.797 
45.0 169.898 .100 51.324 266.325 
60.0 165.000 1.536 56.117 291.721 
75.0 162.363 .7 65 57.040 297.166 
90.0 161.200 -.014 57.013 297.313 
105.0 160.362 .315 57,911 3J2.205 
120.0 160.100 .645 56.422 304.936 
135.0 160.677 -.138 57.243 298.638 
150.0 161.000 -.913 56.249 293.372 
165.0 160.180 .077 57.799 301.665 
180.0 159.500 1.086 59.280 309,569 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE CF THE CYL INDER=175 . 2 9 2 
TEMPERATURE I N THE CORE OF THE C Y L . = 1 7 9 . 9 0 0 
TEMPERATURE CF THE AIR STFEAN= 6 0 . 3 0 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFIC IENT= 5 1 . 8 7 3 
N U S . N O . ( F . T . ) = 2 6 6 . 6 7 N U S . N C . ( A . T . ) = 2 3 5 . 9 5 
P R . N O . ( F . T , ) = . 7 0 9 2 P R . N O , < A , T . ) = , 7 1 1 1 
R E Y . N O . ( F . T . > = 3 3 7 . 8 5 R E Y . N O . tA , T . ) = 3 9 2 . 5 4 
AVERAGE TEMPERATUPE OF THE C Y L I N Q E R = 1 6 5 . 2 5 8 
TEMPERATURE I N THE CORE GF THE C Y L . = 1 6 6 . 1 0 0 
TEMPERATURE CF THE AIR STREAt*= 7 7 . 3 0 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER C O E F l C I E N T = 5 4 , 7 4 2 
N U S „ N Q . ( F , T . ) = 2 8 4 . 5 2 N U S . N O . ( A . T . ) = 3 0 3 . 3 2 
P R . N O . ( F . T . ) = . 7 1 0 7 PR.NO . CA.T . ) = . 7 1 1 1 
R E Y . N O . ( F . T . ) = 4 9 8 . 7 6 RE Y . NO . < A , T . ) = 5 7 4 . 3 1 
I .:• 
I -
' - • . 
Table F-12. Local and Average Heat Transfer Results 
(5 Rows, P/D, = 1.1, Glass Beads (2 30 urn)) 
MATERIAL OF THE BEC=G.B.23Q 
P/D= 1.10 NUMBER OF R0WS= 5 
VQLTS= 8.940 Cl'RPEMfAMPS.) = 2.44 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR = .151 FT./SEC. 
ST.HT,= H.5 INCHES EX,HT.= 11.5 INCHES 
PRESSURE OROF IN THE BEQ = .303 FSI 
THETA TEMP. CRCONO HLCCAL NULQCAL 
0.0 177.300 3.119 11.006 57.044 
15.0 lao.iss .979 8.663 44.798 
30.0 165.500 -1.C31 6.309 32.464 
45.0 169.150 -.63 9 6.481 33.277 
60.0 191.100 -.274 6.735 34.525 
75.0 192.4S2 .482 7.413 37.963 
90.0 195.200 1.209 7.994 40.851 
105.0 200.446 .140 6.660 Zi*899 
120.0 206.100 -.844 5.412 27.435 
135.0 209.650 -.900 5.201 26.299 
150 .0 210.400 -.972 5.097 25.760 
165.0 208.713 .113 6.259 31.663 
160.0 207.400 1.231 7.429 37.626 
MATERIAL OF THE 8EC=G.B.23Q 
P/D = 1.10 NUMBER OF ROHS= 5 
VOLTS= 11.070 CURRENKAMPS.) = 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR = .202 
3.04 
FT./SEC. 
T.HT.= 11.5 INCHES EX.HT .= 31.5 INCHES 
RESSURE OROP IN THE BED= .417 PSI 
THETA TEMP. CRCONO HLCCAL NULOCAL 
0.0 186.0C0 .161 11.604 59.678 
15.0 186.053 -.197 11.241 57,810 
30.0 185.600 -.557 10.926 56.207 
45.0 164.G85 -.067 11.565 59.569 
60.0 182.400 .437 12.240 63.130 
75.0 181.671 .630 12.510 64.558 
90,0 182.500 .815 12.609 65.024 
105.0 165.182 .564 12.087 62.202 
120.0 189.300 .320 11.452 58,743 
135.0 194.178 -.093 10.610 54.217 
150.0 198.800 -.476 9.850 50.160 
165.0 202.132 -.706 9.364 47.569 
180.0 203.400 -.939 9.037 45.864 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYLINDER=196.775 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE CF THE CYL.= 190.500 
TEMPERATURE CF THE AIR STREAM 68.60 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIENT= 6.785 
NUS.NC.(F.T.)= 34.63 NUS.NC. {A.T.)= 38.14 
PR.NO.(F.T.)= .7082 PR.NO. (A.T.)= .7120 
REY.NO.(F.T.)= 63.09 REY.NO.<A ,T.) = 77.34 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE CF THE CYLINDER=188.883 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CCRE OF THE CYL.= 138.200 
TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR STREAM= 69.60 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIENT= 11.231 
NUS,NO.(F.T.)= 57.63 NUS.NO.fA.T.)= 63.01 
PR.NC.(F.T.)= .7089 PR.NO . (A .T .)= .7118 
REY.NO.<F.T.>= 65.33 REY.NO.(A,T.)= 103.21 
T a b l e F - 1 2 . C o n t ' d . L o c a l and Average Heat T r a n s f e r R e s u l t s 
(5 Rows, P/Dfc = 1 . 1 , G l a s s Beads (230 yra ) ) . 
MATERIAL OF THE BEC=G.B.230 
P/D = 1.10 NUMBER OF RQWS = 5 
V0LTS= 1 6 . 0 ^ 0 CURRENTtAfFS.>= 4 . 3 9 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR = . 2 5 1 F T . / S E C . 
ST.HT.= 1 1 . 5 INCHES EX.HT.= 11 .5 INCHES 
PRESSURE OROF IN THE BED= .37<= PSI 
MATERIAL OF THE BEC=G.B.230 
P/D= 1.10 NUMBER OF ROWS = 5 
yOLTS= 1 6 . 5 9 0 CURRENT!AfPS.*= 4 . 5 5 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR= . 303 F T . / S E C . 
ST.HT.= 1 1 . 5 INCHES EX.HT.= 12.0 INCHES 
PRESSURE DROF IN THE BED= .392 PSI 
THETA TEMP. CRCCNQ HLCCAL NULOCAL THETA TEMP. CRCONO HLCCAL NULOCAL 
EJ.O 246.900 -5.700 10.054 49.678 0.0 207.700 -3.724 17.783 90.043 
15.0 237.905 -2.503 14.073 69.889 15.0 203.493 -.802 21.364 108.5U2 
30.0 219.600 1.118 19.673 98,781 30.0 196.900 2,351 25.638 130.944 
45.0 202.6?9 .966 21.850 110.979 45.0 194.4c5 ,328 24.053 122.980 
60.0 iea.700 .796 21*.068 123.543 60.0 193.000 -1.761 22.245 113.668 
75.0 177,325 1.868 27.556 142.740 75.0 188.463 .066 24.967 128.254 
90.0 170.400 3,0 51 30.476 158.769 90.0 164.100 2.033 27.862 143.621 
105.0 163.67 8 2.504 30.123 157.026 105.0 183.614 .935 26.871 138.568 
12D.0 174.500 1.846 28.214 146.491 120.0 185.500 -.169 25.355 130.549 
135.0 163.114 .029 24.427 125.942 135.0 187.730 .548 25.601 131.535 
150.0 191.800 -1.531 21.160 108.354 150.0 191.400 1.225 25.539 130.892 
165.0 197.130 -1.298 20.461 104.350 165.0 197.104 -.885 22.366 114.129 
160.0 198,600 -1.114 20.369 103.751 180.0 200.300 -2.869 19.827 100.929 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYLIN0ER=194.642 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF THE CYL.= 196 .400 
TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR STREAM= 69.30 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFIClENT= 2 3 . 1 0 1 
N U S . N O . ( F . T . ) = 1 1 8 . 0 4 N U S . N C . ( A . T . ) = 1 2 9 . 6 8 
P R . N O . ( F . T . ) = .7083 PR.NQ . (A . T . ) = . 7 1 1 9 
R E Y . N O . ( F . T . ) = 105 .23 REY.NO.<A , T . ) = 1 2 8 . 4 3 
AVERAGE TEMPERATUPE OF THE CYLINCER=192.463 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF THE CYL.= 168 .700 
TEMPERATURE CF THE AIR STREAM 68 .60 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIENT= 2 4 . 2 1 9 
N U S . N O . ( F . T . ) = 1 2 4 . 0 2 N U S . N O . ( A . T . ) = 1 3 6 . 1 2 
PR.NO. ( F . T . ) = .7086 PR.NO . (A.T . » = ,7120 
R E Y . N O . ( F . T . ) = 1 2 7 . 6 1 R E Y . N O . ( A , T . ) = 155 .46 
Table F-13. Local and Ave 
(3 Rows, P/D 
MATERIAL OF THE BEC=0.S.514 
V/0 = 1,50 NlfEER OF ROWS- 3 
VCLTS= 8.570 CURRENT < AhFS, ) = 2.34 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY Of AIR = .506 FT./SEC. 
ST.HT.= 11.3 INCHES EX.HT.= 11.3 INCHES 
PRESSURE DROF IN THE 0EQ= .322 FSI 
I H f f & TEMP. CRCONO HLCCAL NULOCAL 
0 . 0 1**6. 300 - 2 . 3 5 5 10.1+80 5 4 . 9 7 4 
1 5 . 0 l i i 5 , i U -.1*1*2 1 2 . 6 3 9 6 6 . 3 6 2 
3 0 . 0 1 4 3 . 4 0 0 1.562 1 5 . 0 3 1 7 9 . 0 3 6 
4 5 . 0 1 4 3 . 0 3 7 .61*7 l*i . 1 9 9 7*4.686 
6 0 . 0 11+3,500 - . 2 7 6 1 3 , 1 7 0 6 9 . 2 4 4 
7 5 . 0 1 4 3 . 5 7 3 .5Q1* 1 3 . 8 4 3 72.751+ 
9 0 . 0 1 4 5 . 1 0 0 1 . 2 5 8 1 4 . 3 4 8 7 5 . 339 
1 0 5 . 0 1 ^ 7 . 9 3 5 2 .111* 11*.618 7 6 . 5 7 6 
1 2 0 , 0 1 5 3 . 7 0 0 2 . 7 7 3 1 4 . 2 3 4 71+.207 
1 3 5 . 0 1 6 2 . 7 2 6 - . 0 6 8 1 0 . 0 5 1 5 2 . 0 1 2 
1 5 0 . 0 1 7 1 . 6 0 0 - 2 . 3 5 8 6 . 7 5 1 3 4 . 6 6 7 
1 6 5 . 0 1 7 6 . 8 3 7 - 1 . B 1 6 6 . 7 7 8 3*+.685 
1 8 0 . 0 178.1*00 - 1 . 3 8 5 7 . 0 6 6 3 6 . 1 1 8 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE CF THF CYLIN0ER=153.275 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CCRE OF THE CYL.= 154.500 
TEMPERATURE CF THE AIR STREAM 85.10 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER CQ£FICIENT= 12.033 
NUS.NO.(F.T.>= 62.75 NUS.NC. ( A.T .)= 65.95 
PR.NO.(F.T.)= .7112 PR.NO . ( A,T . ) = .7111+ 
REV.NO.(F.T.)= 220.43 REY. NO. < A , T.) = 245.90 
ge Heat Transfer Results 
1.5, Ottawa Sand (514 ym)). 
MATERIAL . OF THE B E C = 0 . S . 5 1 4 > 
P/D = i . . 5 0 NUMEER OF ROWS= 3 
VOLTS= 10 .1*80 C U R F E N T ( A r F S . ) = 2 . 8 5 
S U P E R F I C I A L VELOCITY OF AIR •= . 8 1 7 F T . / S E C . 
S T . H T . = 1 1 . 3 INCHES E X . H I ' . = 1 1 . 3 INCHES 
PRESSURE : DROP I N THE BED = . 5 6 2 P S I 
THETA TEMP. CRCOND HLCCAL NULOCAL 
0 . 0 141 .1*00 - . 7 1 * 7 1 9 . 9 3 8 1 0 5 . 0 D 9 
1 5 . 0 11+1.018 - . 3 5 4 2 0 . 4 7 2 1 0 7 , 8 5 6 
3 0 . 0 11*0 .200 .01*6 2 1 . 1 7 8 1 1 1 . 6 5 3 
4 5 . 0 1 3 9 . 2 3 5 - . 5 6 1 2 0 , 9 4 6 1 1 0 , 5 1 5 
6 0 . 0 13 7 . 6 0 0 - 1 . 2 0 5 2 0 . 9 6 7 1 1 0 . 7 7 7 
7 5 . 0 135 .oeo . 8 5 3 2 4 . 1 3 5 1 2 7 . 7 7 7 
9 0 . 0 1 3 3 . 5 0 0 3 . D 6 7 2 7 . 1 0 6 1 4 3 . 6 8 6 
1 0 5 . 0 131* .920 3 . 6 0 3 2 6 . 9 6 1 1 4 2 . 7 5 3 
1 2 0 . 0 11*0 .300 3 . 8 1 5 2 4 . 9 0 9 1 3 1 . 3 1 3 
1 3 5 . 0 1 4 9 . 4 6 5 . 1 2 0 1 8 . 2 3 0 9 5 . 3 7 5 
1 5 0 , 0 1 5 8 . 8 0 0 - 2 . 6 1 * 9 1 3 . 1 8 5 6 8 . 4 5 4 
1 6 5 . 0 1 6 i + . 6 3 2 - 2 . 2 5 9 1 2 . 4 2 4 6 4 . 1 9 3 
1 6 0 . 0 1 6 6 . 5 0 0 - 2 . 0 1 7 1 2 . 3 3 2 6 3 . 6 2 4 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYLINDER= 1 4 4 . 0 5 8 
TEMPERATURE I N THE CORE OF THE C Y L . = 1 4 5 . 1 0 0 
TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR S T R E A M 8 5 . 1 0 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER C O E F l C I E N T = 20 . 5 4 7 
N U S . N O . i I F . T . ) = 1 0 7 . 98 NUS. , N O . ( A , T . ) = 1 1 2 . 6 1 
P R . N C . < F . T . ) = . 7 1 2 0 PR.NO . ( A . T • ) ' . 7 1 1 4 
R E Y . N O . ( F . T . ) = 360 . 9 1 REY, . N O . ( A , T . > = 3 9 6 . 8 5 
Table F-13. Cont'd. Local and Average Heat Transfer Results 
(3 Rows, P/D. =1.5, Ottawa Sand (514 pi) ) . 
MATERIAL OF THE BE C = 0. S. 51<* 
P/D= 1,50 NUMBER OF R0HS = 3 
VQLTS= 17,570 CURRENTUfFS.) = i*.82 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIR* ,977 FT./SEC. 
ST,HT.= 11,3 IKCHES EX.HT.= U.5 INCHES 
PRESSURE 0FOF IN THE DED= .52<* PSI 
MATERIAL OF THE aEC = O.S.Sl*f 
P/0a 1.50 Nl'MEER OF RQWS = 3 
VOLTS* 18.5SQ CURRENTUt-FS.)- 5.10 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIfi= 1.233 FT./SEC 
ST,HT.= 11.3 INCHES EX.HT.= 12.5 INCHES 
PRESSURE DROP IN THE BED = .562 PSI 
THETA TEfP. CRCOND HLCCAL NULOCAL 
0.0 169.700 -.198 39.661* 20i*.087 
15.0 169.563 .018 39.955 205.500 
30.0 169.500 ,2 35 140.211 206.631 
45,0 1 6 ̂  . *• 70 -.782 39.2G9 201.681 
60.0 168.000 -1.630 38.870 200.169 
75.G 163.835 -.855 1*1.999 217.008 
90.0 158.200 .235 1*6.398 2<*0.8*tl 
105.0 152.565 1.602 51.337 267,630 
120.0 150.100 3.0 82 55.019 287,507 
135.0 150.955 1.736 52.996 276.739 
150.0 154.300 .1+09 1*9.181 256.110 
165.0 153.1*42 -1.21+1* 4t4.955 233,361* 
180.0 160.000 -2.604 142.247 218.970 
THETA TEMP. CRCONO HLCCAL NULOCAL 
0.0 168.100 1.660 1*6.823 21*1.303 
15.0 169.366 .1412 1*1*.709 230.173 
30.G 171.1400 -.963 1*2,282 217,327 
1*5.0 171. fii*6 -1.1*56 1+1.590 213.656 
60.0 169.500 -1.966 1̂ 2.21*0 217,1*142 
75.0 163.968 -.769 1*6.1*90 21*0. 377 
90.0 157.100 .600 52.31*6 272.187 
105.0 150.869 1.111* 57.683 301.511 
120.0 11+6.300 1.689 62.1*59 327.691 
135.0 11*3.829 1.1*91* 61*.791* 31*0.636 
150.0 11*3.300 1.239 65.109 31*2.1*1*2 
165.0 li*i*.132 -.125 62.851+ 330.355 
180.0 li*i4.800 -1.1*56 60.826 319.517 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYL INOES=160.825 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF THE CYL.= 165.500 
TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR STREAM 85.90 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIENT= 1*5.068 
NUS.NO. (F.T.)=2 33.54 NUS . NC . <A.T.) =21*6.86 
PR.NO. (F.T.)= .7102 PR.NO.(A.T.)= .7115 
REY.NO. (F.T.)= 1*20.19 REY.NO.<A ,T.) = 1*73.53 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYL 1N0ER= 157 . 31*2 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE OF THE CYL.= 161.500 
TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR STREAf= 8i*.90 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIENT= 53.030 
NUS.t^O.t F.T. 1=2 75. 65 NUS . NO. (A.T.I =290 . 71 
PR.NO. <F.T.)= .7107 PR.NO . ( A.T . ) = .711** 
REY.NO.(F.T.)= 533.72 REY.NO.(A , T.I = 599.31 
Table F-13. Cont'd. Local and Average Heat Transfer Results 
(3 Rows, P/D = 1.5, Ottawa Sand (514 urn)). 
MATERIAL OF THE BEC=0.S.5l4 
P/D= 1.50 NUMBER OF R0WS= 3 
V0LTS= 20.ISO CURRENTtAKFS.)= 5.50 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF AIK = 1.473 FT./SEC. 
ST.HT.= 11.3 INCHES EX.HT.= 13.0 INCHES 
PRESSURE DROP IN THE 8ED= .562 PSI 
MATERIAL OF THE BEC=C.S.514 
P/D = 1.50 NUMBER OF POHS= 3 
VOLTS* 20.190 CURRENTCAMPS.)= 5.50 
SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY OF ftIR= 1.64** FT./SEC. 
ST.HT.= 11.3 INCHES EX.HT.= 13.5 INCHES 
PRESSURE DROP IN THE DEO= .537 FSI 
THETA TEMF. CRCOND HLCCAL NULOCAL THETA TEMF. CRCONO HLCCAL NULOCAL 
0.0 176.800 1 .671 49.219 251.855 0.0 176.000 1.039 48.790 249.899 
15.0 1 7 8 . Ill it .640 47.5Q7 242.851 15.0 176.823 .372 47.701 244.163 
30.0 leo.eoo -.356 45.223 230.709 30.0 178.400 -.2bl 46.259 236.495 
45.0 182.6 4 3 -1.482 43.245 220.314 45.0 179.375 -.962 45.063 230.316 
60.0 131.300 -2.651 42.694 217.725 60.0 178.300 -1.705 44.854 229.484 
75.0 175.347 -1.003 47.302 242.322 75,0 174.129 -1.248 47.492 243.606 
90.0 167.400 .699 53.824 277.47Q 90,0 167.500 -.767 51,833 267.297 
105.0 160.518 1.122 58.337 305.004 105.0 159.871 1.243 59.143 3U6.854 
120.0 155.500 1.354 63.151 328.720 120.0 154.300 3.599 66.093 344.517 
135.0 152,682 1.972 66,328 346,063 135.0 153.213 1.838 65.322 340.760 
150.0 152.600 2.529 66.774 348.355 150.0 154.900 .020 61.989 322.937 
165.0 155.766 -.599 60.967 317.283 165.0 156.690 -.67y 59.593 309.949 
180.0 157.800 -3.519 56.336 292,693 180.0 157.800 -1.360 58.167 302.305 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYL I NDER=167.517 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE CF THE CYi_.= 171.800 
TEMPERATURE CF THE AIR STREAh= 85.20 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIENT= 54.048 
NUS.NO.(F.T.)=278.60 NUS.NO.(A.T.)=29 6.18 
FR.NC.<F.T.»= .7095 PR.NO . <A.T.) = .7114 
REY.NO. (F.T,)= 625.98 REY.NO . (A . T .) = 717.99 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE CYL I NDER=166.717 
TEMPERATURE IN THE CORE CF THE CYL,= 170.300 
TEMPERATURE CF THE AIR STREAM 84.80 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIENT= 54.070 
NUS.NO.fF.T.)=27 8.98 NUS.NO.(A,T.)=296.46 
PR.NO. (F.T.)= .7097 PR.NO.(A . T .)= .7114 
REY.NG.CF.T.)= 787.28 REY.NO.(A,T,>= 896.82 
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Pressure Fluctuation Measurements 
Table F-14 is a guide to review the pressure signals 
obtained during the tests and the resulting plots using Fast 
Fourier transform techniques. Included in these tables are 
Figure 20 through 27 contained in the main body of the thesis. 
Here they have been regrouped in the order in which they were 
obtained. The pressure signals presented in Figure 20, 21, F-3, 
F-8, F-12, and F-17 are traces obtained in a chart recorder. 
These signals have also been recorded on an FM recorder for 
processing in the Fast Fourier transform analyzer. In each 
case the outputs are probability density functions, auto 
correlation functions, and normalized power spectral density 
functions. Figure 2 0 through 26 contained in the main body 
of the thesis and Figure F-l through F-8 contained here are 
for Ottawa sand P/D = 1.3 and five rows tube bundles with the 
cylinder containing pressure transducer located centrally in 
the arrangement. Similarly, Figure 27 in the main body of the 
thesis and Figure F-3 through F-21 contained here are for 
glass beads under the identical arrangement. 
The local pressure signals obtained for Ottawa sand at 
a superficial velocity of 0.7 ft/sec (-— = 0.95) were too 
mf 
weak to obtain meaningful results from Fast Fourier transform 
analyzer. Hence, they have not been reported here. More com-
plete analysis of the pressure fluctuations for U = 0.89 ft/sec 
(̂ — = 1.20) are contained in Figure 21 through 24 and Figure 
mf 
F-l and F-2. For each of the six angular locations shown in 
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Table F-14. Arrangement of Figures Related to 
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0 . 7 0 20 
0 . 8 9 21 
0 . 8 9 24 
0 . 8 9 23 
0 . 8 9 22 
0 . 8 9 F - l 
0 . 8 9 F - 2 
1 .14 a n d 1 .56 F - 3 
1 .14 F - 4 
1 .14 26 
1 .14 25 
1 .56 F - 5 
1 .56 F - 6 
1 .56 F - 7 
0 , 3 0 , 6 0 , 9 0 , 1 2 0 , 1 8 0 Pressure Signals 
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*PDF - Probability Density Function 
ACF - Auto-Correlation Function 
NPSDF - Normalized Power Spectral Density Function 
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Figure 21, probability density functions (Figure 24 and F-1) 
and normalized power spectral density functions (Figure 22 
and F-2) are reported. Figure 23 is auto correlation function 
for angular position of degrees. Figure 25, 26, and Figure 
F-3 through F-7 are also for Ottawa sand at U = 1.14 and 1.56 
ft/sec (—— = 1.55 and 2.1, respectively) for angular locations 
Umf 
0, 90, and 180 degrees. There the auto correlation function 
for only the 90 degree position and U = 1.14 ft/sec is shown. 
Figure 27 and Figure F-8 through F-21 are for glass 
beads. They are in three groups. Figure 27 and Figure F-8 
through F-ll are for IJ = 0.29 ft/sec (U/U f = 1.80) and 30 
degree interval angular positions between 0 and 180 degrees. 
Figure F-12 through F-16 are for U = 0.35 ft/sec (U/U = 2.2) 
and for angular positions 0, 45, 90, 120, and 180 degrees 
orientation. Similarily, Figure F-17 through F-21 are for 
U = 0.50 ft/sec (U/U = 3.13) and angular positions 0, 45, 
90, 135, and 180 degrees orientation. No auto correlation 
functions are reported for the case of glass beads. 
Table F-15 summarizes the results of the Figure 21 
through 27 and Figure F-1 through F-21. For the case of Ottawa 
sand and glass beads and for the three superficial velocities 
selected the r.m.s. values of pressure fluctuations at each 
of the angular locations are listed. At higher values of 
U/U f for each of the two materials it has been possible to 
determine the frequency of dominant peak and they are con-
tained in the table. These frequencies are related to bubble 
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passage around the cylinder as influenced by the neighboring 
tubes. Even though heat transfer tests were carried out 
using silica sand, no effort was made to record local pressure 
fluctuations and, hence, the absence of dominant frequencies 
and r.m.s. values of pressure fluctuations for this material 
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Figure F-12. Representative Pressure Signal at Different Locations. 
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Figure F-13. Probability Density Function. 
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Figure F-14. Normalized Power Spectral Density Function. 
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Figure F-18. Probability Density Function. 
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Table F-15. Dominant Frequency and r.m.s. Values of 
Pressure Fluctuations (P/D. = 1.3, 5 Rows). 
r.m, . s. Values 
Fluidizing Angular of Pressure 
Bed Velocity 
'J/Umf 
Location Frequency of Fluctuations 
Material (ft/sec) 6 Dominant Peak (psi) 
0.89 1.20 0° • _ .0049 





-1 120° - .0044 
in 150° - .0042 
r~ 
180° - .0041 
c ft 






g 180° 3.4 .0258 .-. 







0.29 1.80 0° _ .014 
30° - .009 
•: 60° - .007 
r- 90° - .007 
o 
r*1 
120* - .006 
<N 150° - .004 
tfl 
180° - .003 
-a 
-; 0.35 2.2 0° - .044 
c 45° - .042 
td 90° - .046 
(fl 120° - .050 
H; 
H 
180° - .047 
O 
0.5 3.13 0° 6.3 .069 
45° 6.2 .069 
90° 6.4 .077 
135° 6.3 .077 
180° 6.2 .081 
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